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The "Old Doctor" as He Was in 1907

Spanish or Epidemic Influenza From the
Treatment Side

treatment given th·ere. The upper dorsal spine
is also given a popping with the knee, with the
patient on a chair. This, of course, is not at
tempted unless the patient is strong and vigorous
and has taken treatment before, so that he under
stands what is being done. Where the disease is
well developed, the patient not strong, is nervous
or is not acquainted with osteopathic principles,
this treatment is not given, however advisable it
might be.

Subsequent treatments are given to take out the
invariable and recurring contractions along the
spinal cord. The spine is gently sprung and the
muscles pulled away from the intervertebral
foramina so that arteries going in and veins
and nerves coming out from the spinal cord are
free to function.

I might note here that I consider Spanish In
fluenza does its damage throllgh the attack, of
its peculair and virulent toxin and the accom
panying acidosis, on the body's reservoir of
energy-the spinal cord and related structures.
Where the toxin is manufactured I will mention
later.

If the patient is in a nervous condition he is
often treated in the position in which found, so
as not to disturb him. Care is particularly taken
to keep a patient who is moist with sweat from
taking cold or being exposed. An extra cover
ing is thrown across the neck and shoulders, and
pulled down as the bed covers are moved to get
to the area to be treated. .

The musculature of the upper dorsal and cerv
ical region is' given special attention, the region
of the first and second cervical and the first to
sixth dorsal being special seats of trouble. The
region between the spine and left scapula, first to
sixth ribs left, and the region of the supra
scapular notch on the left side are given specific
treatment to free them of contractions. The
tissues of the suprascapular notch are in direct
connection with the nerve supply of the heart
muscle and treatment here is astonishingly ef
fective. And I may say that I use the word
"astonishingly" advisedly.

This treatment for the heart is best given with
the patient lying on the right side, patient leaning
a little forward, with his left forearm against
the chest, hand at neck or chin. Stand then at
the patient's head and with the thumbs ~ive all
the region nn the left side at the base of the neck
and around the suprascapular notch thorough
muscular adjustment for circulation and remove
<,on tractions which disturb the heart's vitality.
Treat first to sixth dorsal region.

I r.onsider this treatment specific for the heart
debility of Spanish or epidemic influenza and
manv other heart conditions, ~~ well. I have
found it especiallv effective in thp weakened and
nervous states following Spanish influenza and in
so-called "run down conditions" generally.

Vihration with the tips of the nngers on the
anterior chest wall is often used. Sore and con
trar.ted ti s~ues are often found along- the anterior
ends of the ribs which are involved at their
minal ends. These are ~entlv treated. Children
are often given vibration, holding their little
chf'sts with my hands under their arms.

If the patient is fat and not easy to treat I
}lave him sit up in bed and ~ive the uoper dorsal
thorough percussion with the side of the hand.
A bout 100 strokes at each treatment are u~u~lIy
given. I remember one very fat patient in the

Treatment
I consider it advisable to give a strong deep

treatment if the patient is seen before the attack
has gained full headway; after that I give short
light treatments.

If the disease has not developed much at the
time of the first visit and if vigorous treatment
with adjustment of the deep-lying and tightened
up ligaments over the spinal cord is indicated,
as it always is if the treatment can be given a
blanket is sometimes spread on the floor ;nd

By Dr. George M. McCole, Great Falls, Montana

THE successful treatment of sick folks calls 6. The examination was then extended over
for attention to little things. Some little the lungs and pleural rub listened for.
thing properly cared for very often gives us 7. Patient was questioned as to having had a

our margin over adverse conditions and spells chill, general health, occupation, undue exposure,
success in the care of our patient. I have no fatigue, what physic, if any, had been taken or
apology to offer for the small details I have other drugs used, bowel movements and bloody
brought into this discussion. stools, food taken, sleep the night before, and

Examination dreams, headache and backache.
1. Temperature taken per mouth. In children The full examination could not be given at

I insert the thermometer between the cheek and each call and not all of it to each patient, as
gum or teeth and protect it with my finger, if time would not permit during the height of the

epidemic.
n~~~ssa~, ta~ing to the child all the time and 8. T.hroat was always examined. This is an
te IIIg 1m t at he does it just like daddy. If important point.
it is not possible to get the temperature in the
mouth I usually use the groin.

Rectal temperature was often taken in both
adults and infants and I have found it excellent
practice, as it will often give information which
oral temperature will not.

I often take the temperature after giving the
treatment and find that the oral temperature is
frequently higher than it was before the treat
ment. This is proof that the circulation of blood
and nerve force to the head was very poor until
normalized by the treatment. As far as my ob
servations have gone, however, I have not found
that the temperature per rectum shows much if
any change after the treatment. During the epi
demic there was not sufficient time or nurse help
to make satisfactory records on this interesting
subject. I will speak of temperature further on
in this paper.

(Note: There is but one way to have a clean
thermometer, that is, to wash it in soap and water
and a clean cloth. The secretions from the
mouth dry auickly and can only be removed by
scrubbing. It is these secretions that carry in
fection.)

I have found a few cases which ran a tempera
ture much below normal, sometimes as much as
three or four degrees. and still with enough
symptoms to be easily diagnosed as Spanish in
fluenza.

I consider 99% degrees per rectum normal.
especially in children.

2. Pulse was taken at the time the ther
mometer was in the mouth. Pulse was practically
alwavs bounding- and hard. Its rate varier!
widely, being influenced by many other condi
tions. I often, early in the attack ann where
other symptoms were indefinite, made a diagnosis
principally from the pulse.

3. Breathing rate and type were taken while
holding- the watch and wi'h the finger on pulse
so that patient would not know that breathing
wa' being watched. .
~fany patients complained of a sensation of

wei.~ht on the chest and difficult breathing
hardly what one would term true dyspnea yet a
real air hunger and sensation of constriction in
the chest.

4. The breath is often tainted with the odor
of acpton~. which is indicative of the high degree
of acinosis and is an important diagnostic point.

5. Th~ heart was then examined, both by
auscultation and percussion.
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eighth month of pregnancy to whom I could give
hardly any other treatment. It was especially
valuable here and we saved the mother after a
hard fight. The baby died and was miscarried.

( ote: This treatment was described by Dr.
Stoel in THE OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN about two
years ago, and I have him to thank for it.)

Here I would like to discuss the mechanism
of fever.

Unless the temperature of a patient has been
reduced per rectum as well as orally we have no
grounds for saying that a certain treatment re
duces temperature.

The circulation of blood and nerve force to the
head is easily effected by osteopathic treatment to
the cervical tissues. This, however, does not
prove that a fever has been reduced or the con
dition of the patient improved. A local conges
tion may have been relieved-probably has. If
the treatment has been given with too much
severity a local anemia may have been produced
-probably has.

My experience is
that the oral tempera
ture is about as often
raised as it is low
ered, by a light but
deep cervical treat
ment. Especially is
this true in an ambu
let patient or where
the patient is in a
cold room or is a
mouth breather.

Further, we must
remember that fever
is not a disease. It
is not even a part of
a disease. It is a part Dr. Geo. M. McCole
of that necessary re- of Great Falls, Mont.

action which nature is setting up in her struggle
to overcome an invading enemy.
If some treatment were to be discovered which

would at once stop a fever it would be an ex
ceedingly pernicious measure.

The temperature of the body is controlled by
two nerve influences. One has to do with heat
production, the other with heat distribution.

Heat distribution is at once effected by an
osteopathic treatment because it breaks up con
gestions. It causes over-supplied organs to be
depleted and unden·supplied organs to be sup
plied. The unbalanced condition of the body as
regards its blood and nerve supply is at once
remedied by treatment. This effect of treatment
is immediate and apparent.

The effect of osteopathic treatment on heat
production is not so immediate nor is it so ap
parent. It is, however, more profound and it
is more important in its assistance to nature in
producing her cure.

The temperature of the body under normal
conditions is maintained by substances in the
blood reacting on each other. Under diseased
conditions we have added to these normal reac
tions the reactions of the antibodies uoon the
bacteria of the infection. This raises the tem
perature of the body. This is fever.

The production of these antibodies (and anti
toxins) is of the utmost importance in our battle
against the invading disease.

It is here that osteopathic treatment justifies
itself as the most valuable of all therapeutic
measures.

Now these antibodies (and antitoxins) are
formed under the direct control of the sympa
thetic nervous system. The svmpathetic nervous
system gets its energy and impulses from the
spinal cord.

Further. we always find in epidemic influenza.
~s in all infectious diseases, a tightenin~ up of
the tissues covering the spinal cord. This reser
voir of the necessary nerve energy is largely
blocked off from the hody which it is designed t()
control. The nerve fibres of the system which
controls the manufacture of these np'cessary anti
bodies are not functioning. Antibodies (and
antitoxil13) are 'not being made. .

THE OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

Osteopathic treatment to the spine and spinal
cord corrects this nerve control. The glands and
tissues of internal secretion become active.
Antibodies are formed. The blood stream dis
tributes them. They overcome the infection.
"Osteopathy cures" for "the rule of the artery
is supreme."

When nature is meeting the emergency and
holding her own in this battle we have a mod
erate fever-a benign fever. When the body is
overworked with other duties and irritations the
fever may rise dangerously high. Here it is that
the physician must give further aid. Here it is
that osteopathic treatment further aids by giving
rest to the patient, easing pain and promoting
general circulation. Here it is that the atten
tion we give to 'clothing, diet, ventilation, quiet
ness, good nursing, etc., comes in. The body is
relieved of all duties but the one. Its functions
are all turned to one end-the killing of the in
vading infection. The osteopathic physician ad
justs. Nature cures. It is all a matter of ad
justment.

The chill which accompanies the first invasion
of an infectious or contagious disease is Nature's
way of warning the individual that he must con
serve energy and protect himself. It is the warn
ing signal. Further, it is Nature's method of
quickly waking up circulation and calling on the
glands to take up their function promptly. Osteo
pathic treatment takes up and carries on this
work.

For labored breathing, an effective treatment
is to have the patient with hands clasped and
arms raised above the head, patient being in bed,
face up. Stand directly at head of patient.
Reach over patient's arms and under the upper
dorsal and lift up against the heads of the ribs
with your fingers, thus raising the chest, be
ginning as far down the spine as you can and
working up as you treat. Relax the muscles at
the same time.

Care of the Patient

I use no aspirin, quinine, morphine, opium,
belladonna, whiskey or any other drug. They
are all useless and only add more toxin to an al
ready poisoned system. Next to purges, aspirin,
through its depressant action on the heart and
by destroying the red cells of the blood, was the
most frequent cause of death during the epi
demic in this community.

I explain to the patient that no drug can re
move the cause of the headache or take the head
ache away. There is but one way to get rid of
it and that is to get the kidneys and other elim
inating systems active.

Morphine. opium and belladonna may lull the
patient to sleep but they also check secretions and
thus are often fatal in that the work of the
body's system of glands of internal secretion,
which are the body's defense, is stopped. The
glands of excretion and elimination are also dried
up.

To give a patient a drug to cause elimination
by sweating, a drug to cause elimination through
the kidneys, a drug- to cause elimination through
fhe bowel, and a drug which stops secretion and
excretion is idiotic and criminal. It is a perfect
expression of the fear and superstition of the
ages.

The epithelium of the respiratory tract and its
glands is controlled by the same system of nerve
fibres as is the epithelium of the skin and its
glands. A chemical virulent enough to cause
the glands of one to throw out a copious secre
tion will react much the same on the other. Is it
not probable that an artificial drug which will
cause copious sweating of the skin will cause a
similar action in the lun~? This action once
started in the weakened lung soon leads to its
being flooded with its own secretions.

The use of serums and vaccines is pure abra
cadabra. nothing else. First-A disease which
does not establish its own immunity for at least
a few weeks cannot be immunized against by
artificial chemicals. Second-A disease of un
known causation cannot be immunized against.

Supported by osteopathic treatment, the glands
of internal secretion, under influence of the
sympathetic nervous system, secrete all the
serums, antibodies and antitoxins that the body
requires. And "the rule of the artery is su
preme."

I order a daily enema and give positive instruc
tions (after having had one or two almost fatal
cases from this cause) to use no physics. Purg
ing killed more people here than anyone other
thing. If a heavy physic be given two or three
times and the patient comes to a crisis, so much
vitality has been taken out of the blood that
he does not have enough strength to carry him
over and he dies.

Magnesium sulphate (Epsom salts), which is
largely used, is especially dangerous, as some of
the salt is absorbed through the mucous memo
brane of the intestine and in the Mood stream
acts as an active heart irritant and depressant.

Physics irritate either the intestine, the liver
or the heart or all of them. Physics sap the
energy which the body so urgently needs to con
serve. Physics remove, along with the serum
which they extract from the blood stream, the
antibodies and antitoxins which the body is
hastening to build up for its defense. Physics
retard, in the intestine, that action which is being
set up to destroy the multiplying germ life there.

The liquid of a fluid bowel movement is serum
drawn through the mucous membrane of the
bowel and from the blood stream either by
osmosis or a toxic action or both.

If the patient comes to pneumonia I find it
good and effective to use the "constipation treat
ment." It is best to let the bowel take care of
itself. Nature can do many things, and caring
for the bowel in a crisis is one of them, provid
ing the correct diet has been given our patient.
If the patient is getting nothing but fruit juices
there may be a natural bowel movement, and even
if he has been getting other food it is better
to leave the bowel alone until after the crisis
and then give the enema.

A patient with a .frank pneumonia. ~f S~anis.h
influenza has but httle chance of hvmg- If hIS
strength is being sucked from the blood stream
and out the bowel every few hours. Just once
is often fatal, as witness the awful death rate
of the past few months.

Especially is this true if the patient be a preg
nant woman or if the attack be of what is called
the "intestinal type."

I see to it that no draft blows on the patient's
bed. Our city is in a windy location and a cold
draft can aopear suddenly and do great damage
in a short time.

I order extra covering for the neck. arms,
shoulders. back and chest. I like a wool work
shirt best but use pneumonia iackets. extra under
shirts. sweaters, etc., when the wool shirt is not
to be had.

The oatient is instructed that if a sweat comes
on. either from a hot bath. hot drink or as a
result of the disease. to lie and take it, for throw
ing- off the covers is a sure way of taking cold
ann inviting pneumonia.

If the honse is cold or the patient weak or verY
sick the urinal and bed pan are used_ In fact I
prefer their use even when those conditions are
not oresent. as the less the exposure the less
rhanC" of pneumonia and the quick'er recovery.
:R pct lvin~ in bed is absolutely necessary to a
sat;sfartory course and quick recovery.

For 1"ng. congestions ~nd bronchial irritation,
in arldition to 'osteopathic treatment along- the
,c!"'inal rord. raising the ribs and chest, and vibra
tion of the chest wall. I sometimes use the old
.fashionpd mustard plaster (made with one tea
s"nnl1 pach of flonr and mustard. mixed with
pither water or white of egg), keeping it on
ahnl.lt ten' minutes or until a good. red reaction
is hrOllght about. The feet must be kent warm
with hot watpr jug-so A hot mustard foot bath
is pxcpllent wheiI the feet persist in staving cold.

At first I did not use the hot tub-bath. I am
now ()f(lering- it if T see the oatient ea rlv in the
attack and where there is no contra-indication.

If you like the stuff The OP is giving you, teIl your feIlow practitioner about it who may not be a subscriber.
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HOW OSTEOPATHS TREATED THEIR FLU CASES
This OP Follow-Up Questionnaire is designed to supplant the invaluable statistical data of epidemic

results now being collected by the AOA. This Questionnaire deals with methods. It is to disclose how
our patients were treated. Let us pool our experiences that all may profit,

Please answer as many of these questions as you can and send your data to The OP for prompt
printing and compilation into general articles. Answers are wanted especially for questions 1, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 21 and 22. You are requested to write more at length by letter on any of these points that interest
you and pin your letter to the blank.

3

1. What kind of lesions were found?

2. Where?

3. How corrected?

13. What method used to keep kidneys active?

14. Did you sweat the patient? If so, how and at
what stage of disease?

16. What about ventilation, that is, much or little?

17. What was average temperature of room?

15. Did you use cotton jacket for pulmonary com
plications?

4. What general manipulations were glven for
bedside treatment?

S. What was the average time used per patient
for osteopathic treatment?

6. How frequently were patients treated?

7. Did you observe any unfavorable reactions
from too long or too thorough treatment?
(This question is to bring out if over·conscientious work may not
easily result in' over-treatment of these cases.)

8. How many days were patients under treat
ment?

9. Did patients who had been drugged respond
as well as others to osteopathic treatment?

pnfluenza alone? "

10 Wh t ' 1 t' f tPulmonary com p 11 c a-. a regu a lOn 0 t' ?
d . lOns.

1~bt dwfa s pre - Bowel and stomach com-
scn e or l' , ?' P 1cahons .

Nervous complications?

11. Did you use any substances like Antiphlogis
tine, Diono1 or other local applications?
If so, what?

rIf enema, what kind,

12 Wh t th d

j
how much, how often?

. arne 0 s If . l' h
d t k mampu ahon, w at

were use 0 eep k' d d h ?
h b 1 t '? m an ow ,

t e owe s ac 1ve. If 1 t' h t k' d

l
axa 1ve, w a 1n

and how much?

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

Were' any means jIf manipulation, where,
used to reduce what kind, and how
temperature 0 f applied?
patients? lIf baths, what kind, how

often?

Were any means rIf manipulation, what
used to overcome 1 kind and how applied?
cough? If so, L
what?

Were any means rIf drugs were used, men
used to stimulate i tion them and quan
the heart? l tity used? If not used,

state so definitely.

How many cases of influenza did you treat?
How many deaths?
How many cases of pneumonia?
How many deaths?

How many patients were you able to treat a
day during the great rush?

Sign your name here , ',' . .. Address , , , .. , .. , . ~ , : .

Mail to Henry Stanhope Bunting, D.O.,
Editor The Osteopathic Physie<an,

9 South Clinton St., Chicago

You can help your fellow osteopaths by teIling those not subscribers what The OP is giving on flu-pneumonia.
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such as a dangerous heart condition. I do not
now use it unless it can be given properly and
without undue exposure to the patient. I never
give it late in the disease.

A good method is to get the- patient into the
tub, lay two canes or sticks across the tub, and
cover all with a blanket or rug. Place a bath
towel for the head to rest on and pull the blanket
around the neck. The patient can then take a
good hot sweat in comfort. His arms and shoul
ders, his knees and legs will not be exposed to
chill. When he gets up the blanket can be drawn
about him if desired. He then gets to bed for
a good rest and sweat. A cold towel is placed
on the head and water given to drink.

Every patient should have a good sweat early
in the attack. Cover with a blanket and place
outside that fruit jars or jugs filled with hot
water. Cold towel to the head and several
glasses of water or lemonade to drink.

The use of cold compresses on the chest I
do not favor. They are used by some osteo
pathic physicians, but I believe the result is better
with other methods. Applied in a hospital where
the technique is well in hand they might be
successful, but personally I fear them. I am
even very careful about putting an ice bag on the
heart. Cold packs are sometimes used in my
practice on the head for pain or delirium.

Neither do I favor "rub-ons" of camphor, tur
pentine or onions when they irritate the patient.
If the patient has been used to them or has faith
in them and wants them I order them. I also
order something of the kind where "something
must be done." When a family calls a doctor
they "want something done," and it is best to do
something; ever keeping in mind, however that
our patient's strength must be conserved. "Doing
something" and that something being destructive
to the patient's vitality is disastrous, as witness
th~ death toll following the use of aspirin, mor
phll1e and calomel.

I do favor "rub-ons," in that I think it is well
to keep the skin soft with some oil. It helps to
keep an even temperature and the skin active.
The skin should be wiped dry often however
to remove the skin secretions which 'if left o~
become stale.

I have tried Dionol Ointment, which has been
so . ~i~hly recommended by some osteopathic
phYSICIans, and have been pleased with it· not
!hat it has proven ·itself to have any great 'heal
ll1g power, but it is an oil. It is clean and has
no repulsive odor to make a patient restless and
it is something the doctor can bring with hi~ and
be' "doing something."

I remember being called to see one little girl
who could not get her breath and found she was
holding her nose with the b~d clothes. She told
me that the smell and stickiness of the lard and
turpentine and the onions made her so sick and
uncomfortable that she felt she could stand it no
IC?nger.. When she was cleaned up, her little chest
OIled WIth the clean ointment which the doctor
brought, ~nd that covered with a covering of nice
clean whIte cotton she showed a wonderful im
provement, and it was real as well as apparent.

As to baths in Spanish influenza, I instruct the
nurse. to bathe t~e patient only as necessary for
cleanlll;tess and his comfort. Dabbling around in
water IS not a safe procedure in a disease where
pneumonia is so easily contracted and is so fatal.

I do not favor the use of oils containing cam
phor. Camphor tends to close the pores of the
body and hardens the skin. We do not want
this. The oil is excellent, but it is better without
the smell and without the hardening effect of
the drug.

I do not use alcohol rubs for the same reason,
wher.e. the patient is in anything like a serious
condItion, as alcohol closes the pores and dries
out th~ skin. A good rubbing, or massage by the
?urse IS good for a restless. nervous patient, but
It had better be done with olive oil or some
other good oil. An alcohol rub is often useful
after a hot bath when the individual is going out
of doors as it is then advisable to close the pores.
In Spanish influenza we do not want the pores
closed. We need elimination, and all we can get.

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO
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A small saving of vitality or a little elimination
of toxins may be the margin that saves a patient
for us. The one chance, in thirty-two, agall1st
the player in roulette is the one that breaks
him.

I do not favor the use of turpentine, for if it
is absorbed it irritates an already sick kidney;
if it is not absorbed it is useless. Why disturb
the patient?

For the bronchial irritation, in addition to
osteopathic treatment, and the accessory mustard
plasters and anointing with oil, steam is often
given to breathe. A pan of boiling water is set
by the bed and the patient leans over the edge
of the bed with a bed-sheet or paper over the
head and steam vessel, breathing the steam as
long as it lasts.

I have had the nurse try in the steaming water
the use of compound tincture of benzoin, creo
sote, eucalyptus oil, peppermint oil or some other
of the often recommended preparations, but
could never see that they were any better than
the plain steam-hardly as good.

We have, however, used the following with
good results: Take one teacup of warm molasses
and pour nine teacups of boiling water over that.
The steam from this does seem to make viscid
sticky mucous leave the bronchial tubes with
much less effort in coughing, and I now often
advise its use.

A child will often fight against being under
the steam tent, but if the nurse will lay on the
bed with the patient and place one or two corks
on the bubbling water the child will give its at
tention to them and forget to complain.

The steam treatment can be given every hour,
or more often if desired.

For the throat most any cleansing gargle can
be used but I prefer the use of the common bak
ing soda gargle. I have about one-half teaspoon
of soda placed in a glass and boiling hot water
poured over it. As soon as this is cool enough
to use I have the patient gargle thoroughly. The
idea is to get the mouth, pharynx and tonsilar
area clean and free from accumulations. Lemon
water gargle is often gratefully accepted.

If a very sick patient breathes through a dirty
and dried-out mouth, all the stage is set for him
to draw into the devitalized lung large quantities
of infectious material. For this reason if not
for the comfort of the sick one it is necessary
that the mouth be kept clean and also moist if
possible.

It is not possible to kill this germ life with
so-and-so's antiseptic. The field must be made
and kept clean.

The nasal passag'e also should be looked after,
to keep it as clean as possible and also to allow
the patient to breathe through the nose as nature
intended he should and not through a dry mouth.

For the nasal' passage any good non-irritating
oil is good but I like best 2V,% iodine in oil. It
is a g-ood lubricant and as far as possible we do
ge" the germicidal action of the iodine.

Patients asking me what to do to avoid infiu
enza are advised to keep the mouth clean and
closed and to use the oily solution of iodine in
the nasal passages.

On the day I entered practice seven years ago
I began looking for a nose and throat applica
tion or spray and atomizer. I considered them
all-eucalyptus. menthol and the rest-but did
not find anything which I could advise a patient
'0 invest his two dollars in. Recently, however.
I have been using the 2V,% iodine in oil in the
glass Vitospray atomizer and believe that in this
treatment there is much of merit.

And when treating the respiratory tract we
must keep in mind the fact that all healing comes
from the blood side of a membrane. No healing
ever comes to a membrane from its exposed
surface. Local treatment to a membrane must be
a treatment which removes irritation. not one
which ac1r1s more. Healing must come from
within. "The rule of the artery is supreme."

Diet
The diet used is liquid. so that the dil<estive

functions will be taxed as little as possible, for
they are weak at this time.

Of liquids, fruit and vegetable juices only are
used.

The Spanish influenza germ propagates largely
in the intestine and if the intestine has in it
bread, potatoes, milk, sugar, etc., the bacterial
growth in this hotbed soon overpowers the pa
tient.

Germ life cannot develop on fruit and vege
table juices and for this reason we hold closely
to them.

Another reason for using the liquid and fruit
diet is that Spanish influenza is a disease run
ning a short course and feeding is not neces
sary. If ·it were a disease such as typhoid,
running a fever for several weeks, we would then
give a more liberal diet, but the patient's strength
will not be lost on a liquid and fruit-juice diet
in three or even eight days.

To activate the kidneys and thus relieve the
headache we give always plenty of water and
often hot lemonade.

Orange juice and lemonade are used fre
quently as are blackberry, raspberry, pineapple,
loganberry and grape juice. When the acid
juices are not well borne we use non-acid juices,
such as pear juice. A ripe pear mashed with a
fork and mixed with one or two different fruit
juices makes a satisfying dish.

Bottled sweet cider is also a most valuable food
and a good beverage. We use it in almost every
case and find it the most acceptable to the pa
tient of any food offered. I am of the opinion
that apple cider has been neglected as an article
of diet, both in disease and health; but especially
in fevers. It contains considerable iron for the
blood, as well as having considerable food value,
It has the added virtue of being pleasing to the
patient.

I n addition to these juices we often use spin
ach juice. I have the nurse get a can of the best
grade spinach and serve the juice hot, as a broth,
with a little salt and pepper and perhaps celery
salt and a piece of bacon in it to flavor it and to
appeal to the patient. Spinach juice contains
much iron and iodine in a form readily absorb
able by the blood. It also is useful in maintain
ing the alkalinity of the blood and body fiuids,
thus counteracting the acidosis of the disease. It
renders the urine alkaline and thus relieves the
kidneys of the irritation of acidosis and of an
acid urine.

All the mentioned fruit juices tend to counter
act acidosis and produce alkalinity. but are not
so effective as the spinach juice. They have the
advantage, however. of being used in larger
auantities. The spinach juice has considerable
food value and has the added value of appealing
to the patient's reason, when the iron and iodine
content is explained to him. It is especially use
ful when treating those patients who are won
dering if they should not be getting some sort
of "tonic."

The juice taken from ground fresh lettuce is
also valuable. It contains more iron, iodine and
phosphates than the spinach but it is not so easy
to prepare. I have used it in the cases of sev
eral anemic and quite sick babies and consider
it well worth all the expense and effort it took to
secure it.

The breaking- down of the alkaline reserve of
the bodv and the consequent acidosis, comes early
in the disease and is disastrous. and all the atten
tion l<iven to the diet is amply repaid in results,
C~reful attention to the diet is the only way the
acir1nsis can be overcome.

Alkaline substances such as bicarbonate of
soda. milk of magnesia,' lime water, potassium
citrate. etc.. have been used to counteract acid
osis. Their use is not logical when such perfect
results an' attained hy the use of the fruit ~nd

veg-etablf'. iuices which are n~turf"S own snecifics
for buildinl< blood. keeping it alkaline am1 SUD

nlving it with iron. iodine, phosnhates, etc. These
jukes will never produce an alkalosis, which the
artificial substances often do.

Note on acidosis:
Catabolism is the process. or the chemical

chang-e. of elimination. following the process
(anabolism) of producing heat, energy and nu
trition in the body tissues.
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~ I
I I
I The American School of Osteopathy I
~ @
~ II Has found it necessary to run a course for the" war babies," otherwise those returned @
~ soldiers, who had "time" to make up. @
@)j A number of the faculty donated their time for this work during the summer. @
~ As is often the result, under such circumstances, the course has materialized into !
~ one of the finest clinical and lecture courses ever given anywhere in any school. I~I Visiting doctors dropping in for a day or two have asked us why we didn't I
~ advertise the course and make some money out of it as a post-graduate course, stating @
~ that it was the finest work they had ever seen. !
~ We are not going to do this, but- I~

~ ANY OF THE ASO ALUMNI WHO MAY BE SO INCLINED ARE ~I HEREBY INVITED TO DROP IN FOR A DAY, WEEK OR MONTH AND ~
~ ATTEND THIS COURSE. I~I At present, the following daily lectures and clinics are being given: I
~ @I Surgery and Diagnosis George A. Still I
~ Physical and Clinical Diagnosis Hi Henry I
I Osteopathy Daddy Plait 00

I Orthopedics and Cast Work. Harold Hain i
~ Osteopathic Obstetrics . Dee Turman @
~ @I Most afternoons there are extra clinics. @
~ This course will run, at least, until August first, except during the Convention. I
1.1:1 There will be no pay courses organized this summer. @I Incidentally, we already have matriculated, for the fall class, as many students @
~ as were ever matriculated at this date by the largest class in the school; and !
~ By the time this notice reaches you the newest catalog will be out. Read the ~

~ catalog, read the last JOURNAL and the next JOURNAL and send us the names of your I~

~ prospective students. ~
~ If you don't want your prospects to get Osteopathy don't send them to the ASO. 11
i @
[@ ADDRESS @

I THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OFOSTEOPATHY I
[@ @
~ KIRKSVILLE .. ., .. " .. MISSOURI !
I @
I . . I
I~@!j~@!j~@!j@!j@!j~@!j@!j@!j@!j@!j@!jll@@!fmlli~@!j@!f~~@!j~@

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO
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Dubuque, Iowa

J. F. Janisch Supply House
Kirksville, Mo.

DR. O. O. BASHLINE, Pres. and Surgeon.
DR. J. E. BARRICK, Treas. and Supt.
M. J. SHAMBAUGH, Sec'y and Business Mgr.

City Office: Room 35 Hartman Bldg.
Sanatorium: Lincoln Highway, East of York, Pa.

three times a day. This will produce profuse
sweating and offen put the patient to sleep."

I have used this same treatment, especially in
the nervous cases, and hold it in high esteem. I
have the patient put a bath robe on backwards
so that the arms and legs are well protected, but
the spine easily accessible. The hot packs can
then be used and covered over and the patient
not exposed.

Dr. uckles maintains that lung and ear
troubles will not follow influenza where osteo
pathic treatment has been given to adjust the
cervical and upper dorsal circulation. I believe
that all osteopathic physicians will agree with him
in this.

Dr. Price: "We have kept particularly in
mind, first, the nerve, blood and lymphatic sup
ply to the lungs; second, the circulation to the
spine (meaning spinal cord); third, the internal
secretory functions and to the general excre
tion."

Dr. Crane says: "A great deal of my work is
among the Italians. It was necessary to give
quick specific treatment that I might do as much
good as possible to the greatest number. I did
not treat them as often as I would like to, and
because of this fact I learned that osteopathy
got control of the "flu" immediately, the first
treatment sufficing to start them on the road to
recovery; in fact, many of them got no more
than one treatment.

"The results were accomplished through the
vaso-motor nerve centers, in the third and
fourth dorsal-especially on the left side. So
from this you can see why I say, influenza is con
trolled specifically by treatment directed there.
If I had had time to treat all the apparent in
dicated centers I could not have made the above
conclusion, for I, as well as others, would no
doubt have covered all the indicated areas, s\1ch
as cervicals, lower dorsal, lower ribs, etc.

"Pneumonia cases require no more attention
as a rule than has already been outlined, except
that they must or should be treated more often.
* * * The osteopath has all the stimulants he
needs in his fingers without the danger of "beat
ing the horse to death" if he will remain calm
and does not lose his nerve; and I admit it does
require nerve while waiting for a respiration of
75, a temperature of 104 3/5 and a thready
pulse of 145 up, to begin to come down.

"Time after time I have done this by no other
method than first springing the upper dorsal with
the ends of my fingers intermittently for about
ten minutes and then with the patient on his
back, slide the hands under and with the backs
of the hands resting on the mattress lift the spine
with the fingers and keep them there until it is
felt to give in a way that only experience can
teach. A general relaxation results-tempera
ture, pulse and respiration gradually lower. With
the crisis passed there is still much to do, but the
worst is over.

"The whole picture is one of extreme toxic
invasion, congestion and faulty elimination. Your
treatment is specifically one of controlling the
vaso-motor nerves, elimination and relaxation."

Dr. Crane's letter has three paragraphs which
make an osteopathic classic. They sum up for
many of us the emotions crowding an eventful
six months.

He says, "The past six months have been to
me a kaleidoscope of emotion; in fact, I know
of no emotion I have not felt to the utmost
fear, worry, shock, surprise, happiness, anger,
and the greatest of all, the emotion of realizing
that I am a member of a profession that has
shown to the world what we have all known our
selves-that osteopathy is a real agent of relief
and cure.

"I feel that I owe an everlasting homage to
the founder of osteopathy and a dedication of all
my powers to the advancement of his science.

"I can sum up the past six months by saying
that I have developed a reverential regard for
the science, and all I can do toward helping our
organization as a whole is the least I can offer."

Anabolism-Supplying and building up nutri
tion.

Catabolism-Tearing down and carrying away
wastes.

This process of tearing down and carrying
away wastes is always alkaline.

When this alkaline function breaks down
ACIDOSIS sets in.

Take this for a case: The body has been in
vaded by some infection-say influenza. The
poisons of this infection have stopped catabolism
(elimination) . Acidosis then sets in.

Acid poisons are formed so rapidly and are
of such virulence that they cannot be handled
by the body's system of elimination quickly
enough, and we have the picture of a feverish,
sick and prostrated patient. Here, to escape dis
aster, the physician's aid is needed.

This acidosis is a constant factor in all infec
tious diseases as well as in all conditions wherein
pus germs, staphylococci, streptococci and pneu
mococci are virulent.

Since writing this paper the March number of
the Journal of the A 0 A has been received
and the symposium "Epidemic Experiences"
read with interest. Some especially interesting
points are brought out and I wish to add a dis
cussion of them to this paper.

The contributors are good representatives of
our profession and they report uniform and ex
cellent success in handling the recent epidemic.

It seems to be the consensus of opinion that
the treatment should be specific and light to avoid
fatigue, with the possible exception of the first
treatment, which often should be general and
vigorous.

All are agreed that the patient should be kept
in bed, not even leaving it to go to the bath
room. The patient must be protected in every
way from fatigue and exposure.

The enema was used by all. A number of
writers state plainly their opposition to the use
of physics and laxatives.

A hot tub bath is recommended by several, but
there is opposition to much bathing.

Practically all the writers used the fruit-juice
diet. However, a few gave a heavier diet and
were successful with their patients, which is one
more proof that the osteopathic treatment is the
deciding factor in bringing about a cure.

Dr. Thornton wrote after having had about
100 cases. He speaks especially of three cases of
pneumonia. They resolved by crisis. There
were no deaths.

He says, "All cases were, preceding the first
treatment, given a generous plain water enema.
Orders were left for two enemas per day until
told to discontinue. and in most cases the patient
g-ot the enema. A few cases; with the highest
fever, the stationary fever, were given tap-water
enemas, one each hour until the temperature
dropped two or three degrees.

"Sponge baths were given to reduce fever in
every case. Diet was liquid until the tempera
ture was normal.

"The osteopathic treatment of the usual spinal
work. paying special attention to cervical and
dorsal areas, and strong inhibition always, 10 to
12 degrees.

"Pneumonia cases were treated three or five
times a day and had as much time as thev re
quired at each visit. They required action. Heat
ing compresses were used on each case. The ice
bag to the heart when rapid. One case of de
lirium was treated with ice caps to the head and
neck. Normal salt solution per rectum, Mur
phy drip, was given in each case.- Diet, liquid.
consiS'ing of egg-nog, milk, strained soup and
broth."

Dr. Patton: "Treatment should be quick,
every motion significant so as not to tire the pa
tient. for exhaustion is always present. Each pa
tient was treated two or three times a day until
temperature became normal. The nasal douche
was given twice a day followed by K-Y i elly.
Fo' .~oap bath followed bv soan enema and en
teroclysis when fever persisted."

Dr. Brigham ordered "Hot packs the full
length of the spine twenty to thirty minutes,

Wait and See!Osteopaths!

For treatment of the eye. The eye cup fits
over the closed eyelid, and by suction manip·
ulates all structures of the eye, moulds the
eyeball into its normal shape, establishes
circulation of blood, and normal function'ing
of the nerves. Restores vision in far sight,
near sight, Astigmatism, causes ·absorption
of Cataracts, relieves attacks of vertigo, sick
headache, nervousness and other conditions
which are due to eye strain. The P. S. R.
is made of polished hard rubber, cannot wear
out nnr liable to get out of order. Guaran·
teed to give sati'sfaction if used according
to instructions.

Write for descriptive literature.
PRICE $5.00

PERFECT SIGHT CO.

The Perfect Sight Restorer
Dr. Cole's

~'$1~*

Is your ship defective? Put her in for
repairs and avoid disaster. When our auto
mobiles need repairs we want the best. We
should do the same for the human body.
The Pennsylvania Osteopathic Sanatorium
has been designed by nature and man's in
genuity to provide this "first quality" serv
ice for nervous, mental and all other dis
eases except tuberculosis and contagious
diseases. Write for booklet and terms.

A new and more modern
and cheaper Folding Table
and a Mechanical Table
and a Treatment Stool.

COMING!
COMING!!

COMING!!!

The Voyage of Life
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To develop the best there is in a student
is the great paramount duty of a teacher

7

The College of Osteopathic Physicians and
(Controlled and Operated by the California Osteopathic Association) -

Surgeons
has kept this important fact constantly in mind while forming its staff of educators. Step by step its
faculty has been developed by intelligent selection until today it represents a teaching bOdy of highest
capacity in which every member is distinctively fitted for his work by temperament, knowledge, and ex
perience. The native ability of the student is sympathetically considered and given every encouragement.

Faculty Members-Their Qualifications and Subjects:
(Continued from last issue)

JAMES STROTHARD WHITE, D.O., Pacific College of Osteopathy, 1898;
Post Graduate, American School of Osteopathy, 1904; Graduate, Beloit, Wis
consin, Academy, 1896; Student in Science, Univers.fty of Southern California,
1896-1897; Professor of Diseases of the Heart, Pacific College of Osteopathy,
1906-1914.

Lecturer on Osteopathl'.

DAIN LOREN TASKER. D.O., Pacific College of Osteopathy, 1898; D.Sc.O.
Pacific College of Osteopathy, 1899; Post Graduate American School of
Osteopathy, 1904; Professor Pract'ce of Osteopathy, Pacific College of
Osteopathy, 1900-'06; Member of California State Board of Osteopathic Exam
iners, 1901-'06, and President of Boa..d 1901; Member of California State Board
of Medical Examiners, 1907-1918, and President of the Boa..d, 1910.

Teaches General Diagnosis and Practice.

JOHN MAYS CLARK, D.O., Los Angeles College of Osteopathy, 1911; Pro
fessor of Obstetrics, 'n same, 1912-1914.

Teaches Clinical Obstetrics.

DAISY DUFFY HAYDEN, D.O., Pacific College of Osteopathy, 1899; Post
Graduate in same, 1909; Post Graduate work, Great Ormand Hospital, Lon
don; Queen Charlotte's Lying-in Hospital, London, 1909; Polyclinic, Vienna,
1909; Professor Fediatncs, Pacific College of Osteopathy, 1910-1914.

Teaches Pediatrics.

ANNIE STOW CLARK, D.O., Pacific College of Osteopathy, 1906; D.Sc.O.
Pacific College of Osteopathy, 1912; Assistant Professor Laboratory work,
1906-1907, Pacific College of Osteopathy; Professor Applied Anatomy, 1909-1914,
Pacific College of Osteopathy.

Teaches Laboratory Anatomy.

NORMAN FREDERICK SPRAGUE, D.O., Los Angeles College of Osteop
athy, 1911; Instructor in Fractical Anatomy, 1911-1912; Associate ProfessO<"
of Surgery, in same, 1911-1914; Professor of Chemistry, Cal'fornia Eclectic
Medical College, 1909; Frofessor of Pathology and Practical Anatomy in
same, 1910-1911; Senior Orthoped'c Surgeon, Los Angeles County Hospital
Staff, 1918.

Teaches Orthopedic and Osteological Surgery.

WILLIAM CAREY BONDIES, D.O., Pacific College of Osteopathy, 1908;
Graduate, Bailey University, Texas; Professor of Osteopathoic Technique,
Pacific College of Osteopathy, 1912-1914.

Teaches Medical Gymnastics.

FRANK LEWIS CUNNINGHAM, D.O., Pacific College of Osteopathy, 1906;
Graduate of Los Angeles Optical College, 1909; Post Graduate work in Cen
tral London Ophthalmic Hospital, 1912; Instructor in' Ophthalmology, Pacific
College of Osteopathy, 1911-1914.

Teaches Optomet<"y, Diseases of the Eye.

WALTER PRESCOTT DRESSER, D.O., Los Angeles College of Osteopathy,
1911; Instructor, AnestheHcs, same, 1913-1914; Student, Tufts College, Boston,
1891-1894.

Teaches Anesthetics, X-Radiance.

OLIVE IYES BONDIES, D.O., Pacific College of Osteopathy, 1909; Professor
of Gynecology, Pacific College of Osteopathy, 1912-1914.

Teaches Dietetics.

Other Members of the Faculty,'~with their subjects and qualifications, will be given in a later announcement.

Members of the teaching staff in the professional departments of the Colleg~ .of Osteopathic Physicians
and Surgeons conduct clinics in connection with their didactic work. These clImes are open several hours
each day. The total number of hours of clinical work given by the college is, therefore, much greater than
is indicated in the outlined course of study. In each practice subject a minimum number of hours of clinical
work is required of each student. After the student has credit .for this minimum he :nay at~end further
clinics in any department he elects. Clinics are conducted dUring the summer vacatIOn period and stu
dents may attend these without additional fee.

A complete catalog sent on request

DR. R. W. BOWLING, Dean

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO

300 San Fernando Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
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My Way to TreatlInfluenza
By Dr. C. W. Young, Grand Junction, Colorado

X-RAY DIAGNOSIS
Special Course-June 23rd to 28th
This course woill cover:

Diagnosis of heart and lungs.
Spinal Osteopathic lesions.
Gastro-intestinal tract.
Head and neck.
Bone and tissue.
Plates and Fluoroscopy (100 Typical Plates\

Class limited to 20 members.
HOUTS--4 to 6 every afternoon.

OSTEOPATHIC
X-RAY LABORATORY

17 N. State Street, Suite 1205, Chicago
Dr. James B. Littlejohn, M. D., C. M., F. R. Sc.,

D.O., LL. B.. Director.
Surgeon ,n Chief, Chicago Osteopathic Hos

pital.
Dr. Earl R. Hoskins, B. S., D.O., Roentgenolo

gist.
Roentgenologist to the Chicago Osteopathic

Hospital and formerly The A. T. Still
Research Institute. .

Write Dr. Hoskins for further information.

Osteopathy and Optometry
Have you thouKht of this as a profit

able combination?
Have you observed the need among

your patients of an intelligent and com
petent correction of the errors of vision?

Can you give them this service?
Are you willing to put in a few hours

preparing yourself to perform this 'serv
ice for your patients, and the many who
need that service but do not think that
they need you, NOW?

Our Home-Study Course fully quali
fies you for the most exacting work in
the Science of Refraction and the Fitting
of Glasses.

Ask for our literature and special offer-today

Alllerican School of Optollletry
528 World-Herald Building Omaha

Chico Hot Springs
Sanitarium and Hospital

Located in the heart of the Rocky Mountains at an
elevation of 5000 feet. Open the year around.

The Mineral Water baths and drinking i. second to
none for Rheumatism, Skin Diseases. Gastro-intestinal
and kidney ~oubles.

Hospital is completelY ~uippedwith Laboratories
X-Ray and operating facilities.

Special attention to $ur,ical cau•.

G. A. Townsend, D.O., M.D.
Sul1&eoD-ID-Chlef

Emigrant, Montana, Post Office

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO

D R. GEO. M. McCOLE'S offer of cash prizes
to stimulate the profession to make known
their "practical work" illustrates the grow

ing spirit of the profession. We are developing
open-mindedness. We want to know what it is
that makes sick folks well. We are learning to
be unhampered by theory. We want the facts.
We are never satisfied with what we already
know. We are always eager to learn more. We
are willing to work or pay cash for more knowl
edge. We care nothing about the source of our
information. What we are after is truly effective
"practical work."

The writer has treated 119 cases of Spanish
influenza. Thirteen of these cases came to him
after having had medical treatment. Four of the
thirteen were desperate cases where death was
imminent. We had the good fortune not to lose
a case.

In alI cases there were contractured muscles,
impacted vertebrae and tenderness in the upper

Dr. C. W. Young of Grand Junction, Colo.

dorsal region, and most of the cases had some
one or more bony or muscular lesions outside of
the upper dorsal, and nearly all had stiff shoulders
and contractured neck muscles. Many cases har!
a tilted pelvis. Many had enteroptosis and other
abdominal lesions.

I treat the shoulders and upper dorsal while the
patient is on the side. The muscles are gently
and firmly stretched until they relax. The ver
tebrae are separated with as much smoothness
and gentleness as possible consistent with effi
ciency. Usually the scapulae are rotated. Bony
separation along the entire spine was attempted
in almost every case. The neck muscles were
relaxed with patient in dorsal position. The flu
greatly increases the pain in the lumbar or sacro
iliac aritculations caused by the tilted pelvis, and I
corrected the lesion by technique shown in AOA
Journal, July, 1914, page 637, securing marked
relief from pain in nearly every case. Usually
some rib adjustment was made and some attemots
were made to loosen the cough by elevating the::
ribs, while the patient took deep breaths, though
this treatment was not always successful.

Sometimes the treatment was general in char
acter, relaxing muscles of neck and spine, ma
nipulating the abdomen, etc.; but as a rule time
was too short to give much besides specific treat
ment. As a rule not much effort was made to
correct bony lesions outside of the tilted pelvis
and impacted upper dorsal, while the patient
was acutely sick.

Some treatments lasted thirty minutes and
some not longer than three. I would estimate

patients would have been benefited by longer
the average time as fifteen minutes. I believe the
treatments, but sometimes I was so busy that I
wa~ glad to get as much result as possible by
directions to the nurse.

A few desperate cases were treated three times
in a day. Some had treatments twice a day.
Many only once a day. And some severe ca,cs
in the country did nicely with one treatment
given every other day.

I h2.d no case that I thought suffered from
overtreatment. My impression is that flu, like
most other acute diseases, can not as a rule be
easily overtreated. To be sure, some cases re
quire very gentle treatment, and some few can be
easily exhausted by overtreatment.

Jne of my cases made a good recovery in two
days. One was sick two weeks before she was out
o( bed. A few were in bed a week or ten days,
but the average began to leave bed in five da?s.

[ secured successful reactions in all the thirteen
cases that had taken drugs before I treated them.
So far as my observation went, the previous drug
gin" did not prevent ready response to osteopathic
treatment.

I informed alI flu patients that they would be
better off without any food as long as there was
fever. Some were allowed food after two or
three days, if the fever was below 101 F. Where
the fever was about 101 F. considerable empha
sis was put on fasting. I compromised with many
by alIowing fruit juices. As a rule the fruit
juices seemed to do little if any harm. Those
caring for infants or very smalI children were
instructed to feed lightly, if necessary to keep
the sick one quiet. When feeding began, insist
ence was made that it should be strictly liquid,
such as milk, cocoa, orange juice and beef broth.
No solid food was alIowed while there was fever.
Copious water drinking was enjoined, the pa
tient to have his choice as to the temperature.
In cases of pulmonary, bowel, stomach and nerv
ous complications, as a rule, greater insistence on
fasting was made, unless these complications
greatly prolonged the sickness, when Equid food
was alIowed, especialIy if the patient became
hungry.

I did not use antiphlogistine or dionol because
I believed there were other less expensive appli
cations that were just as effective or more so.
The applications I liked best were the corn meal
bran poultices and cold compresses. Take a pan
ful of corn meal mixed with one-third part bran.
Pour on boiling hot water. Stir with large spoon.
Have patient sit up in bed stripped to the waist.
Extend towel on the bed, back of the patient.
With spoon put poultice on middle of towel. Put
thin linen cloth over poultice. Have patient lie
down over this cloth and poultice. Put another
cloth over patient's chest. Put more poultice on
this cloth. Draw ends together and pin. Draw
ends of towel over patient's chest and pin in
front. Keep poultice on for an hour or more. If
tightness in chest is not loosened, renew with an
other fresh poultice.

I myself had the flu, and I will never forget
the delicious sensation produced by this poultice.
It seemed to reach deeply to the very heart of
the lungs and loosen the tightness and relieve the
congestion.

Cold vinegar water compresses. if rightly ap
plied, are of great value in treating the flu, but
you must know how to use them or they may do
great harm. In all instances you must have a
warm reaction. In some cases it may be necessary
to put hot water bottles at the feet and have
Mason jars fulI of hot water placed over the
shoulders or sides. Sometimes it is advisable first
to warm up the thorax and abdomen by wrapping
in hot flannel that may be either moist or dry.
Always put the first compress on yourself and
show the nurse or attendant how it is done and
observe the reaction.

Very few people understand the art of using
cold compresses. The compresses may cover the
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SUMMER CLINIC
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Hay Fever and Catarrhal Deafness.
Surgical Technique for Removal of Tonsils and Adenoids.

Also for Nasal Operations.
Course in Hay Fever and Catarrhal Deafness, teaching examination, diagnosis and thorough instruc

tions in the technique of finger surgery in the treatment of these diseases.

Abundance of clinical material with which to perfect your treatment technique.

Six classes of two weeks each, beginning July 7th, July 21st, Aug. 4th, Aug. 18th, Sept. 1st, Sept. 15th.·

Tuition $35.00

DRS. W. B. & N. R. LYND, Clinicians in Charge.

Address all communications to Dr. A. A. Kaiser, Kansas City College of Osteopathy and Surgery, New
Center Building, Kansas City, Mo.

The Denver Polyclinic and
Post Graduate College
Dr. C. C. Reid's Private Post·Graduate

Courses have been turned into The
Denver Polyclinic and Post Graduate
College, Course Number One, The Den
ver Post Graduate Osteopathic Efficiency
Course and Course Number Two, Tech·
nique, Physical Diagnosis and Applied
Anatomy all combined in one under
one tuition, and will be given three or
four times a year.

Next course begins Monday, August
eleventh, and lasts four weeks. This is
the first time the Efficiency Course has
been given in the summer time. It will
be a fine epportunity for those who have
been desiring to get the course in the
summer time.

All subjects covered in both courses
will be taken in the one. Six to eight
hours a day clinical and didactic work.
A rapid review over the most vital sub
jects pertaining to practice. Efficiency
will be running all through. Especial
emphasis along the business side of
practice will be applied, such as legiti
mate publicity, charges, collections, the
psychology of meeting patients, office
help, keeping records, planning, per
sonal efficiency and so forth.

New quarters, better efficiency, equip
ment and everything given in the best
way calculated to help the doctors do a
bigger and better business.

Address Dr. C. C. Reid, Sell Interstate
Trust Bldg., Denver, Colo.
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AreYou·
Protected

by

Central's Accident
and Health Policy? I

When you buy insurance, buy the best
that can be had.

Central's Accident and Health Policy
pays $5000 for aocidental death. It pays
$25 a week for total disability from
either accident or sickness. The cost to
you is only $40 annually or $10 quar
terly.

Now, doctor, you cannot afford to be
without this protection. Our company
pays promptly and without red tape.
Drop us a line and we will be pleased
to give you further details about Cen
tral's policy.

CENTRAL BUSINESS MEN'S
ASSOCIATION

Westminster Building, Chicago, III.
H. G. ROYER, President

C. O. PAULEY, Secretary and Treasurer

ESPECIALLY
RECOMMENDED
for
HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENTS
The June issue of OsteoPathic Health is re
markably effective educational propaganda
to put in the hands of high school students,
or recent high-school graduates.

It will impress upon the mind of any young
man or woman that if he wishes to make
the profession of healing his life vocation,
he should join forces with the new, pro-

. gressive, efficient School of Osteopathic
Practice and steer clear of the decadent
system of d·Yug doping.

Now is the time to get busy on this project.
Lists of the recent graduates of high
schools are available if you reach the
proper parties in your community. Take
quick action; send us the list; we will ad
dress envelopes and mail magazines
promptly. Special price for high school
work only, and in 1,000 lots only, $35.00
per thousand, including postage and ad
dressing.

OHService-The Bunting
Publications, Inc.

9 So. Clinton St. CHICAGO
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The Last Word in
Iridology

IRIDIAGNOSIS'
-By-

Henry Lindlahr, M. D.

The science of reading inter
nal conditions of Health and
Disease from Nature's records
in the Iris of the Eye. Pro
fusely illustrated with Charts,
Drawings from Life, and a
Color Plate displaying color
signs of drug poisons, psora
spots, nerve rings, lymphatic
rosary, scurf rim, radii solaris,
etc.

From the. artistic and the sci
entific standpoint these illus
trations are the bestand most
accurate ever produced. For
the first time, they make it pos
sible to acquire a practical
knowledge of Iridology from a
text book.

Cloth binding. $2.65 postpaid

ORDER TODAY

Literature descriptive of Dr.
Lindlahr's new works sent
on request. Four volumes
of the LIBRARY OF NA
TURAL THERAPEUTICS
now ready. I. PHILOS
OPHY; II. PRACTICE;
III. DIETETICS; IV. IRI
DIAGNOSIS.

LINDLAHR
PUBLISHING
COMPANY

523 So. Ashland Boui.
Chicago, Ill.
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abdomen alone, or the chest alone, or encircle all
the body between the axillae and the ilia. In
case of high fever, pain in abdomen or great
heat there, with absence of symptoms of much
lung congestion, one may compress the abdomen
alone. If patient ·is of vital temperament, with
a well-developed body and high fever, one may
compress both .thorax and abdomen. If raiils
are heard in the back of the lungs, one should
compress the thorax alone.

In some cases I have had cold vinegar W<1ter
compresses over abdomen and hot corn meal-bran
poultices over the thorax at the same time. Take
a small blanket and fold so as to ·be thirteen to
twenty inches wide. Take a linen towel narrower
than the folded blanket and wring it out of cold
vinegar water, half and half, and then place over
the flannel. Draw the compress under the nude
back with towel next to the patient. Draw the
ends of the towel over the abdomen, or the chest,

Illustrating Windpipe Technique as Used by
Dr. C. W. Young

or both, as the case may be, then bind the flannel
over the towel in such a way as to cover com
pletely and shut out the air. One should regulate
the force of the compress treatment the same as
an osteopathic treatment. As a rule the vigorous
and robust and those with high fever need a more
forceful treatment than the weak or those with
bur little fever. The force of the treatment is
increased by the coldness of the water, the large
ness of the towel, the quantity of water in the
towel and the frequency of application. As a
rule frequent renewals are required.

Generally a compress should not be left on
for more than a half hour at a time. The fre
quency of the application of the' compress and of
renewals and the force to be used can be deter
mined in some measure by the reactions. As a
rule, compresses are to be applied where they rest
the patient or make him sleepy or reduce the
fever. The cold compresses are of most signal
value where the lungs begin to congest, as evi
denced by rails heard over the back. Pneumonic
consolidation following flu need be a very rare
occurrence where cold compresses are properly
used and the expectoration is kept free by meth
ods hereinafter described. In one case of a three
year-old girl with high fever and rails in the
lower lobes of the lungs, six strong compresses
were applied one after the other and the lungs
cleared up. One prominent high school principal
seriously threatened with the flu-pneumonia with
rails, high fever, etc., declared that the cold com
presses certainly accomplished wonderful results.

Considerable discretion should be used as to
methods for keeping the bowels active, after
beginning the treatment of flu. To be sure, the
cleaner the bowel the safer the patient, but often
one can overtax the vitality or reacting power of
the patient by overzealous effort to secure a clean

bowel. If called early in the case, before there
is much faver or prostration, it is well to order
enemas. Splendid results can be obtained by the
Noble's enema-one gallon hot water, one table
spoonful turpentine, one tablespoonful epsom salts
and 12 oilnces glycerine.' Instruct for continued
injections until the entire gallon of water has
been used.

If the history shows free bowel movements
prior to the sickness and no accumulations can
be palpated in the colon, and the patient has con
siderable fever and prostration, one may make
no attempt to induce bowel movement until a
later stage of the disease is reached. The liver
may be discharging waste into the bowel in co
pious quantities, even though the patient is fast
ing, and measures should be employed to secure
bowel movement in some cases after once se
curing a clean bowel in a fasting patient. The
fact that there is free bowel movement every day
during the sickness should be considered in deter
mining whether to use enemas or laxatives, but
it is not conclusive against such use. The greater
the accumulations palpated in the colon, the great
er the need of methods to secure discharge, and
yet one must bear in mind the greater the ac
cumulations, the greater the strain to eject them.
The fact that an attempt to clean the bowel pro
duced weakness and prostration may properly
lead to a discontinuance. On the other hand,
r~lief from distressing symptoms may justify con
t111ued efforts to clean the bowel. Sometimes lack
of progress in the case may justify special meth
ods to clean the bowel, even though the patient
is weak and prostrated. Oftentimes high fever
and great restlessness can be greatly relieved by
the enema. Pain in the abdomen, nausea or pres
ence of gas may indicate the need of bowel cleans
ing.

In all cases of flu, one should carefully pal
pate the abdomen and note the condition of the
colon. Sometimes a lifting up or straightening
<;>f the bowel will induce free bowel movements,
and sometimes one can get such results by spinal
treatments. Certain it is one should always secure
bowel movements by manipulations if possible,
bu.t many cases seem totally unresponsive to any
thmg one may try to do by manipulation. There
are some cases where the osteopath is justified in
ordering laxatives as a second choice. Where
there is no nurse, or where attendants are careless
or incompetent, one may take the second choice.
One or two spoonfuls of epsom salts in a glass
of water according to age, size, vitality of the
patient may secure copious evacuations that will
surely bring relief. Some patients may prefer or
may have better results with one or two spoonfuls
of sal hepatica in the glass of water. Children
may be best helped with a spoonful of castor oil.

COl?ious wate.r drinking is very helpful to keep
the kIdneys actIve and to prevent congestion. In
a~! cases of inactivity of the kidneys one should
gIve these organs thorough manipulative stimula
tion. The old familiar method of placing one's
knuckles on the bed and pressing up with the fin
gers against the angles of the lower ribs, while
the patient is in the dorsal position, is probably
the best technique.

I have never used the cotton jacket for pul
monary complications, as I get such satisfactory
results with the manipulative treatment and water
compresses, corn meal-bran and onion poultices
and a portable 50-candle power therapeutic lamp.
This lamp is of great value, where there is any
consolidation or beginning empyemia. The light
is applied over the nude area of the lung involved
after applying camphorated oil over the skin. It
may be applied 15 minutes at time, several times a
day, as needed to relieve pain and ameliorate con
ditions. It is very important to recognize em
pyema promptly and secure drainage by aid of
surgery, as the operation often saves life.

A patient with flu should be kept warm and
comfortable. If he can be kept well covered for
several hours at a time, especially at night, it is
good practice to have the windows open and the
air fresh and cold, say 60 degrees F. or lower.
But when he is exposed, the room should. be
warm, with temperature.70 degrees or over. Be-
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Why Osteopaths Use It
bowel, promotes peristalsis, absorbs
toxins and carries them out of the
body.
Nujol is not absorDet.., cannot af
fect digestion, is pure.
Nujol can be -used in either sex,

for any length of time, 'at
any age, with every pro~
pect of establishing and
continuing normal bowel
habit.

Osteopathic practice recognizes
the mechanical nature of many of
the causes of disorder of physiolog
ical function.
Osteopaths realize the value of me
chanical treatment of Constipation.
Hence, they use Nujol
which acts mechanically,
not medicinally.
Nujol softens and moistens
fecal matter, lubricates the

N ujol Laboratories, STANDARD OIL CO (NEW JERSEY), 50 Broadway, New York

Nujol
~~G,_u.~... PA~f"._

ForConSl:ipation

Nujol Laboratories, STANDARD OIL CO (NEW
JERSEY), 50 Broadway, New York. .
Please send me samples of Nuiol. .Aiso booklet-"An Osteo
pathic Aid."

Name .. _

Address y _

Nujol
.~~9L..U.~.. p~T. OFr.. .

For~Consti/Jation

MODERN PAIN RELIEVING METHODS
Most effective method of relieving the pains of Neuritis, Rheumatism, Arthri
tis, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Gastritis, etc., is obtained by the use of

Osteopathic Health
9 So. Clinton St. Chicago, Ill.

ASpecial Combination Set
of Lane Brochures on Osteopathy
No.2-50 copiesA. T. Still,

Scientist and Re
former.

No. 18-100 copies A. T. Still
as a Medical
Thinker.

No. 8-200 copies Osteo
pathy in the In
flammatory
Diseases.

No. 16-300 copies Osteo
pathy Potent
Where Serums
and Vaccines
Fail.

Total 650 copies - Price $15

Just a few of these combina
tion sets. Do you want one?
When ordering give assort
ment "No. H."

Radio-Vitant Applicators
Extensively used in both the
surgeon's office and hospital.
Specially adapted for use in
the patient's home under su
ptlrvision of the surgeon.

Standardized in the Surgeon
General's Office for use in
the Military Reconstruction
Hospitals.

Proven by practical experi
ence to be far superior to vi
brators, high-frequency cur
rents, "high candle-power
lamps," etc., for local appli
cations in the relief of pain
and inflammation.

Type M Applicator, $21.50
Our guarantee, entire satisfact~on

or money back.

FREE! A Valuable Booklet

SINUSOIDALOGY
It tells why the Ultima Sinustat has proven

such a valuable aid to osteopathic practitionere
the world over~ A postcard brings it. Write
today.

ULTIMA PHYSICAL APPLIANCE CO.
136 W. Lake St. ChicarlO, III.Trade-Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Treating a Case of Neuritis

Write for free treatise on light therapy and a copy of our
new illustrated catalogue.

BURDICK CABINET COMPANY
614 Venetian Building, CHICAGO, ILL. 901 Madison Avenue, MILTON, WIS.

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, KirkSVille, MO
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President and Surgeon-in-chief

DR. F. ]. TRENERY.
Superintendent and Roentgenologist

DR. DWIGHT D. CLARK.
Field Manager

DR.]. N. WAGGONER.
Eye. Ear. Nose and Throat
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Gynecology and Obstetrics

DR. L. VAN H. GERbINE,
Mental and Nervous Diseases
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DES MOINES GENERAL HOSPITAL
Cor. E. 12th and Des Moines Sts.

DES MOINES, IOWA

Don't
Let Your Chronics
get away because you don't know ORIFI
CIAL SURGERY. Study it, and treat them
yourself.

Dozens of our graduates and students write
letters similar to the following:

Seattle, Washington, April 22, 1919.

For the past few months I have been applyi.ng
the principles of Orificial Surgery in my practtce
and such splendid results have been denved from
the work that I feel that it is the first thing to be
considered in the treatment of all chrOniC dIseases.
It is such an easy direct aid to diagnosis and I
have, by this method, found the first and funda·
mental cause of most of the suffenng In a great
many cases. Financially Orificial Surgery has been
of more benefit to me than any other line of office
practice and so far has returned to me many tlm~s
the cost of tuition. The Correspondence Course IS

thorough and the methods taught are practical from
the very first lesson. I can heartily recommend
the Course to others who are letting their chronics
get away from them.

Other letters and further information upon
request. Next graduating clinic at Chicago
in September.

School of Orificial Surgery, Inc.
Utica Building Des Moines, Iowa

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO
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lieving that few nurses could be trusted to regu
late the temperature, according as the patient was
exposed, I usually directed no windows .open in
the bed room but kept the door open mto an
other room with windows open, so that no direct
draft should strike the patient. Great pains should
be taken to avoid chilling, but the more fresh
air the better, if a chill can be avoided.

I believe it the physician's duty to know the
temperature of his flu patients and to use means
to reduce temperature when it is high or of long
continuance. Any manipulative treatment that
ameliorates conditions may reduce the fever, such
as a stimulation of bowels or kidneys or the
correction of an enteroptosis. Sometimes a good
general treatment fo!1owed by an inhibition of
the vaso-motors will accomplish wonders, and
often the windpipe technique, hereafter described,
proves of signal value. On the other hand, there
are many cases or conditions where the osteopath
by manipulation alone seems unable to redt1ce the
fever, but it can almost always be reduced by a
wise use of enemas, sweats, compresses and
poultices described in this article.

To illustrate: One young woman under med
ical care for several days had a continuous fever
of 104 and 105 degrees F. Death seemed immi
nent when I was called on the case in the eve
ning: An osteopathic treatment .was give~, and
after that all night the nurse applied cold vmegar
water compresses over the abdomen and .hot corn
meal-bran poultices over the chest to relieve lung
congestion. By morning the temperature was 101
degrees F. and a most wonderful chan.g~ had been
wrought in the appearance and condItIOn of the
patient. The windpipe technique cleared aVo ay
the slime and the patient made a very satisfactory
recnvery. As a rule very positive measures should
be taken to reduce a temperature above 102.5 de
grees, and if you understand your work, lOU can
almost always succeed and keep your patlent out
of danger.

Sweating is very important in the treatment
uf flu. The sooner one can get a big sweat the
better. It is the best way to get the jump on the
disease. Often the sweat will make the patient
very comfortable and render the subsequent
course of the sickness very mild and free from
complications. As a rule, I order the sweat to
follow the first treatment, and sometimes I super
intend the sweating to see that it is done right
and that the patient has good reaction. Hot
water bottles are placed at the feet and Mason
jars full of hot water are placed all around the
patient's body and extra bed clothes are piled on.
As a rule a better reaction is secured if wet
cloths are placed around the legs or the trunk.
Sometimes a cold vinegar water compress can be
placed around the body, followed by the hot
water bottles. Sometimes lying in a tub of hot
water for twenty minutes before the Mason jar
sweat is applied is very helpful. I usually prefer
this, where the patient can have access to such a
tub. A blanket should be placed over the tub
while the patient is in it. Let the patient sweat
several hours. Sometimes he can sweat all night.
It may be time to stop the sweat when the Mason
jars are no longer hot, or the hot water may be
renewed. The length of time of the sweat may be
regulated somewhat according to the effects. Co
pious sweating may need less time. Great dis
comfort to patient may suggest discontinuance,
etc. After the sweat the patient should be sponged
off in such a way as to avoid chilling. One good
sweat is usually all that is needed, though some
cases may be helped by subsequent sweats at
least three days apart. The cold compresses fre
quently induce sweating that is very helpful.

It is highly important that all flu patients have
free expectoration, and when this is accomplished
there is but little danger of the flu "going into
pneumonia." Tightness in the lungs is relieved to
a marked degree by osteopathic manipulation, the
sweats, the cold compresses and corn meal-bran
poultices already described. But often there will
be a tight cough, that is very annoying and some
times almost unbearable. Under medical treat
ment, codiene pills or morphine or other opiates
are given, and the all-important eliminating activ-

Itles of the body are held in abeyance. In these
cases I found great help in the windpipe tech
nique that I had worked out some time ago in
cases of asthma. bronchitis and other diseases that
might affect the passage of air through the
trachea.

If the patient has a large mouth, place the palm
of vour hand over the top of the tongue and
thnist the whole hand downward and backwar~.
When you reach the epiglottis, gently push It
down out of the way so as to admit your hand.
It will often reach up firmly against the roof of
the mouth, but one can almost invariably reach
up to the upper border. and ~reak a way through.
After passing the eplglottls, extend the hand
downward until the large finger reache~ the
trachea. If the mouth is too small to admIt the
whole hand, thrust in three fingers or two fingers
as illustrated by the photograph. The upper bor
der of the trachea may be indurated or there m.ay
be a partial stricture or there may be ?oth !D
duration and stricture or the upper portIOn m~y

be bent forward. You can thrust your finger In

the opening and penetrate a fraction of an inch,
'and then dilate or straighten as the case may re
quire. Often the finger can extend down the
oesophagus back of the trachea for an inch. or
two. You can then gently but firmly push ag~!Dst

the posterior wall of the trachea and force I~ to
disgorge its contents. Very soon after mampu
lating the trachea in any manner as above. de
scribed, the patient begins to cough forcIbly.
Withdraw the hand quickly, and as a rule he Will

expectorate liberal quantities of .slime. Probably
the first impulse of the reader IS to assert that
the treatment is "terrible," "awful brutal," etc.,
and that the .gagging would be terrible, etc., but
the writer can cause less distress than he does by
the posterior nares treatment or by tonsil ma
nipulation. and gagging or vomiting is rare, where
care is taken not to palpate the post-pharyngeal
wall. After the patient is accustomed to the treat
ment he is distressed by it very little. The treat
ment may be repeated a number of tit;Ies, ~are
being taken to wash the hand after each msertlOl!.
The number to be given according to results.
More as you steadily secure more and more slime,
and less as you exhaust or weary the patient.
Sometimes five or six times is enough. I have
repeated the treatment thirty times in a bad case
of asthma. Sometimes I have secured a half tea
cup of slime at one sitting. The imprisoned ac
cumulations often contained thick chunks or thick
ropy material that nature unaided was not able to
discharge.

I had one severe case of a young man with flu,
where the cough was constant but the expectora
tion was slight. He was restless in the extreme.
and sleep was impossible. The first insertion of
the large finger in the trachea actt;d like the 01?~11

ing of sluice' gates. Out came liberal quantltles
of ropy mucous. The treatment was repeated sev
eral times and complete relief took the place of
almost unbearable distress. Soon he was sound
asleep. On subsequent occasions he would smile
joyfully as he opened his mouth wide, as eager
for my hand as the young bird with mouth out
stretched waits for the worm from its mother's
beak. He lived seven miles in the country, and
often begged his mother to send for me for the
windpipe technique.

I never used any drugs to stimulate the heart.
All agencies that tend to lessen the ravages of
the flu tend to take away strain from the heart.
Weakness of the heart does not counter indicate
use of sweats, compresses, poultices, etc., though
it may indicate caution, and care not to secure
too rapid or too violent reactions. One great
peculiarity in most cases of flu is slow heart ac
tion as compared to the high fever. and agencies
that reduce the fever tend to take the strain frofi
the heart. Special osteopathic attention to the
upper dorsal area often helps greatly to relieve
the heart.

Many flu cases have nausea, sometimes fol
lowed by vomiting or violent attemps to vomit.
The best remedy is to have the patient drink from
a pitcher or pail three pil)ts of lukewarm water
as fast as he can drink it. Following the drinking
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Are Y00 Contented or Only Satisfied1
A Physician is judged by the results he obtains.
DIONOL enables him to get better results.

DIONOL exerts a wonderfully potent influence upon local inflammation, because of its power
to affect the electro-pathological factors responsible for the condition. DIONOL is indicated in:

Erysipelas
Synovitis
Arthritis
Appendicitis

Wounds
Burns
Abscess
Infected Wounds

Carbuncle
Ulcers
Syphilitic Sores
Periostitis

and in similar conditions.

DIONOL is supplied in ointment for local application, and Emulsified DIONOL for internal admin
istration. DIONOL gets results. A trial will convince.

864 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.

------------- -------------..,
DIONOL CO., Dept. 12, Detroit, Mich. I

Please send me sample of DIONOL. Also literature I
and case reports. I
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The Dionol
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Two Safeguards for Summer Feeding
The physician who prescribes Dennos now for his infant feeding

cases, is providing two important safeguards for the hot months ahead.
The heating required by Dennos modification minimizes the danger from

pathogenic organisms that may be present even in the best of milk. Only
recently an eminent pediatrist pronounced the dictum "Certified milk-boiled."

The blandness of Dennos minimizes digestive disturbances. It breaks up
the milk curd into fine, soft particles which present the greatest possible
surface for action of digestive fluids. In persistept vomiting cases, and
diarrhea, Dennos has had signal success, due no doubt to its non-irritating
qualities and ready assimilability.

NEW SUPPLY

Academy Blanks
and Binders
Supplies for Academy Case Record

work will be furnished at following prices:

Generous samples of Denn08 together with Denn08 formulas sent to physicians on request.

DENNOS PRODUCTS CO., 2025 Elston Ave., CHICAGO First Sheets
$1.50 a hundred in any quantity
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Second Sheets
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The Osteopathic. Physician
9 SOUTH CLINTON STREET
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Catalogue showing
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samples of covers, sent
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.best folding tables on market $7.00.
Our "S. S." tables. something NEW.
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If you need more practice and don't use "OSTEO
PATHIC HEALTH," you pay for· it many times a year
without getting it. .

The Reliable Diet for Infants,
Invalids and Convalescents

..__Avoid Inferior Imitations;__~

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO
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should come easy vomiting with final ejection of
slime and mucus. Sometimes one may need to
place the finger down the throat and against the
posterior wall of the pharynx to start the vom
iting. If no vomiting takes place, the stomach is
cleansed just the same by passage of water and
mucus through the pylorus.

It is always important at the first treatment to
allay fears; let the patient understand what you
expect to accomplish; and inspire him with a de
termination to follow directions. Talk as follows:
"Flu is a systematic poison and we are going to
clean you of body impurities. You will secure
thorough elimination through the lungs, bowels, .

kidneys and skin, and you want no added impuri·
ties brought by the indigestion of food. Deep
breathing of pure air for the lungs, plenty of
water for the kidneys, enemas for the bowels,
sweating for skin, and we'll conquer the flu. The
osteopathic treatments will do wonders to remove
obstruction to elimination. Don't fight the flu.
It will floor you if you do. Have no fears. Don't
be like a piece of glass. If you are, the flu may
strike you and break you; but be like an empty
flour sack, and the blow won't hurt you. Just be
quiet, relaxed and limp and the storm will blow
over, leaving you in better condition than you
were before you had the flu."

Warning Against Giving Too Prolonged Exhaust·
ing General Treatme~t in Flu

A Plea for Shorter Treatments and More of Them

What the Lane Book Is Doing

P LEASE convey my thanks to Dr. Bunting
. for his effort in publishing Lane's book. The

copies you recently sent me have done splen
did service. One copy alone resulted in more
than $100 in practice.-Ira W. Drew, D.O., Phi/
adelphia, Pennsylvania.

~ ~ ~

Kindly send me another copy of Professor
Lane's book, entitled "A. T. Still, Founder of
Osteopathy." It is certainly a fine book.-Fred T.

Hicks, D.O., Erie, Penn~ylvania.

Dr. James M. Fraser
of Evanston, Ill.

By Dr. James M. Fraser, Evanston, Illinois

I think that this question No. 5 of The OP's
Questionnaire is the one we must lay the most
stress on in the treatment of acute and infectious
diseases. We do not need to give a thorough
general treatment every time we treat an acute
fever. The osteopath who thinks that he must
spend a half hour or three-quarter of an hour
with a patient every time he administers treat·
ment "in order to accomplish results" reminds me
of the story of the allopathic physician called in to
see a child who was very ill with an acute fever
and who told the mother he really never had
seen a case of this kind before, as his specialty
was fits, but if he could only throw the child into
a fit he might be able to accomplish something!
The osteopath who feels he must give a full gen
eral treatment in every case to get results uses
about the same amount of logic and mother wit as
this fit specialist.

In working on the abdomen and treating the
bowels I find that a short, stimulating treatment
of two or three minutes, following the course of
the colon, gets much metter results than if I spend
ten to fifteen minutes at it. Prolonging treatment
gives the opposite effect. The average case of
flu, if treated twice or three times a day at the
start and given from five to fifteen minute treat
ments, will respond very readily.

Stop all food as long as patient has a high
fever; give fruit juices when the fever subsides.

I did not use Antiphlogistine in my cases of
pneumonia or flu because from experience I find
that the chest feels heavy enough without loading
it down with a heavy weight. If a compress is
needed, I use a light compress of flaxseed and
mustard. When first called in on all flu cases I
immediately order a pneumonia jacket made of
cotton and put this on as a prophylactic treatment,
as I believe it helpfully preventive of pneumonia.

In answer to question 20, I did not use any
drugs to stimulate the heart. I took care of the
heart by osteopathic treatment. Drugs are not of
any use in the treatment of flu; this has been
admitted by the best medical authorities in the
country, so heart stimulants should not be used
under any circumstances in the treatment of flu
cases. Whose experience proves otherwise? In
my judgment it lessens the patient's chance of re
covery probably 25 per cent.

KINDS: Lesions found in the general run
of flu cases were muscular, ligamentous and
bony.

2. Locations: Atlas and axis, third, fourth
and fifth dorsal; spastic condition of the cervical
muscles and also those of the lumbar region.

3. These were corrected in the usual way,
giving a deep relaxing treatment, nothing severe
or rough, also using the hot compress.

4. The ill effects of too-Iong-drawn-out gen
eral treatment ,or in short overtreatment, I con
sider one of the most
important questions
for osteopaths be
cause I incline to the
belief that in many
acute infections more
harm may be done by
such fatiguing over
treating than if the
patient were really
not treated at all. A
flu or pneumonia pa
tient should never be
treated over fifteen
minutes at the longest
in one treatment. It
is much better to
treat often and not to
treat so long, as some
osteopaths do in their desire to be thorough. If
we always would only stop and think what we are
doing and just what we are trying to prevent we
would be more careful when we treat these infec
tious cases. A patient's resistance may really be
lowered, his bowels inhibited, his heart overstim
ulated, his muscles fatigued and his nerve force
depleted by treating overtime. When the reaction
begins, stop! I treated a great number of flu and
pneumonia cases and found it very easy to reach
this point of overtreating when the ·reaction began
to be unfavorable.

I was called by an osteopath to see a case of
pneumonia in a child six years old. This osteo
path said that after every treatment he gave there
was a rise in temperature instead of the reverse,
so he called me into consultation to find, if possi
ble, the cause for it. I requested the doctor to go
ahead and treat the case in his own way. After
the child had been undergoing treatment for
forty minutes by the clock, I stopped the doctor,
asking him to retire to another room where we
might talk the case over. I advised him to wait
an hour and then treat the child only ten minutes,
slowly raising and lowering the ribs; and then
rest fifteen minutes and treat ten. We followed
out this plan of treatment for two 'hours and had
very good results, the temperature dropping two
degrees, and the patient going to sleep.

It was evident that the doctor in his anxiety t.
help his case had been overtreating, producing
weakness and untoward reaction, the opposite to
the therapeutic effects wanted; this was just as
certain as the fact that the end-effect of too much
stimulation is inhibition.

Office Furniture

Sample sheets and price
on application.

w. D. ALLISON CO.
Manufacturers

919 N. Ala St. Indianapolis, Ind.

THE embarrassment of having to
apologize for not being able to

render a patient's account to him on
application, will not occur if you use

Time-saving, Simple, Accurate,
Single-entry, and a complete rec
ord of your business at all times.

Designed by a busy Osteopath for
the use, especially, of those busy
Osteopaths who don't have office
help.

The Simplex Day-Book-Ledger

L. C. Marshall, D.O., Page, Neb.

THE DELAWARE SPRINGS SANITARIUM
Delaware, Ohio

Treatment Tables and Stools
Instrument and Medicine Cabinets

Dressing Stands···Vibrators
Reception Room Furniture

HIGH GRADE EQUIPMENT indicates
skillful and efficient treatment.

The Delaware Springs
Sanitarium

Emphasizes Diagnosis, believing that
a condition accurately diagnosed is
half cured.
All modern facilities for diagnosis, as
well as treatment, are found in ,our
equipment.
Our institution has be.en inspected
and endorsed by many of the best
men in our profession.
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The Laughlin Hospital, Kirksville, Mo.
Dedicated to Andrew Taylor Still.

T HIS new modern forty-two room
hospital is now ready to receive
patients. The building, which is

absolutely fire-proof, was built of the
best material obtainable and contains
many conveniences, such as dectric
automatic elevator, etc.

There are thirty-five rooms which
contain beds for patients, and two
operating rooms-one for general
surgery and the other for ortho
pedics.

An able staff has been secured to
support Dr. Laughlin in the following
departments:

1. Osteopathic. 2. Orthopedic. 3. General
Surgical. 4. Obstetrics. 5. Gynecology. 6.
Nose and Throat. 7. Proctology and Urology.
8. X-Ray and Laboratory Diagnosis.

A training school for nurses will
also be maintained. A separate build
ing for nurses" home has been
secured. For further information
address Dr. George M. Laughlin,
Kirksville, Mo.

Meet Us in Chicago at the Big Convention! No. 17

(PART I)

NO ADVANCED PRICES
Welssfeld Brand Washable Coats tor Dentists. Doc
tors, Druggists, Osteopaths. Jewelers, etc.. made to
order. or ready made. Seventy-five dlfferent mater
ials to choose from. Write tor styles. materials.
and prices, ftee upon request. Parcels Post prepaid

" to all parts ot the world.
Smoking Jackets. Dressing Gowns. Ba.th-Robes.

a.nd Hospital Uniforms a specialty.
WEISSFELD BROS., Mntrs. ot Clothing &: Uni
forms ot 6T6Ty descriptien.

115 &37 White St.• New York. N. Y.

McManis Table Company
Kirksville, Missouri, U. S. A.

-.

We Have Something New!

COFFEE'S CASE CARDS
Complete C::i.. Record

On One 4x6 Card $1.00 per 100 prepaid
Send for catalogue of outfits

COLLINGSWOOD CASE CARD COMPANY
COLLI~GSWOOD Dept. C NEW JERSEY
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The Organ of News and Opini<", for the Profes";,,n

Entered as second-class matter April 7th, 1903, at the
Postof/ige at Cll,cago, Illinois, under Act of March 3d,
1879.

EDITORIAL
Fairness, Freedom, Fearlessness

"Hew to the line, let chips fall 'MIhere they will"

THE RENAISSANCE OF THE AOA

We hear only good reports about the proposed
work of reorganization of the AOA. Evidently
it is proposed to make the reconstruction work
thorough. Well, the profession is ready and
waiting. We all feel that a radical reorganization
of our national society is necessary and the com
mittee in charge of this all important work can
go as far as they like in making the revision
complete. The profession will approve of mak
ing a thorough job of it and anything less will
not give the membership satisfaction. The world's
experience in the big war has demonstrated how
wasteful and inefficient the historic method of
doing business by big aggregates of people gener
ally is. The world has taken to short-cuts and
greater direction of method. The world has lost
its love and reverence for red tape. The sale
criterion of organization nowadays is the prag
matic test, "Does it work· successfully?' We
must revamp our national society just as com
pletely as '!Vorld governments have reconstructed
their working methods if we are to realize its due
amount of efficient service to the science and pro
fession. We have faith that this is fuHy real
ized, is being undertaken in the right spirit and
will be satisfactorily realized for the profession.
All success to this important work!

COME TO THE GREAT AOA MEETING
Everybody is expected to show up at the great

AOA meeting at Hotel Sherman in Chicago, June
30th to July 3rd. In many ways it promises to
be the best and biggest meeting' ever held. The
program will be wonderful. It is fixed so that
you will not have to divide your gaze between a
three-ring show and be compelled to miss two
thirds of what is going on all the time. You will
be sorry if you stay away.

Who Will Inherit Tomorrow?

Wants Light on Angina Pectoris

DURING the influenza pandemic I chanced
to have an asthmatic under my care for
the influenza. Osteopathy had afforded her

much relief and her asthma had apparently cleared
up. However, her influenza was not to be aborted,
and the case ran into a. double pneumonia. And
that was not the end; pains simulating those of
"heart pang" were recognized; it was at first
thought to be a pleurisy, but this pain was not to
be relieved by pleurisy treatment (that is, remain
ing in bed, light diet, strapping, etc.), nor by
osteopathic treatment. Pericarditis and endocar
ditis were not clearly recognized, although pre
caution and treatment were instituted early. Pain
at times was relieved by heat, at other times by
cold. During the major paroxysms relief was
best obtained in sitting position. Consultation
brought out neurotic angina pectoris, which it
certainly was. Would like to hear something
about the osteopathic relief and cure of this
disease. Would like to hear from genuine well
developed cases only. These cases are certainly
real, but imaginary and text-book treatments do
not usually work. Of the drugs, amyl nitrate
worked. I desire osteopathic information.-Nat
W. Boyd, D.O., 71 Herman Street, Germantown,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

["Bannie" in Tile N. Y. Society Biotter]

Tomorrow is the evening of today, and while
the morning of today is here we must prepare for
the evening of tomorrow.

In the world of therapies either the drug or the
adjustment theory must become dominant.

Domination depends largely 'upon numbers
not unon nrecepts-and numbers are the re3ult of
specific effort on the part of the individual.

You are the individual, therefore, the future
depends upon you. What efforts are you making?

It's a Wonder She's Alive!
Heard on a Chicago suburban train one morning:
Lady: '''1 intended to take an aspirin tablet this morn·

ing, but forgot it."
If this poor soul could only know!

journalism) will meet with the approval of the
whole profession and win their co-operation with
a unanimity that is new to professional tradi
tions.

If you have not already sent in your answer
to this questionnaire on how flu was treated os
teopathically, please do so at once. Preferably
write it on supplementary sheets where the an
s,wer i.s mor.e than a few words; answer ques
tions 111 their numerical order just as yon ob
serve th~ doctors qu.ot~d in this issue have usu,~lly

done,. gl\:,e each tOPiC Its nght key number; write
on .one Side of the paper only; and, if you type
wnte, DOUBLE SPACE IT so as to permit interlinear
editorial revision. Write legibly and do not ab
breviate words unduly.

Dr. Hugh W. Conklin, the AOA program chair
man, has been very insistent that the editor hurry
along the collection and collation of this material
so ?-s to be able to present an important digest
of It to the convention-which will be done. It
may not be as complete as it ought to owing
to the slowness with which such work proceeds
when so many busy people have a share in it
but we think it will be significant and very ac~
~eptable at that. So if you have not already sent
111 your report, please do so within one week
a.fter receiving this message, and that will still be
time to get under the wire.

.Th~ editor may add that he felt in the begin
n111g It would be well for Dr. George W. Rilev
to undertake the collection of this Treatment
Questionnaire in conjunction with the casualty
statistics, and urged that course to be adopted.
But Dr. Riley saw that he had his hands already
more than full to complete what he had set out
to do. It is a gigantic task really to collect reliable
reports on cases treated-which is his minimum
goal. So George very eloquently and feelingly
passed the buck back to The OP to do it. Like
the fellow in the meeting who made a motion
that a grand and glorious piece of work be im
~ediate.1Y done, as soon as the motion prevails he
IS app0111ted to go and do it. We tried to hand
an assignment to George W., and got hoist on our
own petard by being delegated to do it ourself
Well, we will try to do it acceptably to the pro~
fesslOn, and we must add that we enjoy doing
.it and find our heart in the work thoroughly.
'Y?en we shall have gotten all that army of prac
titioners. who r.eported to Dr. Riley what they
accomphshe? ~Ith flu-pneumonio to report to us
how they did It we shall all say a glorious piece
of work has been recorded by the profession.

DR. M'COLE'S PRIZE OFFERS FOR THE
JoLU DISCUSSION

Don't forget that Dr. Geo. M. McCole of Great
Falls, Montana, has hung up two cash prizes, of
$10 and $5, for the two best articles short or
long, on the "Treatment of Influenza.'"

The money will not exactly make the prize
winners rich, but the ability which makes the
winning possible ought to and the honor achieved
will be better than riches.

~o, the doctor is not competing for his own
pnze. The very meritorious article in this issue
by Dr. McCole is not entered in the competition.
But Dr. Young's frankly is. Can you beat it?
Never mind if you can't-your contribution will
be worth a lot to the profession and you ought to
be identified with such a valuable compilation for
the science and profession. Send in your best
piece of work on Flu and we will do the rest.

VERITABLE CRUSH OF GOOD STUFF

When we went to press this month the editor
found himself wishing that The OP were a
weekly o,r else had a hundred three-column pages,
so bountIful was the array of good stuff claiming
attention which had to be carried over or left bv
.the wayside. But we are specializing on flu
pneumonia and we feel that the profession 'would
rather have us pay all due attention to this essen
tial subject and omit things of less importance,
however interesting or important in themselves.
If you don't see what you sent us in print you
will know the reason.

No.6JUNE,1919Vol. XXXV

Published on the 15th of Ever,y Month By
THE BUNTING PUBLICATIONS, 9. S. Clinton St.,
Chicago, Illinois. Henry Stanhope Bunting,
A. B., M. D., D.O., Editor and Manager;
Ralph Arnold, Business Manager. Subscription
price: $2.00 per annum. Advertising Rates. on
Application. Copyright, 1917, by The Buntmg
Publications.

RECORDING THE PROUDEST CHAPTER
IN OSTEOPATHIC HISTORY

We start off this week with the first installment
of the profession's questionnaire on "How Os
teopaths Treated the Flu." Weare proud to be
able to present such thoughtful and helpful mate
rial to the profession. You may expect this kind
of stuff to run right along in The OP for the next
six months and probably longer-as long, to be
sure as the supply lasts. By the way the good
stuff' is rolling in by every mail we have little
doub~ that the discussion will run along for an
other year.

Read every word of it car~fully and tell us if
you think the profession ever pro~uced more prac
tical and helpful stuff on any subject.

The flu will return.
The profession will be prepared for it.
And the people will be better prepared to have

osteopaths care for them on its next appearance.
This symposium will have canvassed every

phase of the recent epidemic and the best osteo
'pathic ways to hold it in check by the time of the
comeback.

Not only that, but the osteopathic treatment
of influenza is, with appropriate modifications,
the osteopathic treatment for most of the other
acute specific infections. What we have verified
and learned in the combating of the late epi
demic, therefore, has been knowledge acquired
for the care of infectious diseases generally. The
osteopath, then, who follows this flu symposium for
the next six months or year is qualifying him
self for the proper care of all acute disease.

We are proud of the profession which did such
glorious work when the exponents of "regular"
medicine were so consistently dipping their colors
in sign of defeat and surrender. We feel ex
alted at the privilege of gathering and record
ing data of such consequence to mankind. It is
the 'sort of stuff which, when properly col!ated
and presented in book form (which we hope to
be able to do for it, immediately after the con
clusion of the series), will do more to smash the
drug superstition and bring osteopathy into its
own than anything that has yet transpired.

The best of these thoughtful papers and re
ports will all be published now and later be in
cluded in the Flu Book of the Osteopathic Pro
fession. Also the final cure and casualty statis
tics of the profession, and all the other facts that
will go to make this book a standard text for
the osteopathic profession. Meanwhile The OP
will continue to give this data serially each month
and will give it preference over all other news.
departments or features. As already announced,
lYe have cleared the decks for concentrated action
-for conscientious editorial specialization in )his
work of studying flu-pneumonia from the osteo
pathic point of view; and we hope this course
(which is somewhat of a novelty in professional
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Tentative Program for AOA Convention Chicago,
June 30 to July 3

The Last Call for Chicago-Chicago Makes Ready
for the World's Biggest Osteopathic Convention

AFTERNOON
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Section

Examination of Clinics-Drs. J. H. Bailey, W. S.
Nicholl, Stanley Hunter and E. J. BTetzman.

"Br-ain Tumors and Their Detection by Eye, Ear,
Nose and Throat Symptoms"-Dr. T. J. Ruddy.

"Acute Mastoiditis"-Dr. W. V. Goodfello\v.
"Finger Surgery of the Orbit in the Treatment of

Incipient Cataract, Glaucoma and other Intra
Ocular Diseases"-Dr. James D. Edwards.

Ear, Nose and Throat Complications Due to the
"Flu"-Dr. E. H. Cosner.

Gynecological Section
"Relation of Focal Infection to Pelvic Diseasen



Dr. George Conley.
Discussion-Dr. W. Curtis Brigham.
"Diagnosis of Pelvic Lesions Exclusive of Tumors"

-Dr. Dana Hansen.
"Diagnosis of Fibroid Tumors of the Uterus"

Dr. Betsy Hicks.
Discussion of the above two papers on Diagnosis

-Dr. H. C. Wallace.
"Osteopathic Treatment of Pelvic Diseases"-Dr.

Mary Emery.
Discussion-Dr. Mabel Andrews.
Clinics conducted by Drs. George Conley and W.

Curtis Brigham.
, Obstetrical Section

"Asepsis and Antisepsis"-Dr. B. D. Truman.
Demonstration of Birth Room Technique in the

Hospital-Dr. R. L. McCarthy.
Demonstration of Birth Room Technique at Home

-Dr. Alex M. Walker.
"Puerperal Sepsis"-Dr. Fannie E. Shutts.
Open Discussion.

Wednesday. July 2
MORNING

Special corrective gymnastic exercises by Dr.
Evelyn R. Bush and Dr. A. A. Gour.

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Section
to 9 :00 Surgical Operations at Hospital-Drs. C.

C. Reid, T. J. Ruddy, J. Deason and W. V.
Goodfellow.

"Genito Urinary Diseases"-Dr. Edward B. Jones.
"Diseases of the Colon, Rectum and Prostate

Gland with Their Etiological Relation to Other
Human Ills"-Dr. C. E. Amsden.

"Orthopedics"-Dr. G. M. Laughlin.
"Effect of Lower Dorsal and Lumbar Lesions on

Labor"-Dr. Lillian M. W'hiting.
to 1 :00 "Diagnosis of the Submerged Subluxation

by the Galvanometer"-Dr. J. D. Edwards.
AFTERNOON

Report of Nominating Body and Election of
officers of AOA

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Section
Examination of Clinics-Drs. J, D. Edwards, G.

V. Webster, L. M. Bush and C. M. La Rue.
"Otosclerosis, Differentiation of, and Prognosis"-

Dr. Chas. M. La Rue,
Ear, Nose and Throat Work Combined with Gen

eral Practice"-Dr. Harry Semone.
"Adenoids"-Dr. L. M. Bush.
"Finger Surgery of Waldeyer's Ring"-Dr. F. E.

Magee.
Gynecological S ecti01t

"Indications for Surgery in Gynecology"-Dr. J.
B. Littlejohn.

"Orificial Surgery"-Dr. Benoni A. Bullock.
Discussion-Dr. O. O. Bashlne.
"Some Obscure Causes of Malpositions"-Dr.

Louisa Burns.
Clinical Aspects of Same-Dr. Lillian Whiting.
Election of Chairman for Gynecological Section

1920.
Clinics conducted by Dr. Lola Taylor and Dr.

Ella D. Still.
Obstetrical Section

"Anomalies in Pregnancy and Labor"-Dr. M. E.
Clark.

Personal experiences.
"Ectopic Gestation"-W. Curtis Brigham.
IOErrors in Mechanism in Head Prescntation"-Dr.

Blanche Mayes Elfrink.
Open Discussion.

Thursday. July 3
MORNING

Special corrective Gymnastic Exercises by Dr.
Evelyn R. Bush and Dr. A. A. Gour.

Eye, Ear, Nose a1z,d Throat Section
[Continued to Page 29]

Meet Me at Chicago

3:50

4:20

2:00

2 :00

3:00

3:30

4:00
~ :30

8 :00

3:00

4:20

8:00

2:30

7 :30

4 :30

2 :00

2 :30

3:00

3:40

3:10

2:00

3:00

3:30
4:00

11:00
11:40

12 :10

10 :00
10:20

4:00

4:30

2 :00

3:00
3:30

to 1 :00 "Results Obtained in the Treatment of
523 Cases of Mental Derangement Thru Os
teopathic Treatment"-Dr. L. Van H. Gerdine.

AFTERNOON
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throa~ ,Section

Examination o'f Clinics--Drs. T. J. Ruddy, C. C.
Reid, J. D. Edwards and L. S. Larimore.

uSource of Infection"-Dr. C. C. Reid.
"Reflex Nervous Disorders Related to Eye Strain

and Their Osteopathic Management"-Dr. C. L.
Draper,

"Sinus Affections and Reflex Involvebent"-Dr. J.
Deason.

"Relation of General Nutrition to Diseases of the
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat"-Dr. G. V, Web-
ster. .

Gynecological S ecHon
2 :30 "Lesions Causing Pelvic Congestion"-Dr. Louisa

Burns.
Clinical Aspects of Sane-Dr. Georgia Carter.

3:20 "Felvic' Reflexes"-Dr. L. Alice Foley.
Discussion":"'Dr. Ella D. Still.

4 :00 Clinics conducted by Drs. Jessie O'Connor and Dr.
Ella D. Still.

Obstewical Section
2 :00 "Osteopathic Technique in Obstetrics"-Dr. C. B.

Blakeslee.
Discussion-Dr. Josephine Peirce and Dr. J. A.

Chapman.
3 :00 "Gynecology Due to Obstetric Injuries"-Dr. Percy

H. Woodall.
Open discussion.

Tuesday, July 1
MORNING

Special corrective gymnastic exercises by Dr.
Evelyn R. Bush and Dr. A. A. Go,n.

Eye, Ear Nose and Throat Section .
to 9 :00 Surgical OperatlOns at the Hospltal

Drs. W. V. Goodfellow, T. J. Ruddy, L. S.
Larimore and J. H. Bailey.

Opening Address by President, H. H. Fryette.
"Bedside Technique"-Dr. C. J. GaddIS.
"Hay Fever and Asthma"-Dr. J. H. Bailey.
Osteopathic Principles"-S. H. Kjerner..
"Statistics on Influenza"-Dr. G. W. Riley.
"Psychiatry"-Dr. Edward S. Merrill.
to 1 :00 "Dissected Specimen"-H. V. Halladay.

7:30

8:00

A Vacation
Have you taken a vacation each year? Chicago

is the vacation city of America. You can go bath
ing, boating and fishing from the numerous piers
which run out into the lake along Chicago's shore
line; you can spend days visiting the museums,
art gelleries, libraries, and still not have seen one
millionth of all there is to see in Chicago. Chi
cago has 60 miles of boulevards, making a com
plete loop through the city, traversing from six
to ten parks, of which Jackson Park is the second
largest in the United States.

Chicago Calls!
Chicago calls you to pause in the duties of your

busy practice and come and abide with her the
few days that the convention is in session.

It would be well to make your hotel reservation
now. The Hotel Sherman, corner Clark and Ran
dolph streets, is the convention headquarte·rs.
There are other hotels in the downtown district
where a more reasonable rate may be obtained.
Out near the school and hospital is the Hyde
Park Hotel, corner of Hyde Park boulevard and
Lake Park avenue. This is but a few minutes'
walk from the hospital, on the shore of Lake
Michigan, and 12 minutes from th(~ downtown by
the IIlinois Central suburban service.

Chicago can care for you at any price you wish
to pay; Chicago calls you to come and enjoy her
summer beauties and find that knowledge you
have been seeking, at the annual convention.
Come!

the arrangement; you can't beat the time and you
can't beat the place. The only person you are
going to beat is yourself, by not attending the
convention. The convention does not need you,
but you need what you will learn at the con
vention.

12:30

LO :00
10:20
10:40
11:00
11:20
11:50
12 :10

,~'t-'"

"'\\\'\
You will leave for home

feeling this way. Oh, Boy!

Coming and Go~ng
~_:----...

Monday. June 30
MORNING

Special corrective gymnastic exercises by Dr.
Evelyn R. Bush and Dr. A. A. Gour.

to 9 :00 Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Section.
Surgical operations at the Ho,pital-Drs. C. C.
Reid, John Deason and. W. V. Goodfellow.

Chicago's greeting to ViSiting osteopaths.
"Treatment of Spinal Curvature and Flat Feet"-

Dr. A. A. Gour.
"Goiter"-Dr. Carl P. McConnell.
"Diagnosis in Gynecology"-Dr. L. Alice Foley.
"Unsolved Problems"-Dr. W. B. Meacham.

You may come
convention feeling
way, but-

8:00

7:30

TENTATIVE program for the AOA con
vention at Chicago, including only sections
of Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat; Obstetrical

and Gynecological. Also subject to several
changes, especiaIly in the latter part.

Sunday, June 29
Special services in all churches. Pulpits filled by prom·

inent osteopaths.

10:00
10:30

11:00
11:30
12:00

CHICAGO, the wonder convention city of
America, has completed her clean-up week
and is now awaiting the world's biggest

osteopathic convention, June 30-July 3.
The Program

Dr. Hugh Conklin, Chairman of the Program
Committee, has prepared a wonderful program,
with the obj ect in view of giving us an efficient
post-graduate course and a discussion of all the
new things which have been developed during the
past year.

The program was arranged with the object of
not tiring or boring us to death. If you will care
fully go over the program as listed in all the
magazines, you will note this to be true.

Monday evening will be the opening reception,
given by the officers of the Association ~nd the
profession of Chicago.

Tuesday evening there will be a big public lec
ture under the direction of the Women's Bureau
of Public Health.

Wednesday evening is the big banquet, at which
Judge Kenesaw Mountain Landis, Judge of the
United States District Court, will be the main
speaker.

Each morning at 8 o'clock Dr. Evelyn R. Bush
and Dr. A. A. Gour will conduct class and special
corrective gymnastic exercises.

From 7 :30 to 9 each morning surgical opera
tions will be performed at the Chicago Osteo
pathic Hospital, 5200 EIlis avenue.

From 10 to 1 is the main program, and just at
the time of day when we will be glad to sit and
listen to these wonderful papers.

In the afternoons the various sections will hold
forth in rooms used. for that purpose at the Hotel
Sherman.

Best Ever
You can't beat the program and you can't beat

Museum of Osteopathic Medi~ine, Kirksville, MO
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City Health Physician Found that Drugged
Patients Recovered More .Slowly

By Dr. Wendell W. Fessenden, Beverly, Mass.

Advocates Vigorous Treatments for Flu-Pneumonia
so Long as It Gives Comfort with No

Exhaustion Reaction
iBy Dr. E. S. Detwiler, London, Canada

L ESIONS: Noted were mostly m.uscular. teaspoonful, once, twice or thrice daily, as in
Location: Practically entire spinal area and dicated. Discontinued this as soon as enemata,
in many cases the intercostals. which were used coincidently, became effective.

3. Correction: Heat: Dry with hot water 13. Kidneys: Drink: Urged patient to
b0ttle between the shoulders. Moist: Hot drink at least 2 quarts of fluid (water, orange
fomentations along entire spine. Mampula- juice, lemonade) daily. Manipulations to mid·
tion: Slow, deep stretching and steady in- and lower dorsals. Heat to lower dorsal and
hibitory pressure on tender areas; then, later, over bladder in stubborn cases.
gentle motion, when possible to lesioned areas 14. Sweating: I used only the hot 'fomen-
wherever found. tations to the spine. These I used freely, 3 or

4. General manipulations: Patient on back; 4 sessons per day, whenever temperature went
gentle rocking motion and lateral traction to up 102 or over, or where it came down too
all articulations for motion. Raise ribs from slowly, or where patient was very sore or
their angles. restless. This was applied as follows: Patient

5. Average time: 10 to 15 minutes. face down. Back bared and covered with
6. F1'equency: One to five per day, average single flannel. Flannel fomentation laid over

about 2. this as hot as could be borne. Fomentation
7. Over-treating: No. With few exceptions covered thickly and left 5 to 10 minutes. Re

did I feel that I was in any danger of over- peated four or five times. Back bared and
treating. Personally I should like to enlarge sponged with tepid cloth. Rubbed well with
slightly on this phase of the work. I had flu- hand or alcohol and patient wrapped up well
pneumonia myself and received five vigorous 15. Cotton jlXket: I used this only once or
treatments per day during the most severe twice when Antiphlogistine was not procm
period. I should like to have had ten per able at once.
day as far as my personal sensations were 16. Ventilation: I insisted on free ventila-
concerned. I did not treat my own patients tion, protecting patient from direct drafts.
prior to my illness as vigorously as I was '17. Avemge temperance of the room was, I
treated, and now am of the opinion that I I'
might have used more vigor to advantage. shou d Judge, about 64 to 66 degrees Fahr.
I think vigorous treatment indicated so long 18. Reduction of temperature:
as it gives solid comfort, improves conditions (a) Rather vigorous manipulations for mo-
and does not produce the reaction of ex- tion in lower dorsal and cervico-dorsal re-
haustion. gions.

8. Days tmder t1'eatment: Average between (b) Hot fomentations as per above.
3 and 7. (c) Tepid sponge baths, 2' or 3 per day.

9. Drugged l>atient: I cannot honestly say (d) Enemata.
that the patients I treated who had received 19. Cough: Manipttlations: Relax up dor-
drug treatment first showed any definite or sa Is and cervical. Relax anterior throat stmc
uniform hesitancy in recovering. I thought tures. Steady pressure over anterior part of
they should have, though! upper lateral processes of cervical vertebrae.

10. Diet: General: No food during febrile Hot drinks: water, lemonade, honey and
stage, either in flu or in pneumonia. Second lemon.
day of normal temperature. semi-solid, light 20. Stimulate heart: Manipulations for mo-
diet. Third day, light solids, and so on. tion in upper dorsal and cerv'ical region.

11. Applications: I used Antiphlogistine in Raise left ribs. Hand vibration over heart.
pneumonic cases usually. Mustard was also Cold packs to precordium. This last I have
used a few times. Both were used even where found to be a most satisfactory cardiac
pneumonic conditions were not clearly marked stimulant.
but feared, or where there was marked thoracic This measure-a large piece of ice over
soreness. heart-on one occasion, not a flu case, revived

12. Bowels: Enemata.: These were given an unconscious patient whose pulse when
from the first at least once daily, usually last perceptible was 33 and later lost, who
twice, and occasionally three or four times. I was pronounced dead (slightly prematurely)
used soap very occasionally at first but fa- by a trained nurse and who remained in that
vored Deason's salt, borax and soda solution. state about 30 minutes. He revived, had air
lk[anipulatiofls: Flexion, extension and rota- hunger mania for 20 minutes, and then re
tion to lower dorsal and lumbar; flexion of covered. This happened twice in one day.
thighs on bo.dy, and slow deep manipulation In three days, patient apparently O. K. At
to abdomen. Laxatives: I used cascara or tacks followed physical overstrain of weak
olive oil in a few stubborn cases. Dose: heart.

DEASON.MOORE CLINIC

Special Hay-Fever course
during the two weeks follow
ing convention, at which time
both ,d ida c tic and clinical
w 0 r k will b e given thor
oughly, and those in attend.
ance will be required to do
the treatment.

Write for details

J. DEASON, M. S., D. O.
27 E. Monroe Street

CHICAGO

For the most modern
styles and lowest
priced Osteopathic
Tables and Stools;
also Books, etc. and
assured satisfaction,
address only where
you get the benefit of
22 years' experience.

THE

1. F. JANISCH SUPPLY HOUSE
KIRKSVILLE, MO.

ItWillPayYou
I suppose you're getting the

Journal of Osteopathy and reading
it regularly.

But if not, it will pay you to get
on the list.

It will keep you posted on the
best methods and the latest dis
coveries.

It will tell you what others are
doing, and the results.
'It will report our progress toward

the chance we should have in the
army and' navy.

It is all that you could expect to
get for twice the price, and it is only

$2.00 a year in U. S., $2.15 in Canada
and $2.25 foreign.

Journal of Osteopathy
KIRKSVILLE, MISSOURI
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L ESIONS: Muscular.
Location: Cervical, upper andn middorsal.

Conection: Study relaxing.
5. Average time of treatment: In a few cases

where the whole length of the back was con
tracted the treatment lasted perhaps 20 min
utes. In the majority of cases, however, much
more than 10 minutes was consumed.

6. Freque'flcy: The frequency of treatment
was determined by the severity of symptoms.
The first day or two from one to five treat
ments were given a day. After the 3d day not
more than one treatment a day was ever in
dicated.

7. Patients were easily overtreated. 'When
so treated, they complained of great exhaus
tion.

8. 3 to 5 days under treatment.
9. Patients who were drugged did not get

well as fast. I am especially fortunate in be
ing able to compare the relative merits of
osteopathy and drug medicine. At the time of
the epidemic I was city physician of Beverly.
The city pays about 25c a call on the average,
so of course I didn't waste any time on these
calls. After taking the temperature and leav
ing a little aconite and belladona or aspirin
for pain, I concluded that I had done as much
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For the Industrial Physician and Surgeon
Industrial medicine and surgery make many special demands on the medical practitioner.

Of these demands, that for an efficient, non-toxic and cleanly antiseptic is one of the most
constant. The industrial physicians and surgeons who use .

Dioxo~en
have no trouble in this direction, however, for they have learned to appreciate its umque
advantages as an antiseptic for routine surgical purposes..

Indeed, extended experience in practica 1 every-day surgery has conclusively demon
strated that peroxide of hydrogen is peculiarly adapted for cleans'ing infected wounds, or
dressing fresh cuts or abrasions.

But it is primarily essential to make sure that the peroxide of hydrogen employed is free from adulteration, of
constant unvarying character, and of high germicidal potency. It is the possession of these properties in such a
marked and uniform degree that has made Dioxogen the standard peroxide of hydrogen. No other antiseptic is.
so prompt in its coritrol of suppuration, so gratifying in its promotion of tissue repair, or so satisfactory in every
way to use.

A supply of Dioxogen in the workshop clinic, and a bottle in the first-aid chest or surgical grip gives the
attending physician the gratifying assurance that he is prepared to meet any demand for antiseptic treatment.

THE OAKLAND CHEMICAL CO., 10 Astor Place, New York

M. C. Kimono Cabinets
Size of cabinet is 21 in. high, 19 in. wide
and 13~ in. deep. Will hold 12 Kimono
boxes. M. C. Cabinets are carried in stock
only in Golden Oak finish. Price on other
finishes can be had on request.

Price of M. C. Khnono Cabinet, in Golden
Oak finish, without boxes - - - - $8.50'

Cabinet and 1 dozen boxes, complete, $13.50

All prices f. o. b. Michigan City.

OJttopa/h)) Not ~re
Osteopathy Not Rough

HoUJ Patients Drcu for
Treatment'

Some Think Palknb Are
Treated Nude

MiJlaken Fea" Pre"OC"' Relief

So"", In'istlt I. W1Io1 III. Nol

'Man)) Befic"c Osteopathy "GooJ
Only fot One Thin,"

..... Whd Osteopath)) Can Do /Ot
Diabete, MellituJ

No. 22

Facts. and F aJJacies .
Regarding
Osteopathy

M. C. Kimono Boxes

2 Doz. Lots $10.50
100 Lots $33.00

Just the thing to beautify your office.
Keeps every patient's Kimono clean and
out of the dust. Boxes are made of
extra heavy Chip Board, covered with
fine black binder's cloth. Each box has

to insert patient's name.. Size of box 13x5x5.a brass card holder
Prices as follows:

1 Doz. Lots $5.50
5 Doz. Lots $22.00

MICHIGAN CITY PAPER BOX CO., Michigan City, Ind.

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO
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"0steopathic Health" Standard Literature
We offer the following brochures, all of which are standard numbers. It is a good plan

to have a varied assortment of literature on hand at all times. One can never tell when a
prospective patient will make inquiry regarding some particular ailment. Be prepared for
such an inquiry.

The supply of many of the issues is limited and it is doubtful if they will be published
again for many years. There is no time like the present to lay in a good supply of assorted
standard field literature.

If you would prefer to look the issues over before you buy, send us 25 cents and we will
send you a complete set of sample copies.

Please Order by Number

No.

No.21

No 22 Facts an~ Fall.acies Regarding Osteo,pathy: This bro-
• chure vOIces Just the facts you have so often pre

sented to your patients to set them right on things
osteopathic. It proves the untruth of the statements

. that' osteopathy is rough, painful and severe; that
patients are treated nude; that osteopathy is "scientific
massage"; and gives other important information.

No 20 Nervous Prostration or Neurasthe~ia (illustrated):
• This brochure is a frank and careful statement of the

marked difference in diagnosis and treatment between
osteopathic and medical practice in this illness. Just
how sore spots in the spine become significant in
nervous prostration is made especially evident.

Osteopathy Synonym Surgery: The point of departure
of this article from all others explaining osteopathy
for lay understanding is that instead of the ordinary
negative statements telling that osteopathy is not drug
practice, not massage and not other things, it swings
directly into positive description and tells that oste
opathy is surgical work minus instrumentation.

N 17 The Osteopathic Catechism; everyday questions and
O. answers that pass between patients and practitioner:

Part I of a new edition of this famous brochure which
was written by Dr. Bunting seventeen years ago. It
has been revised to date and is printed in large type,
It covers the main questions likely to be asked by a
person interested in osteopathy and considering the
wisdom of taking osteopathic treatment.

No 18 A. T. Still as a Medical Thinker: Professor Lane's
• great tribute to the "Old Doctor" and a most lucid arid

comprehensive estimate of osteopathy. Tells briefly
of the great reforms in medicine and shows that Dr.
Still was the first to give the world a really scientific
therapy. Shows also that the evidence of all modern
scientific research supports the therapy of Dr. Still.

19 Children's Ills .Stopped in Their ~eginnings: This
brochure contams an excellent article on children's
ills. In addition, it explains the value of osteopathic
treatment after confinement; shows how osteopathy
can help liver and stomach troubles; and also explains
the benefit of osteopathy in the treatment of the
various forms of pneumonia.

2 A. T. Still, Scientist and Reformer: The first of the
now famous brochures by Professor M. A. Lane, of
Kirksville. 'Supply very limited.

No.

3 Bursitis; Glass Arm; Brachial Neuritis; Flat Foot and
"Broken Arches"; Hay Fever Cured by Osteopathy.
This brochure tells how "foot troubles" are associated
with spinal and pelvic lesions. Also how baseball
pitchers are .cured of "Glass Arm." A fine story about
osteopathy and Hay Fever, telling impo.rtance of
early diagnosis and prompt treatment.

6 Osteopathy in the Infectious Diseases: A brochure by
Professor Lane. A popularized, scientific exposition
showing why osteopathy is the most efficient and
effective system for combating the infectious diseases.

7 Most Diseases Are o,f Spinal Origin: A modernized
edition of Dr. Bunting's famous brochure which was
the first classic in osteopathic popular literature; origi
nally issued seventeen years ago and has been through
six large editions. It is always in demand nd stands
today as the most complete and c'mprehensive brief,
'general statement of osteopathy ever prepared.

8 Osteopathy in the Inflammatory Dis"ases: The fifth
of the documents by Professor Lane and deals with
boils, chronic dysentery, tonsilitis, {·c.

No 11 A Chronic Dyspeptic Greatly Surprised-Strains and
• Sprains of the Back and Limbs-Osteopathy for Men

-A Fall From a Chair Gave Baby Constipation-
"Neglecting a Fine Machine." A very useful brochure
for getting people interested in osteopathy who are
afraid to tackle any reading matter which seems to
be "heavy."

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

12 How "Bad" Mechanism in Our "Joints" Makes Sick·
ness: A splendid illustrated brochure dealing in detail
with lesions. Shows how sub-luxations may cause
pressure on nerves and how the free circulation of
blood supply and nerve force is interfered with. One
of Dr. Bunting's most valuable brochures which has
been through several editions.

N 13 What ,Osteopathy Does for the Welfare of Women:
O. A special 'edition dealing with the peculiar troubles of

women. General in statement. The leading article is:
"How Mrs. J. Investigated Twentieth Century Medical
Advancement and Found Out What Every Woman
Should Know About Osteopathy."

N 16 Osteopathy Potent Where Serums and Vaccines Fail:
O. Shows how little can be expected of the various

serums and vaccines in view of scientific knowledge
of today and why osteopathy has a particular potency
in most of the diseases for which these serums and
vaccines have been experimentally applied.

N 23 The Osteopathic Catechism (part 2): Sets forth th~

O. facts which establish the educational status of our
profession, as well as a lot of plain, understandable
talk about the osteopathic diagnosis and treatment of
disease.

"Osteopathic Health" Published by
The Bunting Publications, Inc. 9 So. Clinton Street, Chicago

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO



damage as was warranted. (They were, of
course, the poor ignorant class who insisted
on having medicine.) Invariably they got well in
spite of my medicine, because they were kept
cleaned out by enemas, but it took two weeks to
perform the cure.

With those who were not so ignorant, and
would listen to reason, no medicine was given,
but reliance placed on hot water bottles, ice
cap, enemas (lor 2 day) and a bath, fruit
and milk diet. These patients got well in 10
days.

The third class, my private patients, re
ceived osteopathic treatment, plus baths,
liquid diet, enemas, etc., and recovered in from
4to 7 days.

It may be seen from this that the further
a patient gets from straight osteopathy the longer
he will be sick.

I hope this may help some pseudo-osteopath
such as emanates from our Middlesex Medical
College to find himself in therapeutics.

Conviction Strengthened by the
Epidemic that Osteopathy

Is THE Treatn:ent

THE OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

STILL-HILDRETH OSTEOPATHIC SANATORIUM
MACON, MIS~OURI

A. G. Hildreth, D.O., Supt.

The pioneer Osteopathic Institution of its kind on earth created
for the sole purpose of treating mental and nervous diseases, an institu
tion that has already proven the value of osteopathic treatment for
insanity. Write for Information

21

GOOD CHARTS FOR OFFICE WALL DISPLAY
Are you supplied with good educational anatomical charts for display on your
office walls? If not, you should obtain a series of the best. They are useful
in discussions with patients and for reference when you are studying obscure
pathological conditions. We show here reduced illustration from

B:J' Dr. H. ,riehe, l\femphis, Tenn.

STATISTICS: Number of cases treated, 130.
No deaths. No pneumonia.

1. Lesions: No specific lesions.
2. Where? Above the diaphragm; both phys

ical and mental.
3-4. There is a subtle something, a certain com

bination of knowledge and horse-sense, a some
thing that I cannot quite express, that prompts
me to do the right thing, which includes time,
place, frequency, degree, circumspection, antici
pation, etc., which is supposed to be part and par
cel of every physician-natural or acquired-and
without which he fails, no matter how minutely
directed.

5. Time: Five to twenty minutes each visit.
6. Frequency of treatment? Circumstances

permitted usually but one visit a day. Treat
ment twice a day in the early stages is of more
value as a prophylactic than severa.! visits later,
when complications have appeared.

7. Easy to overtreat? Ye?; not only in influ
enza but in all the infectious diseases, as well
as in chronic conditions.

8. How many days under treat-ment? Home
treatment, average four days.

9. Drugged patients do' as well? No; two
conditions to care for, instead of one.

10. Diet? (Influenza.) Anorexia usual;
strength sustained by liberal allowance of beef
broth; no feeding urged until after cessation of
temperature. Liberal potions of water, prefera
bly hot.

11. Local applications? None used.
12. Bowels? Warm alkaline (soda) enema

given in early stage, and usually repeated once
or twice a day, general conditions suggesting.

13. Kidl~eys? Hot neutral or slightly acid
drinks. Stimulation of kidney centers is indicated
in all infectious diseases.

14. Sweat t Yes, early in the stage of disease.
Fruit jars filled with hot water placed about
patient.

15. Jackets? Had no pulminary complications.
16. Ventilation? Fresh air, but no draught.
17. Temperatltre of room? Comfortable to

well person.
18. Control of temperature? Strictly oste

opathic; cervic and thorax.
19. C01lgh? Strictly osteopathic to cervic and

thorax.
20. Heart stimula.nts? No drugs needed or

used.
Neurasthenic symptoms a prone sequelae. (My

flu experience reported in February number of
Journal AOA, 1919, to which please refer; page
300.)

My experience with influenza has only strength
ened my contentment of mind and satisfaction
of soul that osteopathy is the method of treament
par excellence.

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO

Price $3.00 Postpaid, Cash with Order

The Michel Chart
of the

Spine and Spinal Nerves
This chart is printed in
three colors and shows
t'Y0 life-size views of the
bony spine, front and side
views, WIth the spinal

. nerves issuing from the
intervertebral foramina;
the spinal cord and origin
of the spinal nerves; the
Cervical, Brachial, Lum
bar and Sacral plexuses of
nerves; the Great Sciatic
and all other pelvic nerves;
the Sympathetic System
of nerves complete; the
plan of the formation of
a spinal nerve, a lifesize
skull, a most perfect
representation of the 5th
Cranial nerve, and various
other side pictures.

This chart. printed in a
new and most beautiful
style, attracts the atten
tion of every one as soon
as perceived.

The OP
9 So. Clinton St.

CHICAGO
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Fear Is One of the Deadly Lesions In Flu
How It May Be Successfully Combated

By Dr. Roberta Wimer Ford, Seattle, Wash.

By Dr. George A. Aupperle,

K[ND of lesions: Muscular. 7.
2. W~ere: Cervical and upper dorsal re-

gIOns. 8.

How an Idaho Osteopath Battled With
in the Mountains

4.

Twice a Day Till Fever Subsided:
Then Once

By Dr. Mary Gamble, D.O., Salt Lake City, Utah

LESIONS: Upper dorsal and upper rib
lesions; sometimes clavicle displaced.

2. ~Vhere? Lesions in cervical region
were any place in that region. Usually an axis
lesion.

3. H ow corrected: Gently, according to con·

13. What method used to keep kidneys active:
Gallons of water in small drinks, plenty soda
bicarbonate.

14. Did you sweat the patient? Yes, I sweated
as soon as I saw him, continued at intervals till
temperature dropped. I sweated profusely and
as often as possible (if the heart seemed strong
enough). Sometimes 1- was forced personally to
give hot moist spinal compresses (when nurses
were scarce and all members of a family in bed),
with copious drinks of hot water in my absence.

15. Only one of my cases ran to pneumonia,
so did not use pulmonary jacket. She recovered.
Used teaspnoonful soda every hour with her duro
ing night of crisis. Gave soda by mouth. Albu·
men 75 per cent for two days in ruine.

16. Ventilation: Normal ventilation. When·
ever it rained our patients were better. In some
cases had steam heat and normal amount in room;
others no heat.

17. What was average temperature of room?
60-70 degrees.

18. To reduce temperature: Sweats, enemas
and much water drunk.

19. Means to overcome cough? Usual treat·
ment over cervical and upper dorsal regions.

20. Drugs to stimulate the heart? No.
23. Extra qlustion supplied and answered by

the writer: "What did you say or do to combat
fear?"

Panic possessed so many patients and their
families that I assured my patients I was not
taking more than I could give proper care to,
and that at any time they could get in touch with
me in 30 minutes, because I kept in constant touch
with my office attendant and my housekeeper, and
I assured patient I would go to them any time,
night or day, if they needed me. This gave won·
drous assurance, and was a real help to each one
of them. The doctor's poise, assurance, cheerful
ness and constant touch was never more needed
than during that panicky period. To make doubly
sure, I gave each family my driver's phone, too.
No one abused my willingness, and it did beget
confidence and assist in recovery.

Personally, I never told a single patient he "had
the flu." To many persons the very fear of it
was almost enou'gh to prostrate them. I referred
to the sickness as "old fashioned grippe," and as·
sured them it was nothing to fear, if they were
sensible and followed my instruction>.

I said to a patient : "You are a little below par,
because you have been eating substitutes, working
overtime, and having too little relaxation and
jollity on account of the war. Now, if you will
follow instructions, rest, stay in bed and do as you
are told, letting me carryall the responsibilities
of your case, very soon you will be out again."

With the modifications and changes necessary
for different temperaments, I carried this idea
through; was not dismissed from a single case;
had but one pneumonia develop; and retain all
the families that I carried through the panic. I
am almost a tyrant for having things done as
specified, for having thorough reports, and for
knowing all about a patient, and have an almost
seventq sense for knowing the thing he is trying
to keep from me. Little details like taking a bite
when I had forbidden food, or sitting up before
I had given permission, etc.; but I think in acute
illness much depends on the detail and manage·
ment of a case.

I was busy eighteen hours a day, for I had my
regular practice of cases that were not flu; but I
did not have a single death, so it was really worth
while, to work so hard.

Death

14.

Idaho Falls, Idaho

Did you find it easy to over-treat? I had no
trouble in this respect.

Patients were under treatment an average of
five days.

9. Did patients who had been drugged respond
as well as others to osteopathic treatment?
Not by any means.

What regulation of diet was prescribed for
"flu" : Twenty-four hours fast, milk, soft
boiled egg, milk toast.
Pulmonary. complications? Milk only.
Bowel and stomach complications? Fast.
Nervous complications? Meat juice, broths.

I used antiphlogistine in some cases.
Methods used to keep bowels active: Enema,

luke warm soap water, two quarts twice
a day. Pluto water, third of glass filled
with hot water.

13. Method used to keep kidneys active: Direct
manipulation thru kidney area, drinking
,arge quantity of water.

Did you sweat the patient? If so, how and
at what stage of disease? Yes, whenever
fever got above 102 5/10; used glass fruit
jars filled with hot water. .

Did you use cotton jacket for pulmonary
complications? Always.

What about ventilation, that is, much or lit
tie? Very much; as a rule I was compelled
to have more than one patient in a room.

17. What was average temperature of room?
About 68° Far.

Were any means used to reduce temperature
of patients ? Yes, manipulation of cervical
and upper dorsal muscles. If this failed I
used sweating.

19. Means used to overcome cough: Vibration
over lungs and bronchial tubes, deep man
ipulation between shoulders, cold applica
tions.

Means used to stimulate the heart: A stlmu
12ting treatment to 7 Cer. and 1 and 2 Dor.
Vert.; no drugs were used.

18.

16.

15.

I always treat my patient before I try to treat
his illness. Frequency of treatment and time re
quired depend on the given patient. Tempera
ment and personality enter so largely into these
things that to generalize is difficult for me.

7. Did you find it easy to overtreat your cases?
Not if one pays close attention to one's clinical
findings and nurse's records. Saw a few cases
daily and gave osteo. treatment every other day.
All depended on conditions.

8. How many days were patients under treat
ment? Varied with age and nursing, 2 to 10
days.

9. Did patients who had been drugged respond
as well as others to osteopathic treatment? No.

10. Diet: Absolutely no food while tempera
ture was above normal in any case. Gallons of
water.

11. Did you use any substances like Antiphlo
gistine, Dionol or other local applications? No;
only hot saline packs, compresses, fomentations,
electric pads, hot water bottles, soapstones, etc.

12. To keep bowels open: I made it a point
to be certain that we had romoved all fecal mat
ter, and were not permitting toxins from the in
testinal tract. To do this I used whatever means
seemed best for the given case. The means de
pended on the amount of temperature, age of
patient, amount of care his family or nurse could
give and things in general. Manipulations, castor
oil, citrate magnesia, saline enema.

11.
12.

3. How corrected: Deep, firm relaxation treat
ment.

Strong!manipulation of the ~eck, especial at
tention to the trapezius and entire. dor:sal
region.

5. Average time for osteopathic treatment: Ten
to fifteen minutes.

As to frequency of treatments: Idaho Falls
is in Snake River Valley, about 30 miles
out there are foot hills, really mountains,
where we have a large number of dry
ranchers. I was called out to the hills,
found seven families down with "flu,"
twenty-eight cases at one place; seven chil
dren and the mother down in two beds,
age of children 11 months to 12 years; the
father was dead in the third bed, had died
at 3 p. m. I arrived there the following
night at midnight. I got the body of the
father sent to town and patients in three
beds in a room 12 by 14 only, there being
but two rooms in the shack. I stayed in
the mountains eight days, used a saddle
horse to make my rounds and was able to
see my patients just once a day. I did not
lose a patient. When I got back to town
where I could treat patients twice a day I
found that they recovered faster; the dura
tion of illness was cut down about three
days, evidently by more frequent treatment.
Those with pulmorary complications I
treated as often as four and five times in
twenty-four hours. Two such cases, one
12 and the other 25 miles in country, it
was simply impossible to get to more than
once a day and, as a consequence, I lost
both of them. I am morally sure if I could
have treated them three or four times a
day I would have saved them.

.6.

LESIONS: Muscular and bony. In every in
stance after the first stage of Yellow Jour

. nalism scares with their glaring headlines I
found much of FEAR and FRIGHT in each
case, as well as indigestion toxins, with bony
and muscular lesions. I made a urinalysis once
daily of every case and found albumen in a little
more than half of them.

2. Where: Cervical, dorsal, lumbar.
3. How corrected: Manipulations and heat.

Some were not corrected at all. Where lesions
were evidently of long standing-say, rotated in
nominates, spinal curvatures and the like-I did
not attempt correction while the temperature was

. on. In several cases, after patients were up and
about, they did not feel it necessary to come to
the office for further care, so all lesions were not
corrected.

4. General manipulations, if any: Special treat
ment to all cervical and upper dorsal; all tight
muscles relaxed throughout body when possible.
. 5. Average time: Varied, depending on age,
size and condition; 5 to 25 minutes. Varied with
conditions. Heavy-fat patients could not be treat
ed so heavily as thin or muscular ones, so in such
cases I found it necessary to give a light treat
ment and repeat it oftener. J:his applied also to
elderly persons and weak ones.

'; 6. Frequency: While temperature lasted, vis
ited daily. Light treatment one day, heavy treat

"ment the next.

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO
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We will make a Philo
Burt spinal appliance to
Ineasure to your own or
der for any patient and
refund its entire cost if
at the end of thirty days
you find it does not meet

the requirements or if you or your patients are dissatisfied.

More Than 30,000 Cases SuccessfullyTreated
Send a postal today for this interesting free hook and a portfolio of "I,etters in

Evidence" from physicians who tell their experience with this wonderful appliance.

PHilO BURT COMPANY, 141 Y. Odd Fellows Bldg., Jamestown, N. Y.

WHEN typewriting communications
or news matter for "The ·Osteo

pathic Physician" please double space it
to make possible editorial revision be
tween lines without recopying.-Ediior.

Craig's All Purpose Osteopathic Card System
4x8 cards. same old price. 130 cards for $1.
200 for $1.50. (Guide cards have advanced)

DR. A. STILL CRAIG
3030 Tracy Ave. Kansas City. Mo.

30 Days
Trial

We believe that if you will read and consider
its contents in the light of your professional
knowledge and experience, you will instantly
recognize the scientific merit of the Philo Burt
Method for relieving and correcting spinal
curvature, with its sequelre, and that you will
avail yourself of the first opportunity to con
clusively demonstrate its value.

n has been our privilege to co-operate with thou
sands of practitioners and we will gladly refer you
to some of your own contemporaries. Or, we will
accept the case from you r----"""'---.,
and assume full responsi
bility - just as you prefer.

Let Us Send YOU
This Book, Doctor
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The Most Pro,minent
Osteopaths Write Us
There is nothing better for the
treatment of Sacra-ruae-Luxa
tion, Strain, Svrain of the Sacrum
than the El·Ar Sacro-lliac belt
and Abdominal SUPllOrter. Pat
ent avvlied for.

Surely sufferers of Sacra-mac
Troubles cannot aft'ord to miss
this opportunity. The El-Ar
Suvporter is also used for I)ro
lapsed abdomen and tlaatinl kid
neys, or Umbilical-Hernia. For
particulars write to the

BATTLE CREEK
DEFORMITY APPLIANCE CO.

715 to 729 Post Bldg.
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
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Philo Burl
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The only institution in the world that we know where all su,rgical cases get
post operative Osteopatic treatment by graduate osteopathic physicians.

SOUTHWESTERN OSTEOPATHIC SANITARIUM
BLACKWELL, OKLA.

Dr. Geo. J. Conley, Chief Surgeon; Dr. L. S. Larimore, Eye, Ear,
Nose and Throat and X-Radiance; Dr. H. C. Wallace, Surgery, Ortho
pedics and Diagnosis; Dr. C. D. Ball, Obstetrician; Dr: S. T. Anderson,
Staff Physician; Dr. W. W. Palmer, Staff Physician; Dr. M. M. East
lack, Staff Physician; Miss Nannie Williams, R. N. Superintendent.

Training School for Nurses. Pupils Wanted.

Principally Muscular Lesions
By Dr. Burrell Russell, New PhiIadelphUl, Pa.

STATISTICS: 197 cases of influenza, 7 cases
of pneumonia-4 deaths. Only one death
among cases which I handled from the start

and three deaths among cases where others had
treated them.

1. Lesions: Principally muscular. Bony not
constant.

2. Where? Cervical and upper dorsal. Some
lumbar.

3. How corrected: All depends on the case or
condition.

4. General manipulations: General treatment
to entire body. Special to upper dorsal.

5. Average time per patient: 15 to 20 min
utes.

6. How frequently treated: Once or twice per
day.

7. Did you find it easy to overtreat your cases?
Yes. The only case lost I believe was partly aue
to this.

8. How many days were patients under treat
mellt? Usually five to seven days, some ten.

9. Did patients who had been drugged respond
as well as others to osteopathic treatment? This
is hard to answer. The one I lost had taken
some drugs.

10. What regulation of diet? Nothing to eat
at ~11 .if. patient would stand for it. If anything,
frUit JUlce.

11. Did you use any substances like antiphlo
gistine, tJionol or other local aPPlications? Dionol
in a few cases. I think it helped some.

12. To keep the bowels active: Enemas and
manipulations. Laxative only at the first. Strong
lavative, usually Pluto water.

13. What method used to keep kidneys active'
Nothing but manipulations and heat.

14. Did you sweat the patient? Only at the on
set. After the onset it proved bad.

15. Did you use cotton jacket for pulmonary
complications? No.

dition of patient, with patient on the back if very
sick.

4. General manipulatiOtls: General loosening
of whole dorsal region and also cervical region.

5. Average time used: I think about fifteen
minutes.

6. How frequently treated: Twice a day until
fever subsided; then once.

7. Did you find it easy to overtreat your cases?
If I overtreated I didn't know it.

8. How many days were patients under treat
ment? One week except in three or four in
stances, and they were treated three days.

9. Did patients who had been drugged repsond
as well as others to osteopathic treatment? De
cidedly not.

10. Diet: Influenza: Liguid. Pulmonary
complicatiotls: Liquid. Bowel and stomach com.
plications: Liquid. Nervous complications:
Liquid.

11. Did you use any substances like antiphlo
gistine, dionol or other local applications? No.

12. To keep the bowels active: Gave enema
twice a day sometimes until I could get them to
move naturally. If manipulation, what kind and
how? Bowel region o{ spine and gentle local
manipulation. If laxative, what: I don't use
laxatives.

13. To keep kidneys active: Manipulation over
the kidney region and plenty of water.

14, Did you sweat the patient? If so, how
aod at what stage of disease? I gave three pa
tients sweats because of lack of nurse, but they
got along no better than the others.

15. Did yO!' !w? cotton jacket for pulmonary
complications? Yes.

16. Ventilation? Much.
17. Average temperature of room? 75 degrees.
18. To reduce temperatl're of patients? Gen

eral relaxation in upper dorsal region and sponge
baths two or three times per day.

19. To overcome cough? Raising ribs, and
good cervical treatment, correcting any lesions
that exist in cervical region.

20. Any drugs used to stimulate the heartf I
am an osteopath and don't use drugs.
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My Conclusions from Treating Flu
By Dr. Theodore Paul, Tarkio, Missouri

discharged from one to three days 'after the fever
had reached normal. I just did not have time to
see them more. I always left word that if they
didn't continue to improve to notify me promptly.
In some cases I was called back.

9. Patients who had been drugged did not seem
to respond quite as readily as others, and I hail
a great time trying to explain why they did not
improve like their neighbors who had enjoyed
osteopathy from the start.

10. In ordinary flu I cut out all foods save
soups. In some cases my instructions were not
followed, with resulting continued headaches and
prolonged fever. My first articles of diet after
the temperature had remained normal a day were
toast and eggs. I always advised all the water
patients wanted.

11. I used neither dionol nor antiphlogistine
save in one pneumonia case. I like a cotton jacket
about as well as anything.

12. I advised two enemas a day. Where it
could not be done, I allowed patients to take
whatever purgative they had been used to. Found
that many times copious enemas did much better
work than ~urgatives. My most satisfactory cases
resulted where enemas were depended upon
mostly soapsuds. I always manipulated the ab
domen, following the colon around with firm,
steady pressure. I never use fast or harsh ma
nipulation on the abdomen.

13. Evidently my treatment assisted the kid
neys. I had no case where there was inactivity.

14. In most instances, and especially when I
was the first physician on the case, I advised a
hot foot bath and hot drink5 and rest in bed.
Most of them sweat and sweat long. Generally
after from two to three hours' sweat I allowed
the covers to be gradually and partially removed
until they were dried. Then I advised sponging
off with a hot cloth under the remaining covers.

15. I consider the cotton jacket as good or
better than anything in pulmonary complications.
To my mind the main thing is to keep an equable
temperature over the chest walls.

16. As to ventilation, I advised plenty of fresh
air and always had at least one window open in
the sick room. It was surprising, some of the
conditions I found as the results 0 f advice taken
from medical men.

17. Can not say as to room temperature, as
very few families had thermometers in the house.
However, I never advised a sick room tempera
ture of OTer 68 degrees.

18. The main procedure to reduce temperature
of my patients was the cold pack to the head, bot
foot path, enemas and sweating. Many times
treatment would increase the temperature for a
few hours, but I always figured it was because of
toxins being thrown into the blood stream. I
was never very quick to say that I could reduce
the fever in fifteen minutes, although I have done
it in a very few cases. I really believe that most
of the obstinate headache and fever cases with
which I have come in contact were the results of
not getting the bowels sufficiently emptied.

lQ. The only means I would allow for stopping
cough was the cold compress to the throat with
a dry cloth covering, not changed for hours. some
h.armless cough syrup, or some hard candy. Often
times treatments to the neck and anterior struc
tures did more good than anything. At other
times they coughed on after we did everything.
I never saw any real harm come from it, how
ever.

20. In some cases where I thought the heart
was weak, I used alcohol baths, and raised ribs
of left side; this seemed to work finely. In one
case I allowed a fe;n doses of whiskey, though
we could see very httle benefit from it. In this
case we got our best re5ults from saline enemas.
One man was on the verge, I and the nurse
thought, but the family stayed with us despite
relatives and friends, and we stayed with them
at one time three whole nights, and the man is
running his farm today.

Our results in flu have made me believe more
strongly that osteopathy in the hands of a care
ful physician is all that is needed for all acute
diseases. I am osteopathic stronger than ever,
and so is my community.

sure but that all D. O.'s are acquainted with the
simple manipulations I .used during our epidemic
of flll. The two sides and neck were my main
places of attention, though sometimes, if I hard a
large, thickly and firmly built man with a very
stiff back, I generally turned him on his face
and tried to loosen him up. If my patient were
a poorly nourished woman, I used less strenuous
measures. I tried to use great care and did my
best to correctly gauge the strength of my pa
tient.

5. Our variety of flu we had to deal with here
was a fairly severe form and our average cases
ran temperatures from four to eight days, many'
running as long as ten to twelve days, others from
two to four. Consequently I deemed it best not
to take too long to treat my patients, as we were
so very busy, anyway, and we could not hope for
the reaction to come very early, so from fifteen
to thirty minutes was my average duration of
treatment.

6. For the same reason as given in the previous
answer, I saw my cases not over twice a day, nor
less than once, except where I did not have full
charge of the patient. If the patient was in the
country we could hardly see him oftener than
once except where the patient became dangerous.
This of course when no complication had devel
oped.
7. I did find it a temptation to overtreat, aDd
I believe there were times when the patient was
actually made worse by too rough, too prolonged
or too frequent treatments. There is much we
do not know about the real body reactions to
stimuli and especially to an osteopathic treat
ment. If we possessed enough knowledge along
this line we might be able to tell when a ten
minute treatment would do more good than a
forty-five minute one. I believe that more good
is accomplished in most cases by a short treat
ment, directed to one or more specific spots or
areas, than to a long drawn out gruelling such
as some D. O.'s employ. I am trying my best
to shorten and emphasize my treatments in all
cases.

8. On account of the volume of case. with
which we were swamped, my cases were generally

19. pVere any means used to overcome cough?
Treatment and cold packs. If manipulation, what
kind and how applied? To cervical and clavicular
region.

20. Were any dr14gs used to stimldate the
heart? No drugs.

12. To keep bowels active: Castor oil.
Enemas as often as necessary. Luke warm water.
Relax spine and bowels.

13. To keep kidneys active: Osteopathic and
hot soups.

14. Did yOIl sweat: Yes, always first part
of treatment.

15. Did yOI' use cotton jacket for pulmonary
complications? Yes.

16. Ventilation: Plenty fresh air-no draughts.
Room about 67 degrees.

17. Average temperature of room? About 67
degrees.

18. vVere any means used to redltce tempera
ture of patients? Sponge baths and osteopathy
only. If manipulation, where, what kind and how
appl-ied? Baths, as necessary. Loosening tight
tissues and inhibiting cervicals.

19. Were any means Itsed to overcome colIgh?
Loosening throat muscles thoroughly. If man
ipulation, what and how applied? All around
neck and care to clavicles and upper ribs.

20. Means used to stimulate the heMt: Osteo
pathic only. If dntgs were used, melltion them
aILd qlwntity Itsed? If not used. state so
defillitely: No drugs used to stimulate heart.

----------

511 Cases With 4 Deaths, All From Previous
Heart Lesions

By Dr. L. A. Howes, Ord, Nebraska

OURI G or rather after the flu epidemic I
felt like I could write a book on the dis
ease, but it has now been three months

since our last epidemic, so I have begun to grow
rusty. Osteopathic management of these epidemic
cases has been wonderfully successful, while in
one case in which I requested medical help, the
patient died, so I have said "never again." I'll
manage them, or the M. D. can manage them, but
no mixtures of therapy for mine.

Probably I would better say that I had 120 cases
with two deaths, though one of these was really
out of danger and I had told the parents to call
me at once if there was any backset. This they
did only late and after he had needlessly exposed
himself to the elements. When I went back I saw
that he was already too far gone to be saved.
I felt that his death was wholly needless. The
other, a woman five months pregnant, was very
sick, and I became scared and called, or had
called, an M. D. He gave sleeping capsules, etc.,
and in a very few days they buried her. Since
then I have had other precarious cases, .but I
will not treat with an' M. D., and I have not
had any more deaths. Their pills, powders and
potions have no attraction for me. I know I can
do much better for my patients without them.

Answer to The OP's Flu Questionnaire
No. 1. Lesions found were generally muscular

and ligamentous, involving the cervical and lower
dorsal areas. Though where bronchitis or pneu
monia complicated, there was involvement of the
upper thoracic region of the spine.

2. They were generally a tightening or stiffen
ing of the articulations of that area and were
often painful to the touch and otherwise.

3. The correction consisted of firm but not
harsh treatment designed to relax and give motion
to that part of the spine. I do not care for rough
treatments ordinarily, and very seldom use any
rr:anipulations that anyone could object to. I
have found through fourteen years of experience
that more people like easy rather than rough treat
ments.

4. I will only add to the third question rather
than give the exact manipulation used. I am not

S TATISTICS: 511 cases-4 deaths. Not
one developed pneumonia. The four fatal
ities were from the heart, previous ·Iesions.

1. Lesions: Seemingly strains and con
tracted ligaments.

2. Where: Few upper cervical. Mostly
upper dorsal and lumbar.

3. How conected: Relaxation mainly.
4. General ma,nipulations: Loosening up

cervical, upper dorsal and lumbar regions but·
not neglecting 9, 10, 11 and 12 dorsal.

5. Average time: 10 minutes.
6. Frequenc~J': Some twice a day, some once,

a few only three times per week.
7. Did yOIl find it easy to over-tn!at? Yes.
8. H ow many days wel'e patients under treat

ment? Average 6~ days.
9. Did patients who had been drllgged respond

as well as others to osteopathic treatment? No,
surely not.

10.. Diet: Hot soups; occasion.tty grape
juice and orange juice; plenty of water, warm.

11. Did you use any substances like Anti
phlogistine, D{onol or other local aPPlications?
Anaelgesic Balm.

16. What about ventilation? Room warm.
Plenty of good air. .

17. Average temperature of room? About 70
degrees F.

18. Means to reduce temperature of patients:
Enemas, baths, cold compresses to body.

----------
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Dr. G. W. Riley Delighted with Our
Flu Treatment Questionnaire

My Dear Dr. Bunting: I am just in receipt
of your Questionnaire on the "Clinical"
phases of the flu-pneumonia cases treated

by the members of the osteopathic profession.
I am delighted that you have done this. As I

wrote you some time ago, I had hoped that a
very large number of the profession would send
this information to Dr. Snyder, president of the
Academy of Osteopathic Clinical Research. I
am afraid, however, that very few of them fol
lowed that suggestion.

The combined information that this Question
naire contemplates, and the statistical data in the
Questionnaire I have sent out, will prove, in my
judgment, one of the most valuable compilations
of information that the profession has ever got
ten together.

I trust further that your replies will be more
easily forthcoming than they have been those to
the statistical Questionnaire. The total of the
latter, however, is now very gratifying. The dis
appointing part of it is that so many of the pro
fession have failed to reply.. But I think we can
safely say that never in the history of the pro
fession has there been such a large and widely
distributed response to any request for informa
tion, as to this statistical Questionnaire.

Habit is a great factor in controlling the ac
tions of our lives.

The fact that so many have responded to the
request for this Statistical information, I feel
sure should help wonderfully your most laudable
effort to secure the "Clinical" data.

I personally, appreciate your efforts immensely.
All success to the excellent work-Fraternally
yours,-G. W. Riley, New York, May 8th.

THE OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

Treated 830 Flu Cases, 2S Pneumonias, With But
2 Deaths

By Drs. Gibbons & Gibbons, Concordia, Kans.

STATISTICS: 830 well-defined cases of ill- what? No; ceased using foregoing; cotton flan
fluenza, with no deaths; and 25 cases of nel jacket served purpose better.
pneumonia, losing two cases. Ten of the lat- 12. To keep the bowels active: High soapy

ter 25 had been given up by M. D.'s. enemas, one quart, one per day.
1. Lesions: Muscular and bony. 13. To kee.p kidneys active: Water and stim-
2. Where? Cervical; upper and mid-d-:>rsal; ulation to kidney center.

lumbo-sacral. 14. Did you sweat the patient? Yes; daily,
3. How corrected: By relaxation; adj listed first three days.

when indicated. 15. Did 3'OU ttse cotton jacket for pulmonary
4. Gennal manipulations: Special attention to complications? No. Used hot compresses over

cervical; dorsal and lumbar. bronchial tree; excellent results.
5. Avqrage time used: 10-15 minutes. 16. What about ventilation, that is, much or
6. How frequently treated: One to three times little? Much.

per day. . 17. What was average temperature of rooms?
7. Did you find it easy to ovel'treat your cases? 65 degrees.

Yes. tu;~' ot;~~ie~~~tmeHi;huS::e~~s~ed;r ~~:~e:z~~
8. How many days under treatment? (Not tion, where, what kind, and how applied? Cervical

answered.) and dorsal inhibition. If baths, what kind, how
9. Did patients who' had been drugged respond often? Soda sponge.

lIS well as others to osteopathic treatment? No. 19. T·Vel'e any means used to overcome cough?
10. What l'egulation of diet was prescribed for No. If manipulation, what kind and how applied?

i'lfllwnza? \;Yater only. Pulmonary complica.· Relaxation of muscles, anterior cervical.
lions. Nothing until they dropped milk and 20. Wel'e any means used to stimulate the
broth. Bowel and stomach complications? Fast. heart? Osteopathic treatments only. If drugs
.\'ervous complications? Nothing were used, mention them and quantity used? If

11. Did }'OU use any substances like antiphlD- not used, state so definitely: No drugs were used
gisfine, dionol or other local applications? If so, by us.

Not Much Concerned With Reducing Temperature
By Dr. J. W. Skidmore, Jackson, Tenn.

STATISTICS: 121 cases with 1 death. dertaker.
Lesions: Muscular Rigidity. 19. The only means to reduce cough was

Location: From the occiput to the end a thorough relaxation of the muscles of the
of spine. neck and shoulders anteriorly and posterio'rJy;

3. Correctioon: Manipulation, and hot appli- sometimes this would overcome the cough,
cations, water bottle and electric pad. and sometimes it would not.

4. A general relaxing treatment to con- 20. No means to stimulate the heart other
tracted muscles. than treating the innervation to the heart and

5. Ave'rage time used: ten to fifteen minutes. raising ribs off of heart osteopathically. No
6. FTequency: Once per day and sometimes drugs used "for the heart," of course.

twice, as the case demanded.
7. Did }IOU notice any unfavorable reaction

from too long or too thoTough tTeatment? Most
of them would stand all the treatment I had
time to give.

8. Time under treatment: Frdm five to eight
days.

9. No; patients who had taken aspirin and
fever powders were slower to recover.

10. Diet: About the' same in all cases: fruit
juices, egg albumin, buttermilk, and vegetable
broth. as long as they ran. any temperature at
all; after fever left them I would start them'
in on soft eggs and toast, crisp breakfast
bacon, milk toast, well baked potato.

11. I used Antiphlogistine in a few cases.
12. To keep bowels open: At the beginning

I had patient take a very large dose of castor
oil, then two enemas a day; if a great amount
of gas on the bowels, soap suds enema in
the morning and a saline enema at night.

13. To keep kidneys active: A glass of hot
lemon water every hour.

14. I did not sweat my patients intention
ally, but kept them good and warm.

15. I used cotton jacket for pulmonary com
plications.

16. Gave patient plenty of ventilation, doors
and windows wide open.

17. Average temperature of room was 60.
18. I paid very little attention to reducing

the patient's temperature. I think this sug
gests one reason the medical profession lost
so many of their patients, to wit, when called
and finding these patients with high fever they
proceeded at once to reduce the fever with
fever powders and aspirin, causing the pa
tient to break out into a profuse perspiration,
with a weakened heart, developing pneumonia,
and too often the next call was for the un-
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Special Information

for Osteopaths

Under the laws of some States osteo
paths are prohibited from using any
thing of a drug nature.

Dionol and Emulsified Dionol have no
dr~g contents whatever and hence do
not come under these restrictions. Their
action is i'n strict consonance with osteo
pathic principles, being entirely mechan
ical, hence no drug re-actions are possi
ble.

Osteopaths, throughout America, are
using large quantities of these prepara
tions, and there has never been a legal
exception taken to their use, excepting
in one case, and when the authorities
learned the above facts the case went
by default and they never even appeared
against the doctor in question.

Dionol treatment is the only remedial.
agent that we are aware of that acts
strictly in a mechanical sense and with
out drug reaction and which may be
safely employed, internally or externally
by drugless physicians generally.-The
Dionol Co., Detroit. Mich.

25 Pupil ~urses
will be accepted at once

by the

Chicago Osteopathic Hospital
Three-Year Course,
Excellent Training,
Opportunity for
Institutional Employment
after Graduation.
Preliminary Education--
Two-Year. High School
or Equivalent.
Nurses receive Room,
Board, and Laundry at
Expense of School.
No Tuition Charge.
Separate Nurses' Home.

Additional information furnished
on request.

Address Superintendent

Chicago Osteopathic Hospital
5200-5250 Ellis Avenue

Chicago, Illinois
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Galli-Curci Gives an $8,000 Song Benefit for Chicago
Osteopathic Hospital

Organization of the American College of
Osteopathic Surgeons

By Dr. J. M. Fraser, Evanston, Illinois

IN regard to improvement of the Lydia Gray Easter Sunday was the first time that she sat up.
case I am able to report that progress has been She is still not able to get her heels flat on the
very rapid in the last two weeks. She is able floor when standing in an erect position, but

to walk-in fact, has walked eight blocks by her- when she walks, by taking a little longer stride
self without the support of a cane or an assistant. than normal, she is able to place the foot flat
She is rapidly improving in every way, and I hope upon the floor.
in a short time that she will be perfectly normal. I would like correspondence with any other
The child says she is "perfectly all right," the D.O.'s who ,may have treated "sleeping sickness."
only trouble being that her muscles are quite I also have to report that I have been entrusted
stiff. I believe under relaxing treatment, hot ap- with a second case of "sleeping sickness" as a
plications, this can be overcome. Her improve- result of success with little Miss Gray and I shall
ment has been very rapid when we consider that hope to have progress to report before long.

Walks Eight Blocks
Assistance

Busy Days at the ASO Hospital

O N two successive days Dr. George A. Still
operated on the following maj or cases: 5
abdominal cases, 3 emergency cases, 4 anky·

losed knees and an elbow tenotomy. The range of
geographical distribution of these patients shows
something of the territorial range from which tn~

ASO Hospitals get their clientele, viz:
Mrs. G. W. Lynn, Harlowtown, Mont.
Mrs. W. H. Swift, Miami, Fla.
Miss Eugenia Colvin, Sonora, Calif.
Miss Leona Hadfield, Maywood, Mo.
Mrs. E. M. Savall, McAllen, Texas.
Mrs. Ira Furnish, Sublette, Mo.
Dr. F. M. Geeslin, Mexico, Mo.
Mr. Orville Kelley, Gibbs, Mo.
Mr. Joe Ruddy, Novinger, Mo.
Mrs. Effie Bowles, Palmyra, Mo.
Miss Edith Lebline, Nevada, Mo.
Master Paul Rethjen, Janesville, Wis.
Mrs. O. P. Ogier, Willard, N. Mexico.
In addition to these a peculiar coincidence oc

curred during the same week, in that on the same
day two different women from the little town of
Williams, Arizona, neither one knowing the other,
came to the ASO Hospital to be operated on by
Dr. George A. Still.

Colored Physicians Think Consulting
Osteopath Used Black

Magic

AN Illinois osteopathic physician who has a
fashionable suburban practice was called in
to see a little colored girl who had had a

bad fall three weeks previously. Following the
fall she complained of severe headaches for about
a week. On the eighth day she went into a state
of delirium, remained in this condition for about
two hours and from that went into a state of
coma, which lasted about an hour. The patient
falling off in sleep, awoke and was perfectly nor
mal as far as mind condition. There continued
spells of this kind two or three times a day for a
period of eight or ten days. Several medical men
were called in to see the case, but all were finally
discharged except two colored physicians, a
woman and a man.

At the end of their rope the osteopath was
called in by the family to examine the case. The
girl was in a state of delirium and had been so
for about fifteen minutes prior to the arrival of
the osteopathic physician. He found a badly
rotated atlas and axis. Turning to the colored
physicians, he asked "Why do you not bring this
girl out of this state of delirium?" Their reply
was that she had only been in this condition for
about fifteen minutes and that all her spells lasted
from two to three hours, and that nothing could
be done for her.

The osteopath, with a show of confidence that
was much greater than he actually felt, said, "Oh,
no; she can be brought out of it all right." He
stepped forward and corrected the atlas-axis
lesion. The child immediately came out of her
delirium. The expression of blank amazement on
the two negro physicians' faces was comical to
see. They thought, of course, that some sort of
black magic had been used to revive the patient

"He sure drove the devil outen her!" exclaimed
the aged grandfather who had been a silent on
looker from a corner of the room.

The child was treated osteopathically for ape·
riod of ten days and then treatments were stopped,
and for two weeks during which the case was
kept up with by the D. O. no "spell" of any kind
returned and she seemed perfectly normal. No
track of the case was kept after that period.

dIed as private, semi-private and clinical cases as
requested by the referring doctor.

The meetings will be held at the Chicago Osteo·
pathic Hospital. Dr. L. J. Blakeman, Stevens
building, Chicago, acting secretary, will furnish
more detailed information upon request and will
make arrangements for the reception of patients.

Without

Letters have been sent out inviting all members
of the profession, who are interested, to meet with
the committee June 26th and 27th for the purpose
of completing the organization.

The program as outlined will consist of a busi
ness meeting at 10 a. m. and 2 p. m., Friday,
the 27th, and Saturday will be devoted to the sci
entific program and surgical clinics. .

A cordial invitation is offered all members of
the profession who are members of the AOA to
attend the meetings and bring or send any pa-.
tients who are in need of surgical treatment or
diagnosis.

The patients will be carefully examined and op
erated upon, if necessary, by the men specializing
in their particular field. Every case will be given
a thoro physical, X-ray, laboratory, and cysto
scopic examination as indicated, and will be han-

The Auditorium was packed, as is to be expected at all
her concerts, and the recital was given by her without any
compensation of any kind. She went so far as to re
munerate her accompanist, Homer Samuels, and her as
sistant, Manuel Berengeur, the flutist, out of her own
pocket.

Hlf it's a benefit, it should be a real one," was her re
mark in answer to the question of remuneration for her
assistants.

With the exception of Bishop's "Lo, Hear the Gentle
Lark," "Sylvelin," by Sinding, and the mad scene from
Donizetti's "Lucia di Lammermoor," the pro~ram was new.

She was again in very fine vocal conditIOn, and sang
with her usually liquid, easy flowing tonal utterance with
her stylistic and musical phrasing and her artistic taste.

In bringing before the musical public such a very fine
song as "Oh, in h{y Dreams!" by Liszt, she showed very
good taste. It is one of the best songs we have heard in
recital this season. Its poetic text-she sang the song in
English-its fine melodic line and its qualities as a musical
work by a master of song, made of it one of the outstand
ing selections of the afternoon.

Bishop's song and the "Lucia" air were both accom
panied with flute obbligato, and to these was added a very
florid, tricky Spanish song...z.. "Carceleras," by Chapi, sung in
Spanish, in all of which "'alli-Curci displayed her wonder·
ful vocal flexibilitv.

Mr. Samuels contributed a pleasing song, "The Little
White Boat," and the air, "Ah, non credea mi," from
Bellini's elLa Sonnambula," was sung with fine, sustained,
lyric tone.

There were the customary encores, there were flowers
and, of course, the stage and orchestra pit both held their
quota of admirers.

Mr. Berengeur varied the program with a concerto for
the flute (in one movement) by Chaminade, which he
played with virtuose accomplishments.

The recital was the ninety-eighth and lasl public appear
ance of Mme. Galli·Curci for the year, 1918-1919.

The hospital and profession are indebted to
Drs. H. H. and Myrtle Fryette for this good for
tune. The benefit was the diva's generous way
of thanking her doctor for his good services, and
we understand that it was to Mrs. Fryette whom
Mme. Galli-Curci first communicated her wish to
do something unique for osteopathy, which re
sulted in hanging a pot of gold on the rainbow
that hangs over the Chicago institution.

GrayLydia

FOR several years osteopaths interested in
surgery have been casting about to find a
means to increase the present high standing

of osteopathic surgeons. With that end in mind,
Dr. Robert Dudley Emery of Los Angeles came
to Chicago a week ago and, with the aid of
'others, interested formed an Organization Com
mittee for the purpose of working out ways and
means of accomplishing this result.

The following men were appointed on the Or
ganization Committee: R. D. Emery, of Los
Angeles, and J. B. Littlejohn, J. Deason and L.
J. Blakeman, of Chicago. Dr. Blakeman was ap-
pointed secretary. »

This committee deemed it advisable to organize
a society similar in many respects to the Royal
College of Surgeons of England whose ethical
standing is unquestioned and to call the society
the American College of Osteopathic Surgeons.

MME GALLI-CURCI, the world's most fa
mous coloratura soprano, out of apprecia
tion for what osteopathy has done for her

iIi keeping her voice and health in good form, gave
a benefit concert at the Chicago Auditorium Sun
day afternoon, June 8th, for the benefit of the
Chicago Osteopathic Hospital.

It was the first and only benefit the diva ever
gave in her life. So the depth of her devotion to
osteopathy was registered accordingly.

The affair was the last appearance of the sea
son for the immortal singer. She [-ang 17 num
bers and played her own accompaniment for
"Home, Sweet Home," and "Annie Laurie." It was
a great social function and the house was packed.

The affair was one of the greatest advertise
ments osteopathy has ever had. The following
were the patronesses:

Mrs. J. Ogden Armour, Mrs. W. J. Chalmers, Mrs. W.
S. Forrest. Mrs. A. C. McCord, Mrs. Edward Leight, Mrs.
Phillips tloyt, Mrs. Bruce McLeish, Mrs. Allen M.
Clement, Mrs. John Alden Carpenter, Mrs. Frank P.
Smith, Mrs. Arthur Meeker, Mrs. Henry_ C. Durant, Mrs.
Leeds Mitchell, Mrs. F. H. Rawson, Mrs. Robert Carr,
Mrs. Francis C. Farwell. .

The Chicago Evening Post said of the affair:
When Mme. Galli·Curci sets out to do the generous

Ihing she does not haggle over details. Yesterday after·
noon she gave a concert at the Auditorium for the benefit
of the Chicago Osteopathic Hospital to which she not only
donated her servic~.J but paid all the necessary expense for
her accompanist, .t1omer Samuel, and the flutist, Manuel
B-erenguer.

It was impossible for me to learn. the sum in which the
hospital will benefit, but one who understands such mat
lers stated "the house would run to about $10,000." A
reasonable sum also must have been realized from the
sale of the programs. Therefore, putting it all together,
Mme. Galli·Curci made a munificent gift to the hospital.

Said the Chicago Daily News:
When Mme. Galli·Curci was told that somewhere in the

neillhborhood of $10,000 was realized for the Chicago Os·
teopathic Hospital, at her recital at the Auditorium yester
day afternoon, she said: "I am very glad, indeed."

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO
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June Sale of "OH" Field Literature
We take pleasure in announcing this June sale of Osteopathic Health stock numbers. All of the

issues offered are worthy of distribution to your patients. Your opportunity is at hand. Buy now while
you have the chance.

IMPORTANT :-All of the assortments listed below have been carefully prepared. They cannot be
altered or changed in any manner. No extra charge for professional card imprint, but all magazines will
be sent blank unless card imprint is asked for.

See page 20 for description of each number listed.
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Asso,rtment C
25 copies No. 2\50 copies No. 3
25 copies No. 6 25 copies No. 7
75 copies No. 8 50 copies No. 11

T ota! 250 copies for $7.00

Assortment D
25 copies No. 12\50 copies No. 13
75 copies No. 16 25 copies No. 17
50 copies No. 18 25 copies No. 19

Total 250 copies for $6.75

Assortment E

25 copies No. 20 175, copies No. 21
75 copies No. 22 75 copies No. 23

T ota! 250 copies for $7.25

Assortment F
25 copies No. 2 50 copies No. 3
25 copies No. 6 25 copies No. 7
75 copies No. 8 50 copies No. 11
25 copies No. 12 25 copies No. 13
75 copies No. 16 25 copies No. 17
50 copies No. 18 50 copies No. 19

T ota! 500 copies for $14.00

25 copies No. 2
25 copies No. 7
25 copies No. 12
50 copies No. 17
25 copies No. 20

Assortment G
100 copies No. 3
150 copies No. 8
50 copies No. 13

100 copies No. 18'
25 copies No. 21
25 copies No. 23

T ota! J,OOO copies for $26.00

25 copies No. 6
100 copies No. 11
150 copies No. 16
100 eopies No. 19
25 copies No. 22

"Osteopathic Health"

No. 23

Published by
The Bunting Publications, Inc.

No. 29

9 So. Clinton Street, Chicago

No. 18

Part II.
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The Day if
Therapeutic
Reckoning
An Indictment Must NOw be DraWR
against "Regular" Medicine for Its Re·
sponsibility for .an lncreas~d Death Rate
in the uFlu"·Pnt:umonia Pandemic JI

OstMpathy Reduces Allopathy's, Influ
enza Mortality 99 % and Its Pneumonia
Mortality 66 2·} %I II II II

This Allopathic "State Medicine" Has a
Srrangle.hold Alike on' People and Gov·
ernment in the- United States and Canada

~,....~
" '

A. T. STILL AS A

MEDICAL THINKER

By M. 1\. LANE'
Pro!e.ssq, of Pathology 'in the Ame,icafi ·School

• • :of Os/iOJoothy al Kirksville
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By Henry Stanhope Bunting, A. B., M. D., D. O.

Anybody Who Wants Practice this Summer
Can Make It

YOU have an ideal piece of advertising litera
ture for summer campaigning in the July
issue of Osteopathic Health, just off the

press. It is a human interest story-one that
alreadv has claimed considerable attention from
the Chicago newspapers-and what is regarded as
"big news" and "good reading" by the newspapers
is surely not of less concern to our patients, ex
patients and prospective patients when put out in
authoritative form under osteopathic auspices.

The lead story of the number is entitled "How
a Case of Sleeping Sickness Found a Cure." It
was one of the most serious cases of this myste
rious malady that has been puzzling medical socie
ties, health officers, army and navy doctors, and.
medical journals. The M. D.'s had this case for
40 days and gave it up as hopeless. It was a
sequela of influenza plus strychnine and caffeine.
In less than 60 days osteopathic treatment had
the patient CUI ed of her total spastic paralysis of
the body and walking without assistance.

As Dr. Fraser, who had the honor of applying
osteopathic principles to the relief of this patient,
says, "The cure is one that any average osteo
path could have made who had the chance." That
fact makes this story a good piece of propaganda
literature for you to circulate. While the case
seems quite miraculous to the layman, it dealt
with a condition that you would thank your stars
to have come to you for salvation. And while
sleeping sickness itself is a rare disease and you
probably will never have a case of it, there are
all kinds of mean sequelae that are following
the recent flu epidemic, and all of them are prov
ing 'amenable to osteopathy, and if it will cure
up an abandoned Cjlse like this affliction of little
Lydia Gray it is easy to convince the public that
it is equally good for any and all the sequelae of
influenza-ills acute and ills wretchedly chronic.

There are untold thousands of these hang-over
wlcl{red flu cases which osteopathy alone will
save. You can get your share of them by letting
it be known what' osteopathy can do for them.
Your public will read this Lydia Gray res.cue by
osteopathy with vivid interest. And the story, as
recounted in Osteopathic Health, will make them
realize that if the system of practice which you
represent is able to cure so hopeless and deep
seated a ll}alady as this little maid suffered with,
it will as a matter of course control all these
other epidemic sequelae of less severity 'lnd con
sequence.

"Osteopathy Good for All Kinds of Sickness"
is the important deduction written into this story
of a rare malady. That it is "Available to Treat
All Curable Disease, both Chronic and Acute," is
also well developed in the argument. That "It
Prevents Disease Even Better Than It Cures" is
also carefully stated.

Then there is a careful presentation of the new
opportunity in osteopathy to sufferers from that
long list of "Diseases That Lie Between Acute
and Purely Surgical Practice." You doubtless
have needed such a statement for your public for
a long time.

A case of Lumbago cured gives the chance to
show how adjustment constitutes better medicine
th,m drugs.

There is a new "Table of Comparative Courses
in Osteopathy and Medicine in 1916-17" given
the one taken from the Congressional Record and
showing the corricula of ASO and Chicago Col
lege compared with Northwestern Medical School,
both osteopathic colleges showing up with the
longer course-more actual hours of instruction.
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This issue of OH is one that will be largely
read if you give the people a chance in your com
munity. They are ready for it. Why not let
them know that the only such cure on record is
set down to the credit of the system )'011 practice (
Don't you see a distinct advantage in telling
them that?

Do You Need an Assistant This
Summer?

THE Osteopathic Physician has made arrange
ments with the various colleges whereby the
students and recent graduates who desire to

act as osteopathic assistants during the summer
months may advertise their qualifications without
cost to them. Several ads are listed below.

If you are an osteopath in practice, here is
your opportunity to take a vacation or cut down
yot~r working hours during the warm weather.
Also it is your duty to help the coming osteopathic
physicians in their ,struggle to make a success.
If you employ any of the students whose names
ar~ listed below please notify us so that the ad
may be stopped.

If you are a student at one of the colleges or a
recent graduate with a desire to act as an aiisist
ant during the summer months send in your ad
at once. We will gladly publish your want ad
of not over 30 words free. Be sure to write your
name and address clearly.

Will act as assistant or take practice for summer. Age
23, 5 feet 8 inches tall, weight 145 pounds. Will gradu
ate from Philadelphia College next spring.-F. H. BMdett,
Fort Lee, N. J.

Wanted position by upper senior either assisting or to
take over practice during summer months. Locat:on pre
ferred middle or western states.-George A. R01f,lston, 1025
High St., Des Moines, Iowa.

'Wanted, for the summer, position as an assistant, in
an office or sanitarium by a senior at Philadelphia C(\l1ege
of Osteopathy-Address E. D. Br,yant, 132l Washb"n, St.,
Scranton~ Pa.

P0sition wanted for the summer by returned soldier.
Graduate A. S. O. 1913. Have been in active practice
five years. Best of references can be furnished if de
sired.-J. Merlin Achor~ 605 Cottage Ave.~ Anderso11, Ind.

Graduate Massachusetts College of Osteopathy, Boston,
19]8, desires to assist or relieve practitioner during sum
mer. At prc:'sent completing Post Graduate and hospital
couroe at Philadelphia a"d availahle July 20th, 1919.-C.
C. Riple~', D.O., Osteopathic Hospital of Philadelphia,
'725 Sprm~ Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.

l'osition as assistant or to take over practice during
~:un:mcr vacation. Graduated 1918, have seen eight months
A. E. F. service in base and evacuation hospitals.-E. B.
POTter, D.O., 608 Pearl St., Plymouth, Ind.

Wanted position as assistant or partner in business.
Have Illinois and Ohio licenses. Possess good habits.
Married. Will take any state hoard examination.-H. M.
Grise, D.O., 214Yz Jefferson St., ~¥a1tsau, W1·sconsin.

\\'anted-Position as assistant or to take over practice
during summer hy 1913 graduate. Now doing post gradu
ate work. Have Iowa and Sask. Licenses.-Dr. J. G.
Dickie, 1422 W. Locust St., Des Moines, Iowa.

Position for !ummer wanted in physician's office as as·
sistant. Am 23 years old, 6 feet tall, weigh 165 pounds.
Will graduate next s"ring from Philadelphia College. Rec
ommendations if desu·ed.-Charles M. Brown, 1800 Spring
Ga"den St., Philadelphia, Pa. After July 1st, Milroy, Pa.

Recently discharged soldier, 1917 graduate, desires as
sistantship. or will take complete charge of practice for
summer months. Licensed in Ohio and Iowa.-Address
Dr. E. M. Davis, Box 13, Des Moi1>lu-Still College, Des
A10ines, Iowa.

Wanted-A position as assistant to an osteopath phy
sician dudng the summer months. I lack one semester of
finishing my course at D. M. S. C. O. State wages.
Glen Noe, Paullina, Iowa.

Wanted-Position as assistant to an osteopathic phy~
sician during the summer months. I have one semester
before I graduate from D. M. S. C. O. State wages.
Chas. O. Casey, 632 West Prairie Ave., Decatur, Ill.

Would like to assist some osteopathic physician for sev
eral months during the summer. PreferablY in Minnesota.
-Grace KrlJ'mer, R. 3, No. 69, Ackley, Iowa.

Wanted-Position as assistant or to take over practice
during summer vacation. Freferably in the Southeast.
Am January 20th student. Age 26. Write to G. W.
51fttenfield, Roanoke, Va.

Student in senior ye'ar would like a position as assistant
for the summer. Was a trained nurse before taking up
the work. Address James H. Carss, 849 14th St., D"
Moines, Ia.

Free Advertisements for Osteopaths
Returned from Service in

Army or Navy

A TY osteopathic physician discharged from
service in the United States Army or Navy
who is looking for a location, a partnership

arrangement, or a position as an assistant, can
obtain a free advertisement in The Osteopathic
Physician on request.

Just send in brief copy stating what it is you
desire as to a location or a position and giving
address to which replies could be sent, and we
will insert the announcement in the next available
issue of The OP.

We should like to hear promptly from an os·
teopathic physicians who have been in the service,
and we trust that our readers will bear in mind to
inform osteopaths returned from service that we
are anxious to do all in our power to help them
form a satisfactory new practice connection.

Osteopathic X-Ray Laboratory
Opened in Chicago

T HE profession in Chicago has keenly felt the
need of an Osteopathic X-ray Laboratory
since the A. T. Still Research Institute ceased

the operation of their equipment. This want has
now been filled by the Osteopathic X-ray Labora·
torv just opened by Dr. James B. Littlejohn, di
rector, and Dr. Earl R. Hoskins, Roentgenologist
Dr. Littlej ohn has long been a leading surgeon in
the profession and Dr. Hoskins was formerly
Roentgenologist for the A. T. Still Research In·
stitute.

It is planned to follow the research work of
"The Osteopathic Lesion" begun by Dr. Hoskins
and colleagues of the Research Institute as well
as all other forms of X-ray diagnosis.

The laboratory is centrally located and equipped
with the most modern and powerful transformer
of the Standard X-ray Co.-also-a combined
horizontal and vertical Fluoroscopic table.

Dr. Hoskins has a large number of plates show
the pathology of osteopathic lesions in various
stages, as well as a number of plates on file of
typical diseases diagnosed by X-rays. He will be
pleased to show these to the visiting doctors dur
ing the convention and cordially invites them to
bring for X-ray examination cases of interesting
osteopathic lesions or other .cases which may
further the profession's knowledge of the osteo
pathic lesion.

Ethics and Normal Psychology
Added to ASO Curriculum

Aso has instituted two new subjects in its
curriculum, to wit, Professional J;:thics, 45
hours, and Normal Psychology 75 hours;

total, 120 hours additional. This, added to the
5,468 hours of the parent school's curriculum as
reported to the house military committee of con·
gress by Dr. Geo. A. Still, makes a grand total
of 5,588 hours or 782 hours more than the
Northwestern University Medical School and 68
hours more than the Chicago College of Oste
opathy as ~cheduled in the Congressional Record
at the time of the hearing. H. E. Peckham, A. B.,
D.O., is the lecturer who presents these new
subjects.

"It is the intention to have the professional
ethics taught during one half term of each year,
probably the first half of the second term,"
writes Professor Peckham. "This work will be
given to the whole school in session once a week.
Besides this there will be some special lectures,
to be given to each graduating class during the
latter part of the last term of the fourth year.
This, I feel sure, is a work that will fill a long
felt need, and I have great hopes that it will
help to make the field work stronger, better done,
better received and in every way put the practice
of osteopathy forward."



Tentative Program AOA Convention
[Continued from page 17]

7:30 to 9 :00 Surgical Operations at Hospital-Drs. J.
Deason, L. S. Larimore, L. M. Bush and Stan
ley Hunter.

10:00 "Pathological Conditions of the Stomach and In
testines"-With Stereopticon-Dr. D. B. HoI
comb.

10:45 "Auto-Intoxication Through Focal Infection"-Dr.
Robert T. Alston.

11:05 "Pathological Conditions of Tonsils and Systemic
Effects"-Dr. E. J. Breitzman.

11 :25 to 11 :55 Osteopathic Service League. The rest of
. the time Thursday afternoon will be devoted to

X·ray slides and plates on Pneumonia from its
Inception to conclusion on several hundred cases
(by a member whose name is willed for the

present). AFTERNOON

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Section
2:00 Examination of Clinics-Drs. Harry Semones. J.

H. Bailey, E. H. Cosner, H. S. Beckler and
W. S. Nicholl.

3:00 "The Middle Turbinite, Its Uses and Abuses"
Dr. L. S. Larimore.

3:~O "Traumatic Iritis"-Dr. Stanley M. Hunter.
4:00 "Nervous and Constitutional Effects of Diseased

Tonsils, Impacted Teeth and Alveolar Abscesses"
-Dr. E. J. Breitzman. ,

4:30 "Orificial Philosophy Applied to the Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat"-Dr. H. S. Beckler.

Gynecological S ect,:on
Z:30 "Cause and Treatment of Dysmenorrhea"-Dr.

Mary Golden.
Discussion-Dr. Lola Taylor.

3:10 "The Curative Powers of Diet in Relation to In
testinal Secretions and Pelvic Diseases"-Dr.
Isabell Biddle.

Obstetrical Section
2:00 "Anesthesia During Labor, Nitrous Oxide and

Oxygen"-Dr. E. C. Dymond. .
Anesthesia During Labor, Scopolamine-Morphine

-Dr. George J. Conley. ..
Anesthesia During Labor. Ether-Open D,scusslOn.

Meeting of the Surgical Section at
the AOA Convention

AN interesting program has been devised on
surgical subjects for the convention. The
program is such that it will be of inestima

ble value to the general profession and not alone
to a few of those interested in surgery. The
lectures will cover surgical cases ordinarily seen
by the general practitioner in the field-will be
replete with modern diagnostic methods of value
to him.

Osteopathy has prevented thousands of opera
tions, but we all know that there are many condi
tions which nothing will cure but surgical pro
cedure and it is this type of case which will be
brought forth in detail by the able surgeons on
the program. Conservative surgery has always
been a keynote of osteopathic surgical practice
and the men on the program are of the true
osteopathic type. The chairman of the section
invites members of the AOA to bring with them
such of their interesting cases for diagnosis and
surgical treatment as they desire and they may
rest assured these will receive the most consci
entious and skillful attention.

Surgeons of the section will examine and op
erate daily at the Chicago Osteopathic Hospital,
and all are urged to attend these interesting and
valuable clinics.

Dr. L. J. Blakeman (17 North State street, Chi
cago), chairman of the surgical section, will be
glad to arrange for the handling of Cases sent
in for diagnosis and surgical attention.

ASO Student Prospects Best III

School's History
Says Uncle Geo. A. in a Family Letter to the

Alumni

IT may be sad news to the croakers, but the
fact is the A. S. O. has more matriculants for
the September, 1919, class already paid up

than were ever matriculated this early in the his
tory of the school.

This is in spite of increased requirements, and
this does not count the matriculants who have
filled out their blanks but have not paid their fee.

Counting these, there are already more matric
ulated for the September class than entered the
last January class.

We thought we were right when we "stuck by
the ship" through the big war and all the little
wars combined.
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We know it now.
The School is going to live and the Science is

going to live.
So far as we are concerned. the past is for

gotten.
The future is assured.
As to the present, we want to call YQur atten

tion to these points.
In spite of the fact that the A. S. O. did not

beg its alumni for financial support, donations,
contributions or endowments, the faculty expense
and all other expenses were met promptly
throughout the war, although the management
went into debt, personally.

The A. S. O. never did ask money from its
graduates.

The A. S. O. is run on sound enough business
principles that it is now paying, and can pay, a
larger faculty bill than any school in the country,
and a larger laboratory bill, without begging its
friends for money.

We do beg for students and fair play.
We want every alumnus to send an Osteopathic

student somewhere this fall. The Science is en
titled to that much effort from each of you.

If you can't send a student here, send him
somewhere.

You have heard a lot of hard things about the
A. S. 0 in the last year; most of them were
untrue and most of them were started by people
financially interested in competition.

We have not felt it necessary to deny untruths,
which were most obvious, and particularly as long
as the school was actually in the best condition it
ever was.

Anyone interested in finding out, can find out
these facts.

The school is paying more money for teachers
than it ever did and more than any Osteopathic
school ever did pay.

Every old student, who comes back to the
school and attends classes, notices the increased
amoun't of real Osteopathy being taught. Every
medical man who has left the faculty has been
replaced by an Osteopath.

The school, for the first time in fourteen years,
is without any legal entanglements.

The faculty not only on the surface, but under
neath, are harmonious, and this is something that
all old graduates will appreciate.

The same people that are knocking the school
now are the people, or their successors, who
knocked the Old Doctor when he lived. We seem
to forget the opposition he had from certain
cliques within the profession as well as without,
when he lived.

His school can hardly hope to escape now,
under these circumstances.

The A. S. O. is the only school, Osteopathic or
medical whose hospitals contribute not only the
hospital profits, if any, but whose professional
income helps maintain the institution.

This amounts to practically the income from a
large endowment.

We have never begged any money from our
alumni, but WE NOW BEG OF EACH ONE
OF YOU TO MAKE A PERSONAL EFFORT
TO PERSONALLY INTERVIEW A PROS
PECTIVE STUDENT AND SEND US HIS
OR HER NAME; AND EVERY ONE WHO
ACTIVELY HELPS THE A. S. O. IN THIS
MANNER WILL BE GIVEN RESPECTFUL
CONSIDERATION IN ANY CRITICISMS
OR SUGGESTIONS REGARDING THE POL
ICY OF THE INSTITUTION.

Thanking' you for past support and fuiure en
couragement, I am fraternally, George A. Still,
Kirksville, June IO, I9I9.

New Assoelatlon to Form
A meeting was recently held at Santa Barbara, Cal

ifornia. The object of this meeting was a get·to-gether
of the osteopathic physicians of Santa B'arbara, Ventura
and San Luis, Obispo counties to organize a local
society for the district.

Oranl;'e Connty Osteopath Association iUeets
The regular monthly meeting of the Orange County
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Osteopath Association was held recently at the home of
Dr. W. L. Bigham at Anaheim, Calif. Dr. Walter V.
Goodfellow, one of the foremost ear, nose ar:ad throat
specialists of Los Angeles, addressed the meetmg.

Tri-County Association ~leets

The Tri-County Osteopathic Society met at the omoo:
of Dr. L. J. Goodrich, Santa Barbara, Calif., recently.
Dr. T. J. Ruddy of Los Angeles was speaker. 'ft...
subject was ''Nerve-Deafness.''

Central States Osteol.nthlc Association ~leets

The Central States Osteopathic Association met in
Kansas City, Mo., at the Coates House,· May 2nd, for a
three·day session. The organization is composed of
700 members.

Cae"arean Operation by Dr. George A. Still
Dr. George Stil1 performed a Caesarean operation on

:\'lrs. George Fayne, of Green City, Easter morning, a
ten·pound girl being born. Mother and daughter are
doing well.

Urge City ~lllk Control
The members of the Rochester, New York District

Osteopathic Society have presented a petition to Mayor
Edgerton and the Common Council, urging municipal
control of the col1ection and distribution of the city's
milk supply.

Long Beech Assocltltlon Meets
The Long Beach Osteopathic Association met April

24th. Dr. R. B. Emery, of Los Angeles, Calif., was
the guest of the association. He gave a talk and
demonstration of osteopathic technique. The associa
tion now has 14 members and is affiliated with the
state association.

Chicago Association ~leets

The regular monthly meeting of the Chicago Osteo
pathic Association was held June 5th. The speaker of
the evening was Jean B. Claverie, an osteopathiC student
who had been in the French service at the front for
some 59 months. After this the election of officers
was held.

Free Osteopatl,lc Clinic for Spinal Curvature
In keeping with a movement, national in its scope,

Salt Lake is to have its first free Osteopathic clinic,
for the examination, treatment and care of afflicted
children. The clinic wil1 be under the personal direction
of Dr. G. A. Gamble and wil1 be open three nights
each week, Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

Dr. Grennan to Practice in Washington, D. C.
Dr. Q. L. Drennan, who has been teaching plaster

paris cast work at the ASO at Kirksville, Missouri. will
leave soon to practice in Washington, D. C. When
he was in army service, he was in chan~e of the
plaster cast work at the Walter Reed Hospita! at
Washington.

New York City Society ~leets

The last meeting of the New York City Osteopathic
Society for the season was held May 17th, at Murray
Hill Hotel. The following was given: "Traumatic
Cervical Lesions:' by Dr. A. S. Bean; "Osteopathy,"
by Dr. A. G. Hildreth; "Problems," by Dr. Charles
C. Teal1. After this the business session followed
which consisted of election-of officers for the coming year.
There wil1 be no further meeting until after the summer.

Or. ~1illard Pleased with Picture of Old Doctor's
Birthplace

Picture of the Old Doctor's birthplace just received.
I am having it framed and I am sure it wil1 look
fine. I' hope that thru The OP we may be able to
preserve the Old Homestead of Dr. A. T. Stil1. It will
mean much to posterity as well as the present genera
tion.-F. P. Millard, D.O., Toronto, Canada.

Offices for 1920 of New Jersey Society
At the annual meeting of the New Jersey Osteopathic

Society heJd in Newark, New Jersey, on May 3rd. the
following officers were elected: President, Dr. Chas.
M. Sigler. Trenton, N. J.; Vice Fresident, Dr. A. L.
Hughes. Bloomfield, N. J.; Treasurer. Dr. C. O. Fogg,
Lakewood, N. J.; Secretary, Dr. Raymond S. Ward,
Montclair, N. J. Dr. R. M. Colborn of Newark, N. J ..
who was recently made the Osteopathic Member of
the New Jersey State Medical Board was elected chair
man of the LeR'islative Committee for the coming year.-
R. S. Ward, D.O., Montclair, N. J.

Second District Illinois Association ~leets
The Second District Illinois Osteopathic Association

met at Rochel1e, Illinois, May 1st. The fol1owing pro
l(ram was held: "Osteopathic Victory in the Cure of
Influenza," by Dr. Trowbridge; UOsteopathic Treat
ment in Diseases of the Stomach," by Dr. Back of
Dixon; "Experiences of an Osteopath in the U. S.
Army, by Dr. Shel1enberg. of Stockton; "Legislative
Situation," by Dr. C. E. Medairs, of Rockford.

Kentucky Association ~leets

The Kentucky Osteopatbic Association met at Hotel
Henry Watterson. Louisvil1e, Kentucky, May 7th and
8th. The convention was the 21st annual session of the
association. The fol1owing were speakers: Dr. O. C.
Robertson, Dr. Minnie Faulk, Dr. W. D. Posey. Dr.
J. E. Despain, Dr. H. H. Carter. Dr. Martha D. Beard,
br. J. M. Coffman, Dr. H. C. Boaz, Dr. E. M. Yoder,
Dr. C. C. Martin, Dr. W. H. Oldham, Dr. W. B.
Gil1iam, Dr. E. Y. Hicks, Dr. R. E. Markham. Dr. R.
H. Miller, Dr. Virginia Amos, Dr. J. T. Gilbert and
Dr. J. H. Hoggins.

Orificial Surgeons to ~leet

The 32nd Annual Convention of the American Asso
ciation of Orificial Surgeons will be held September 15th,
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Dr. Hewes O. Harris, recently discharged from' the
S. A. T. C. of the State University, has taken up prac·
tice at Poplar, Montana.

Dr. 1.. 1.. Ferguson, A. S. 0., January, 1915, has
come from Centerville, Iowa, to associate himself m
practice with Dr. George Townsend, of Emigrant, Mon·
tana.

Dr. A. S. Loving, of Rockford, Illinois, has announced
hiil return from Y. M. C. A. Army service and is re
located for practice of osteopathy at his old offices
314-315-316 Brown Building, Rockford, Illinois.

Dr. C. R. Landis, of Chicago, will have charge of the
practice of Drs. C. B. and Perle 1.. Hoff, of Deer Lodge,
Montana, while they are attending the National convention
in Chicago.

Dr. E. M. Bailey, of Houston, Texas, was elected
president of the Texas Osteopathic Association for the
coming year.

North CarolIna Board to Jlleet
The annual meeting of the North Carolina Board of

Osteopathic Examination and Registration will be held
in July for the purpose of examining applicants. The
Board of Examiners may grant reciprocity with other
states having equal requirements to those of North
Carolina. This will be done only in cases where the
applicants are absolutely ethical; can give first class
credentials from the officials of the state from which
he comes and then only with the understanding that he
locate in the state at once. The Board reserves the
right to refuse reciprocity when it considers it to be
for the best interest of those already licensed by the
State. There are enough good locations in North Caro·
lina in towns of six to thirty thousand to give a good
location to thirty or forty osteopaths, most of these
locations. in the imaller towns will require very little
money to start with. Osteopathy is well and favorably
known all over the state and a live man should be
able to make money from the first month. The cities
will require a working capital to enable an osteopath to
properly equip his office to meet competition. If you
are interested I will be glad to assist you in securing
a location if you will let me know the part of the
state in which you desire to locate. A temporary
permit will be issued until the meeting of the Board.
Examinations strictly osteopathic.-M. J. Carson, D. Q'J
Secretary.

Dr. Sam T. Roulston, who has recently been dis·
charged from Uncle Sam's servicCil, will associate himself
in practice with Dr. Asa Willard during the summer
months and will take charge of the practice during Dr.
Willard's absence at the National association and else
where during the summer months.

Dr. David T. Griffith, A. S. 0., June, 1915, who has
been practicing at Lake Crystal, Minnesota, has asso
ciated himself in practice with Dr. R. M. Wolf, of Big
Timber, Montana. Dr. Wolf was recently very seriously
hurt in an automobile accident.

Dr. E. S. Edwin, of Chicago College of Osteopathy,
1917, has associated himself in practice with Dr. C. L.
Hawkes, of Great Falls, Montana. Dr. Edwin was reo
cently discharged from overseas service.

Dr. Carl C. Sutton has just opened offices in the W. H.
Spurgeon Building, Santa Anna, California, Dr. Sutton
comes from Vancouver, where he was in the army
hospital service for several months.

Dr. Louisa Burns of South Pasadena, Cal., went to
Pomona recently, where she addressed the Pomona Os·
teopathic society on the subject of "Research Work on
the Pacific Coast." Her lecture was illustrated hy
fifty photographs and radiographs. Dr. .Burns is the
Dean of the Pacific BTanch of the A. T. Still Research
Institute of Chicago.

Drs. C. E. and W. O. Medaris of Rockford, Illinois,
have associated with them in their practice Dr. Shellen·
berger, formerly of' Waukegan, Illinois.. Dr. Shellen·
berger was recently discharged from the .army~ where
for eighteen months he was with the base hospital and
ambulance section 0f the medical corps. .

Dr. Theodore M. Gunn, Des Moines Still College of
Osteopathy, has been discharged from military service
and will take up his practice in the Ford Building, Great
Falls, Montana.

Dr. R. M. Wolf went to Chico Springs recently for
x-ray examination and treatment. It is hoped that be·
fore long he will be able to resume a part of his duties
in practice at Big Timber, Montana.

mittee was appointed by the M. O. A. to secure the
services of an expert publjcity firm, Qr individual to
conduct a State Educational campaign thru the press;
by lectures, publications and other means to further
the interest· of the profession and promote the progress
of the science. The Organization of the "Osteopathic
League" was commended and the profession urged to
enroll. The following officers of the M. O. A. were
elected for the year 1919 and 1920. M. L. Hartwell,
D.O., President; A. B. King, D.O., Vice President;
Millicent Ross, D.O., Secretary; T. H. Hedgpeth,
D.O., Treasurer and J. W. Parker, D.O., Trustee.
T. H. Hedgpeth, D.O., St. Joseph, Misso"ri.

Jllusicale at Chicago College
Patients and friends of Dr. and Mrs. F. V. Robuck

were well entertained Sunday, April 13th, at the Cbapel
of the Chicago College of Osteopathy. There were
about \Joe hundred people present, besides the students.
The singer was Signor Donato Colafemina, the well
known concert soloist. He was the tenor soloist with
John Philip Sousa and has just been discharged from
the navy. The accompanist was Gertrude Grosscup
Perkins. Refreshments were served and the friends
were conducted by students thru the Hospital attached
to the. college.

Dr. N. H. Wright Take .. Over Practice of Drs.
Oollyer and Oollyer at Louisville

Dr. N. H. Wright, formerly of Winchester, Kentucky,
has taken over the practice of Drs. Collyer & Collyer
at Louisville, Kentucky. The Drs. Collyer have long
been contemplating retiring from active ;prac.tice as
they feit that they needed an extended rest and vacation
which could not be taken while they had the responsi
bility of the practice on their hands. They enj oyed
a large and select clientele and they were very careful
in selecting a successor but they feel that Dr. Wright is
the right man in the right place.

Missouri Convention Report
At .the business session of the Missouri Osteopathic

Association at the Central States Convention in Kansas"
City, motion was passed that the Missouri Osteopathic
Association be chartered as an Incorporation. Motion
was also passed that the M. O. A. hold a post graduate
clinic convention for the members of the association
in the fall (date and place to be d.cided later).
Educational committee was appointed by the Kansa.
Association to confer with the Missouri Association
regarding co-operation in educational programs of the
two associations. Said committee meet with the Missouri
Committee, Trustees and Officers, and it now appears
that the educational work of the two associations may
be co-ordinated in a very satisfactory way. A com4

By-Laws of Ophthal-Otols Amended
The following amendme;'t i. proposed to the By-Laws

of the American Osteopathic Society- of Ophthalmology
and Oto-Laryngology. Moved that part 1, section 4,
which reads as follows: Fees and dues: The dues
in this society shall be one dollar a year Ifor active
members and 'fifty cents for associate members. Dues
shall be due and payable the first day of July each year.
Each application made three months before July 1 shall,
on payment of one dollar, be credited with dues for
the succeeding year. Be amended to read: Fees and
dues: The dues in this society shall be two dollars
a year for active members and one dollar for associate
members. Dues shall be due and payable the first day
of July each year. Each application made three months
before July 1 shall, on payment of one dollar, be
credited with dues for the succeeding year.-H. J.
Ma1'shall~ Secretar)J~ Des Moines~ Iowa.

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Clinics
We want your clinics and private cases for our

convention, June 23rd to 25th. Any, and all kinds
of cases for examination, operation or treatment. The
convention is to be held in the Chicago Osteopathic
Hospital and we will be in a position to do good, clean,
thoro work and give your patients the proper hospital
care as we have never been able to do before. Surgical
work, such as toncillectomy, adinectomy, mastoidectomy,
thyroidectomy, turbinectomy, submucou~, correction of
septum, cataract operations, etc., will be done by ex
perienced osteopathic surgeons. Arrangements have been
made with surgeons whereby twenty-five per cent of
their fees will be paid into the treasury of the society.
By this means your pa)' patients will receive the best
of services and the SOCIety receive the benefit. Please
make arrangements early with Dr. Glenn S. Moore,
Chicago Osteopathy Hospital, 5200 Ellis Avenue, Chicago.
It will be necessary to make your arrangements in ad
vance if you wish hospital accommodations.-Dr. L. S.
Lat'iHl,ore, Chairman Clinic Committee~ Atnerican Osteo
pllothic Society of Ophthalmology and Oto·Laryngology.

Western New York Association Jlleets
The annual meeting of the Western New York Osteo·

pathic Association was held at the Hotel Lafayette,
May 3rd. The splendid attendance of members enjoyed
an excellent program of entertainment for after thc
short business session anything of a serious nature
would not have been tolerated. The natural reaction
of a winters' strenuous practice took place and everyone
entered heartily into the festivities. Following the
president's address, speeches and toasts were made and
responded to by Drs. Dieckmann, Lincoln, Russell, Cook
and Weegar. The musical program which consisted of
selections rendered by a quartette of mixed voices,
and piano duets, demonstrated that osteopaths possess
other talents than the ability to aleviate the ills of
mankind. The meeting adjourned with every member
resolving to sustain the honors that osteopathy has
achieved in the late epidemic. The following officers
were re-elected for ensuing year: President, Dr. E. R.
Larter, Niagara Falls; Vice President, Dr. Grace C.
Learner; Secretary, Dr. Grace H. Stauffer; Treasurer,
Dr. John F. Krill; Board of Directors, Dr. Hugh 1..
Russell, Dr. George T. Cook and Dr. Harry W. Learner.
-Grace H. Stau,ffer, D.O., Secretary.

16th and 17th at the Congress Hotel, Chicago. Fore·
noons will be given to operative demonstrations at the
hospital. This association is one of the very oldest
surgical organizations in the United States. The pro
gram will be replete with practical addresses, essays and
papers by prominent orificialists. The clinics will 1?e
interesting as usual.---:Pau.l C. Goodlave, Secretary, Det·ro~t,

Michigan.

Intercostal Neuritis
Caused by a Slipped
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Disabled Wrist Restored
to Usefulness
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Enlarged Neck Glands
Treated by Osteopathy If--l-rl--''''"''"1

Lumbago in a
Middle-Aged MaD
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Dr. John H. Finley, of Berwick, Pennsylvania, was
married April 23rd to Miss Ada Lorretta Mill, of Berwick.
Dr. Finley also is branching out in his practice, having
established -a separate office at Hazleton, Pennsylvania,
in the Markle Bank Building.

Dr. Jeanette H. Bolle3, of Denver, Colorado, recently
addressed the National Congress of Mothers' and Parent
Teacher associations which held its twenty-third annual
conference at the Hotel Baltimore in that city, Dr.
Bolles is national chairman of the social extension de
partJInent of the association.

Dr. Morgan Prime Lee. of Los Angeles, California,
bas just returned from active service in France and Bel
gium. He served with the Ninety-first division thruout
all its engagements as a member of the Medical detach
ment of the Three Hundred and Sixty-third infantry. Dr.
Lee has resumed practice at his former location, 534-36
Mason Building, Los Angeles.

I have just returned from Valparaiso, Indiana, where
I had been called because of the very serious illness of
my father. Leaving him much improved. I visited the
Chicago School of Osteopathy and also spent a day at
Kirksville on my way back. I was thoroly pleased with
the outlook, vision and optomisim prevailing in both
schools. Everything indicates large substantial classes for
the ensuing year.-L. N. Pennock} D. G.} Amarillo} Texas.

Dr. Katherine F. Lawrence and Dr. Claire King Man
hart were married on October 7, 1918, at Trinity Church,
New Haven, Connecticut. At the time Dr. Manhart was
then a sergeant in the Yale Army Laboratory School.
He was later commissioned a lieutenant in the Sanitary
Corps and remained at Yale until his discharge from the
army on December 27. Drs. Manhart are now practicing
at Camden, Maine, where they opened their offices the first
of the year.

On March 18th Dr. F. W. Hamilton. of Robinson.
Illinois, and his brother, Dr. R. A. Hamilton, of White
Hall, Illinois, were called to their old horne at J ersey
ville} Illinois, on account of the illness of their father
who had acute nephritis. He sucoumbed to the disease
on April 8th. The Drs. Hamilton had hardly been
back In their respective locations a month and was
just beginning to get their practice in shape when they
were called on April 7th to the bedside of their sister,
who had a cerebral hemorrhage. She died on April 16th.
She was unconscious from April 7th until the time
,he died.

Dr. C. W. Abeel, from Burlington, Iowa, to Sinclair
Buildin$, J1eresford, South Dakota.

Dr. J. H. Anderson, from Middletown, Connecticut, to
Lawrence, Kansas.

Dr. F. S. Boals, from Fremont, to Stanton, Nebraska.
Dr. R. E. Brooker, from U. S. Army, to 925 Broad

street, Grinnell, Iowa.
Dr. Q. L. Drennan, from American School, to Wash

in2'ton, D. C.
Dr. Clara T. Gerrish from 26 W. Grant street, to

466·68 Auditorium Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Dr. L. E. Gordon, from Fairfield to Cuplin Building,

Iowa Falls. Iowa.
Dr. J. M. Harper, and J. B. Deaver, from Grove City,

Pa., to 15 E. Park Ave., Niles. Ohio.
Dr. F. H. Hodgman, from New Bern, North Carolina,

to Pine Lodge, West Roxhurr, Massachusetts.
Dr. R. H. Hurst, at King City, Missouri.
Dr. Lydie Hutt, from Kansas City to Kirksville, Mis

souri.
Dr. J. Earl Jones, from Linneus, Missouri, to Fair·

nHlnt, Minnesota.
Dr. J. W. Lawrence, from U. S. Army, to 710 City

Kational Bank Building, Paducah, Kentucky.
Dr. W. A. McVane, from U. S. Army, to Dyersville,

Iowa.
Dr. H. H. Maddox, from Mattoon to Kansas, Illinois.
Dr. Helen Montano, from Union City, Indiana, to

Kirk5ville, Missouri.
Dr. 1. K. Moorehouse, from Norway, Maine, to Fashion

Building, Beaumo!lt, Texas.
. Dr. G. S. Mulford, from U. S. Army, to 350 Green
wich Ave. Greenwich. Connecticut.

Dr. N. j. Neilson, from U. S. Army, to 276 N. Lisgar
Street, Toronto, Ont., Canada.

Dr. M. R. Runions, at Correctionville. Iowa.
Dr. Joseph L. Schwartz, from Des Moines, to Valley

Junction, Iowa.
Dr. John P. Schwartz. 823 17th Street, to Des Moines,

General Hospital, Des Moines, Iowa.
Neff W. Shellenberger, from U. S. Army to Rockford,

Illinois.
Dr. Millie Snyder, at Butler. Missouri.
Dr. R. H. St. Pierre, at Peterson Block, Anacortes,

Washington.
Dr. R. R. Sterrett, from U. S. Army, to State Life

Buildin~, Indianapolis. Indiana. care of Dr. J. Spaunhurst.
Dr. Blanche M. Weston, from 184 North Ive Ave.,

Monrovia. to 742 Burlington Street, Los Angeles,
Dr. F. F. Woodruff, U. S. Army, to 812 Majestic Build

ing. Denver, Colo.
Dr. C. L. Wright, from Hannibal, Missouri, to Hays,

Kansas.

Dr. Katherine F. Lawrence and Dr. Claire King Man
hart at New Haven, Connecticut, October 7th, 1918.

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO
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Dr. John H. FinIel' of Berwick, Pennsylvania, to Miss
Ada Loretta Mill, 0 Berwick, Pennsylvania, April 23rd.

To Dr. and Mrs. F. L. R. Roberts, ~pirit Lake, Iowa.
on April 24th, a baby girl, Velma Ruth.

To Dr. and Mrs. P. E. Roscoe, of Cleveland, Ohio, at
the Delaware Springs Sanitarium, Delaware, Ohio, on
March 24th, a son, Theodore.

To Drs. Theodore and Gladys Thompson, at the Pennsyl
vania Osteopathic Sanatorium, York, Pennsylvania, April
27th, a daughter, Dixie Jane, weight 8 pounds.

Mrs. F. C. Bitgood, eldest daughter of Dr. Clara De
Gress McKinney I and sister of Mrs. H. A. Price, Houston,
Texas, March 11th, in Cincinnati, Ohio.

Dr. J. R. Klippelt of Lebanon, Mo., on May 14.

Advertisements in this column 5c per word, address
free. Terms strictly cash in advance.

I want to buy a practice in Pennsylvania-partnership
considered. Give full details in first letter. Address No.
158, cJo The OP, 9 So. Clinton St., Chicago.

Wanted-Young woman desires position ~s assistant or
to take over a practice for the summer, preferably In
Colorado. Two years field experience; also hospital ex
perience in x-ray and laboratory work. Age 26. Address
No. 160, clo The OP, 9 So. Clinton St., Chicago.

For Sale-My ew York City practice; established
several years; office fee $5.00. Disposing because prefer
country. Exclusive location and clientele. Three year
lease. Sell at low figure with or without furniture to
reputable osteopath. An fl,1utsaal opporhutity for a man
or woman with abilit), and personality. Address No. 162,
clo The OP, 9 So. Clinton St., Chicago.

Wanted-To puy a practice in or near St. Louis, Mo.
Address No. 155, clo OF, 9 So. Clinton St., Chicago, Ill.

For Sale-Practice in rapidly growing part of Texas.
$1.000.00 for three rooms, office furniture and Hudson
6·40 automobile. guaranteed in good condition. Reason
for selling: I have offices in two towns and must give
up one of them. It must be a cash deal. Practice run
$2,400.00 first four months 1919. Address No. 159, clo
The OP, 9 So. Clinton St., Chicago.

Partnership Wanted-Graduate of Des Moines Still
College four·year course, assistant on faculty one year,
licensed in five states, instructor in a post-graduate course
this summer and an operator in the surgical clinics of
the National convention this year, specialist in eye, eJrilr,
nose and throat, including refraction, experience in nose
and throat section of army; desires to form partnership
with physician in state which permits surgical practice
by osteopathic profession. Only correspondence with
physician who has well established practice and who
wants to enlarge scope of practice by including eye, ear,
nose and throat work desired. Can furnish sufficient ref
erences to satisfy. Address No. 161, clo The OP, 9 So.
Clinton St., Chicago.

For Sale-vVell established practice in Illinois town of
3,000. Will dispose for price of office equipment. Prac
tice last year $5,000.00 Will introduce buyer. Reason
for selling and details of equipment and price given upon
inquiry. Address No. 165, clo The OP, 9 So. Clinton
St., Chicago.

For Sale or Lease on CommIssion Basis-My practice
in a good western Illinois town of 4.000. Only Osteopath.
Established nineteen years. Retiring. People are edu
cated to Osteopathy and use it. Office and house com
bined, furnished. Close down town. Man and wife both
osteopaths preferred but will consider anyone who is
qualified and means business. References. Address No.
164, clo The OP, 9 So. Clinton St., Chicago, Ill.

Wanted-An Osteopath who has taken M. D. de!l"ree in
recognized school. Must be especially interested 10 sur
gery. single and of good habits. References required.
Good salary with room and board for assisting in sur
gery, etc.· Dr. G. A. Townsend, Emigrant, Mont.

Wanted-Man with Ohio license, to care for a practice
in the largest city in the state. Answer No. 1~3, clo
OP, 9 S. Clinton St., Chicago, Ill.

The Professor Lane Documents on Osteopathy areI
masterly expositions of osteopathy-Tlte OP Co
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS

Dr. Percy Evan Roscoe
Osteopathy and Minor Surgery

601 Guardian Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio

Dr. W. Bruce Lynd
Osteopathic Specialist .

Practice Limited to Eye, Ear, Nose and
Throat

602 Ridge Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Dr. ]. Deason, Osteopathic Physician
Specializing in Ear, Nose and Throat

27 East Monroe St., Chicago

Wm. Otis Galbreath, D. O.
Oculist,

Adenectomy, Tonsillectomy
Ear and Nasal Surgery

3?1 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia

James D. Edwards, D.O., M. D.
Originator of "Finger Surgelr" in Catarrhal

Deafness, Hay Fever, Eye, ar, Nose and
Throat Diseases

408-9-10 Chemical Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Dr. C. E. Amsden
Diseases of the Alimentary Tract

2 Bloor St., East Toronto, Canada

Hubert F. Leonard, D.O., M. D.
Consultation and Surgery

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Surgery a Specialty
703-706 Morgan Bldg., Portland, Oregon

Riley D. Moore, LL.B., Oph. D., D. O.
Osteopathic Physician

1410 H St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
Careful attention to referred cases.

Charles MacFadden, D. O.
Temple Bldg., Bad Axe, Michigan

Specializing in the Non-Drug Treatment of
Bright's Disease and Bronchial Asthma

Referred cases given every consideration

. Dr. T. ]. Ruddy
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

302-9 Black Building
Originator (Bowling) of "Finger Method"

for Hay Fever and Catarrhal Deafness, etc.
Past Pres. Am. Soc. Oph., Rhinology & Oto

Laryngology
Throat Dept.,Chief of Eye, Ear, Nose &

C. O. P. & S.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Dr. Frank]. Stewart
Diseases of the Skin and also

Genito-urinary and Venereal Diseases
Room 1201, 7 W. Madison St., Chica~

Dr. J. C. Howell,
Osteopathy, Orificial and Finger Surgery,

3 N. Orange Ave.. Orlando, Florida.

Dr. Preston R. Hubbell
Osteopathic Physician

504 Fine Arts Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

It pays to advertise the

truth, if you do

it properly
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Osteopathic Health will
increase your practice. It
will keep your name and
profession f res h in the
mind of a cured patient or
prospective patient.

Tbe Lesson of • Cured Lumbago
Ills tbat Lie Between Acute and Purely

Surgical Practice

A New and Rational Hope for Patients
Wbo Have Not Been Relieved

No. 33

Osteopathic Health
for July, 1919

95 Per Cent of All Diseases Beyond
the Realm of "Medical Victories"

Less Than One in Every Hun
dred Patients Died from Both
Diseases Combmed

Research Scientists Discredit
Drugs. Vaccines and Serums in
Influenza and Pneumonia

"Shot-Cun
o

, Vaccines are Pure
Charlatanry

The Doctor of Osteopathy

Osteopathy Had But 472
Deaths Among 48,911
Influenza and Pneumonia
Patients Treated!

No. 30

Osteopathic Health edu
cates you r patients. It
makes the patient h a v e
more confidence in osteop
at h y by explaining its
therapy.

Why Osteopathy Cures Numberllfss
lIIs Where Medicine and Surgery Fail

Modern Medicine Has Scored Only Eleven Victories
Agaimt & Thousand Failures

o s teo pat h i c Health
saves your office time. In
stead of explaining every
detail to the patient by
mouth, hand him a copy
of. OH and let that do much
of the work for you.

3,000 Drug. More Hurtful Th.n HeaUng

Drug Abuses Far Outrun Drug U...

Heart Stimulant. In the Infections Are Gross Malpractice

Osteopaths Willing to Conc:ede Medica 5Per Cent of the
Field of Di,eue and Can Prove Their Own
Superiority In the Remaining ~S Per CentI The Osteopathic Dominion Includes All Cur.ble Vise.... I

ClIElJ:?
Osteopathic Health

makes satisfied patients. A
patient who knows why
osteopathy is successful is
a real booster for you. A
booster means new patients.

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO
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